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Abstract: The unexplained origin of neutrino masses suggests that these neutral and
weakly interacting particles might provide a portal to physics beyond the Standard Model.
In view of the growing prospects in experimental neutrino physics, we explore new theo-
retical models and experimental searches that can shed light on the existence of low-scale
particles with very small couplings to ordinary matter. Our efforts highlight a vast land-
scape of models where neutrino physics offers our best chance of discovering such hidden
sectors. Along the way, we revisit the Standard Model physics of neutrino trident produc-
tion with a modern calculation and explore its phenomenology at neutrino facilities. As
shown here, this type of rare neutrino scattering process can probe unexplored anomaly-
free extensions of the Standard Model with a complementary, and often more powerful,
search strategy to to the well-known searches in neutrino-electron scattering. As to new
models, we propose a novel neutrino mass model resembling the inverse seesaw, where
neutrino mixing stands as the most prominent portal to dark sectors and dark matter.
In our dark neutrino model, neutrino masses are generated radiatively, with the vector,
scalar, and neutrino phenomenology displaying an unique interplay. Later, we devise new
methods to search for these dark neutrinos using neutrino-electron scattering data, aiming
to discriminate among new physics explanations of the MiniBooNE anomalous results. Fi-
nally, we discuss light and heavy conventional sterile neutrinos in the context of νSTORM,
an entry-level neutrino factory for precision neutrino physics.
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Preface
These are exciting times in high-energy physics. The Standard Model (SM), our most
powerful and well-tested theory of particles and their interactions, triumphs across the
experimental landscape and proves to be much more robust than anticipated. Yet, once
confronted with some of the simplest questions about the Universe, it provides unsatis-
factory answers, and to our great frustration, little theoretical guidance on what may lie
beyond. While there is no guarantee that some of the theoretical questions we ask are
indeed “good” ones, we may rely on two indirect experimental evidence to claim the SM
is incomplete: neutrino masses and the existence of dark matter in our Universe. These
two unexplained observations suggest the existence of new neutral particles, calling not
only for extended particle content but also for novel symmetries. It makes the series of
negative results in particle physics all the more thrilling. Uncertain moments like the one
we live are frequent in the history of physics. For many times we saw established theoreti-
cal expectations and increasingly fine-tuned models making way for elegant theories like
Special Relativity, new particles such as the neutrino and for new ideas like spontaneous
symmetry breaking (SSB). In practice, of course, such grandiose endeavours are reduced
to much less noble but no less important efforts. The frequency of negative results and
the need to over-constrain our models make the search for new physics a true exercise in
patience. Nevertheless, it is in a persistent and curious spirit that this thesis stands.
Studying neutrinos in the laboratory is notoriously difficult due to their neutral and weakly
interacting nature. Although a lot has been learned about their properties, the recent
advances on the experimental side, such as the advent of liquid argon time projection
chambers, allows us to study neutrino interactions to unprecedented levels of detail. This
is the case for the large scale experiments planned for the near future, namely the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [6] and HyperKamiokande [7]. These multi-
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kiloton projects will put the three neutrino oscillation paradigm to stringent tests, and
their near detectors will provide vast amount of data on neutrino interactions. Therefore,
given the frequency of surprises in the field of neutrino physics, it is all the more timely
to explore such experimental efforts to their fullest and identify what new physics may
surface from future data.
One interesting avenue for beyond the SM physics at neutrino experiments, marked by
low energies but large exposures, is the existence of feebly-interacting light particles, e.g.,
dark interactions or hidden particles. This possibility will be the main motivation for the
current thesis, forcing us to consider processes with small SM backgrounds and creative
experimental searches. Hidden particles of their own, neutrinos are the only singlets under
the broken symmetry of the SM and provide a unique portal to additional neutral particles.
Nevertheless, theoretical models that are strongly connected to the neutrino sector at low
scales are hard to come by, and most often neutrino experiments cannot compete with
the precision achieved with charged particles. In this thesis, we both study and propose
models where neutrinos offer our best chance of discovery. For isntance, rare semi-leptonic
neutrino scattering processes can serve as the most sensitive probes of light new gauge
bosons from well-known anomaly-free gauge symmetries. One such scattering channel
is neutrino tridents production, a process we revisit both in the SM and in new physics
models, clarifying discrepancies in the literature in a modern approach. For new models
we introduce a novel class of self-consistent low-scale hidden sectors that explain neutrino
masses and can be tested at current and upcoming neutrino experiments. These models
make use of portal couplings to a hidden sector enriched by a new Abelian symmetry. The
combination of a new force with neutrino mixing yields a plethora of low-energy signatures
that escape current searches for heavy neutral leptons, dark photons and scalars, and is
able to explain several longstanding experimental anomalies.
We start the thesis with a reminder of the main features and limitations of the SM,
motivating the models we pursue in the chapters that follow. In Chapter 2, we concentrate
on the theoretical basis and current status of neutrino physics. Chapter 3 is entirely
dedicated to neutrino trident production, and is a testimony to the level of precision
achieved in current and future generation neutrino experiments. As an application of this
rare process, we will see in Chapter 4 how such signatures probe new gauge interactions
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much weaker than those in the SM (g . 10−3). In Chapter 5, we build a new model for
neutrino masses that can be tested below the Electroweak scale, and briefly discuss its
novel phenomenology. This model has also great implications for short-baseline results,
such as the observation of low-energy electron-like events at MiniBooNE. We study this in
Chapter 6, proposing a new analysis to search for this kind of signature in neutrino-electron
scattering measurements. In Chapter 7, we shift our focus to a new type of neutrino beam
offering sub-percent precision in the neutrino flux. We study short-baseline oscillations
and sterile neutrinos in the context of such an experiment. Finally, Chapter 8 contains
our concluding remarks.
Chapter 1
The Standard Model and Beyond
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a Yang-Mills theory [8] of strong, weak
and electromagnetic (EM) particle interactions based on an SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) local
gauge symmetry. The first remarkable aspect of the theory is in the fact that it relies on
the same idea that explains Maxwell’s equations, the principle of gauge invariance. In this
way, it is hard to pin down the official conception of the SM, although widely associated
with the works of Sheldon L. Glashow [9], Steven Weinberg [10] and Abdus Salam [11].
Unconcerned with quarks and the strong force, they proposed a spontaneously broken
SU(2) × U(1) local gauge symmetry for leptons, which already reflected most of what
we know about the electroweak (EW) interactions nowadays. In fact, the spontaneous
broken symmetry that was used already predicted the existence of a charged massive vector
boson, the W±, a neutral massive vector boson, the Z, and of a massless generator of the
unbroken U(1)EM group, the photon γ. Beyond unifying the weak and EM forces, the
breaking through the Higgs mechanism [12–14] implied that an additional scalar particle,
the Higgs boson H, had to exist. This last prediction was experimentally validated after
the discovery of a neutral scalar boson at the LHC in 2012 [15,16], the last SM particle to
be experimentally observed.
The strong force had a much richer and more turbulent history. The quark model, developed
by Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig [17,18] in 1964, had great success in explaining the
growing number of hadronic resonances found by experiments. However, it was not until
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QαL L
α uαR d
α
R e
α
R H G W B
SU(3)c 3 1 3 3 1 1 8 1 1
SU(2)L 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 1
U(1)Y 1/3 −1 −4/3 2/3 2 1 0 0 1
Tab. 1.1. The representation of the left-handed Weyl fields, the complex scalar and gauge
bosons under each gauge group of the SM. For U(1)Y , the charge is shown instead. All
fermions carry a flavour index α = e, µ or τ .
asymptotic freedom was discovered in non-Abelian gauge theories [19, 20] that quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) was really born. QCD is an SU(3) local gauge theory describing
the interaction of quarks and gluons, and is vastly different from any other theory we will
encounter in this thesis. Its uniqueness is best exemplified through color confinement, the
property that colored particles must always be present in bound colorless states, called
hadrons. For QCD, confinement is guaranteed below the scale ΛQCD ≈ 250 MeV, below
which strong processes are non-perturbative. This is to be contrasted with asymptotic
freedom, where the strong interactions between quarks and gluons become asymptotically
weaker at higher energies. The presence of new degrees of freedom other than quarks and
gluons at low energies, namely the hadrons, is a clear evidence of a phase transition and
makes QCD a unique topic within the SM. At times we will refer to known results in this
theory, but it usually has little bearings on electroweak physics.
1.1.1 Fields and Symmetries
We now set out for a more precise definition of the SM field content, discussing some
details of local gauge invariance. All fermion fields in the SM are Weyl fields of either
definite left-handed (LH) or right-handed (RH) chirality. An equivalent statement is that
SM fields are eigenvectors of γ5: γ5ψR = ψR for RH, and γ5ψL = −ψL for LH fields. This
is an important feature that allows us to work with 2 component Weyl spinors and makes
explicitly manifest the chiral nature of weak interactions. The LH field content and their
representation under the different gauge groups is shown in Table 1.1. Note that only LH
particles transform non-trivially under SU(2)L. Also shown is the Higgs field H, a complex
scalar field, doublet under SU(2). As we will see in the next section, H is responsible for
the breaking of SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)EM. From the observed EM charges QEM, the
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SU(2)L isospin T3, and by virtue of the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula [21,22]
QEM = T3 +
Y
2 , (1.1.1)
the hypercharge Y of each SM field is fixed. The local gauge transformation of the matter
fields are given by
ψ → exp{igθa(x)T a}ψ, (1.1.2)
where g is the gauge coupling constant, a counts the number of generators T a, and θa(x)
are arbitrary parameters that depend on space-time coordinates xµ. To achieve local gauge
invariance, we require the following gauge fields associated with each group:
SU(3)C : {G1(x), · · · , G8(x)}, SU(2)L : {W1(x),W2(x),W3(x)}, U(1)Y : B(x),
(1.1.3)
corresponding to the eight gluons, the SU(2) gauge fields and the hypercharge field. Note
that the number of gauge fields matches the number of generators in each group, e.g. for
SU(N) there are N2−1 generators. For the original SU(2)×U(1) theory, this implied that
in addition to the charged gauge fields, which explained Fermi’s theory for beta decays,
and the observed massless photon, there must have been an additional neutral gauge field
corresponding to some linear combination of W 3 of SU(2)L and B of U(1)Y . This striking
prediction was in fact first confirmed by Gargamelle through the observation of accelerator
neutrinos scattering into final states with no charged leptons [23].
The generators of a given symmetry group equipped with commutators form a Lie Algebra,
obeying [T a, T b] = ifabcTc, with fabc being the group structure constant. In the special
case fabc = 0, the generators commute and the group is said to be Abelian, like in the
case of U(1)Y . Otherwise, the group is non-Abelian and the theory displays a much richer
underlying dynamics. The SM is a non-Abelian theory, since its symmetry group contains
direct products of two SU(N) groups with N > 1. We now illustrate how to build a gauge-
invariant Yang-Mills Lagrangian, like that of the SM. Take an a-dimensional Yang-Mills
theory and define θ = T aθa and U = eigθ. We can now perform gauge transformations on
the relevant matter fields ψ, gauge fields Aµ = TaAµ(x)a and derivatives of matter fields
as follows
ψ → Uψ, Aµ → UAµU−1 − i
g
(∂µU)U−1, ∂µψ → U∂µψ + ψ(∂µU). (1.1.4)
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As we can see, the last term is not invariant due to the local character of the gauge
transformations. To preserve gauge invariance, a covariant derivative, transforming as
Dµ → UDµU−1, now replaces the ordinary derivative. It is defined as
Dµ = ∂µ + igA, such that Dµψ → UDµψ, =⇒ ψi /Dψ → ψi /Dψ. (1.1.5)
The invariant term above is the fermion kinetic term. Beyond fermion propagation, it
is the main way to describe fermion-gauge interactions in the SM. In particular, the full
covariant derivative in the SM is given by
Dµ = ∂µ + igW aµτa + i
Y
2 g
′Bµ + i
gs
2 G
b
µλb, (1.1.6)
where τa = σa/2 are the generators built from Pauli matrices acting on the doublets of
SU(2)L, and λb the generators built from the Gell-Mann matrices acting on the triplet
representations of SU(3)c. This also fixes the notation for the gauge couplings in the SM.
Finally, the gauge invariant kinetic terms for the gauge bosons are
Lgauge = −14G
a
µνG
µν
a −
1
4W
a
µνW
µν
a −
1
4BµνB
µν , (1.1.7)
where F aµν = ∂µF aν − ∂νF aµ − gF fabcFb µFc ν with gF the relevant gauge coupling. The
kinetic term in Abelian theories concern only the propagation of gauge bosons, however,
for non-Abelian groups the term proportional to gF in F aµν introduces interactions among
the gauge bosons proportional to g and g2. Therefore, a non-Abelian theory is already an
interacting theory without the addition of any matter fields.
1.1.2 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
So far we have only discussed the gauge and fermionic content of the SM. The scalar
sector is, in fact, quite special. The only scalar particle, the Higgs boson, is responsible for
spontaneously breaking SU(2)L × U(1)Y to U(1)EM after it acquires a non-zero vacuum
expectation value (vev). This introduces a mass scale in the theory which, apart from
dimensionless couplings, sets the scale of EW physics. Note that because it is a scalar
particle, a non-zero vev does not violate the symmetries of space-time, namely Lorentz
invariance. The Higgs is a complex scalar field and a doublet under SU(2)L, and so we
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can write
H = 1√
2
G+1 + iG+2
h0 + iG03
 = eiGaτa√
2
0
h
 . (1.1.8)
The Higgs Lagrangian reads
LHiggs ⊃ (DµH)† (DµH)− V (H), with V (H) = µ2H†H + λ
(
H†H
)2
, (1.1.9)
where µ2 has mass dimension 2, being the only dimensionful parameter in the SM. If µ2 < 0,
minimizing the potential V (H) requires 〈0|H |0〉 =
(
0, v/
√
2
)T
, where v2 = −µ2/λ is the
vev chosen to lie in the real and neutral direction. We now can then expand around the
true vacuum of the theory by redefining the fields Ga → Ga/v and h → h + v. At this
point, a rewriting of the potential reveals the mass and interactions of every component
of the scalar doublet. Note, however, that it contains no mass terms for G1, G2 and G3.
These are the Nambu-Goldstone bosons of the theory, and although they are massless, they
do possess interactions with the scalar and gauge boson fields. One way to understand
their role is to perform an SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge transformation in our Lagrangian such
that the resulting Higgs doublet reads
H → e−iGaτa/vH = 1√
2
 0
h+ v
 . (1.1.10)
This transformation must also be applied to the gauge fields, fixing the gauge. This
particular choice is rather convenient and is known as the unitary gauge. We then find
LHiggs ⊃ −12m
2
hh
2 − λvh3 − λ4h
4
+M2wW †µWµ
[
1 + 2h
v
+ h
2
v2
]
+ M
2
z
2 ZµZ
µ
[
1 + 2h
v
+ h
2
v2
]
, (1.1.11)
where mh =
√
2λ v = 125.18 ± 0.16 GeV [24]. Most importantly, after SSB, the Higgs
kinetic term has given us three massive and one massless vector bosons, defined as
W±µ =
1√
2
(
W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ
)
, Zµ = cwW 3µ − swBµ, Aµ = cwBµ − swW 3µ . (1.1.12)
where sw (cw) is the sine (cosine) of the weak angle, defined by cw = g/
√
g2 + g′ 2. These
fields correspond to the mediators of the weak charged-current (CC) interactions (MW =
gv/2 = 80.387 ± 0.016 GeV [24]), of the weak neutral-current (NC) interactions (Mz =
Mw/cw = 91.1876±0.0021 GeV [25]) and the massless photon Aµ, mediator of the unbroken
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EM interactions. Their interactions with the Higgs boson are also shown in the triple and
quadruple vertex terms above. The interactions with matter are obtained from the fermion
kinetic terms, where the charged, neutral and electromagnetic currents are defined and
written as
LNC = e JγµAµ +
g
cw
JZµ Z
µ, Jγµ = ψQEMγµψ, JZµ = ψγµ
[(
T3
2 −QEMs
2
w
)
− T32 γ
5
]
ψ,
LCC =
g√
2
(
J+µW
µ+ + J−µWµ−
)
, J+µ =
1
2ψuγµ
(
1− γ5
)
ψd + h.c., (1.1.13)
where ψ ∈ {νL, eL, uL, dL, eR, uR, dR}, and ψu, d denoting fermions with T3 = ±1/2. From
the weak currents we note two important aspects: i) weak interactions indeed violate parity
with a V −A structure, ii) charged-current interactions are purely LH as they should be
since no RH fields are charged under SU(2)L. After SSB, only the EM current is conserved
∂µJγµ = 0.
In the discussion above, we fixed the gauge of the SM to simplify the EW Lagrangian.
This is not necessary and, in fact, another possibility is to keep all terms involving the
Nambu-Goldstone fields Ga and eliminate off-diagonal kinetic terms of the type Zµ∂µG3
by introducing the following gauge breaking Lagrangian to the SM
LRξ = −
(∂µAµ)2
2ξγ
−
(
∂µZ
µ + ξZMZG03
)2
2ξZ
− |∂µW
µ− + iξWMWG−|2
2ξW
. (1.1.14)
This is known as the Rξ gauge, where the explicit dependence on the gauge breaking
parameters ξ serves as a useful diagnostic of gauge invariance in physical observables. The
Lorentz gauge is recovered for ξ = 0 and the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge with ξ = 1. This
method to fix the gauge played an important role in the development of the SM. First
introduced by Ludvig Fadeev and Victor Popov [26], this provided a recipe to perform
calculations in gauge theories without the ambiguity of the gauge symmetry. In practice,
one must also add unphysical ghost fields to guarantee the unitarity of the theory. These
only appear in loop processes and we will not encounter them again in this thesis. An
additional advantage of fixing the gauge in this way is that it allows us to trace the Nambu-
Goldstone degrees of freedom. The pseudo-scalar fields G± and G3 end up behaving very
similarly to the W± and Z gauge bosons. In fact, at high-energies it can be shown that
the Nambu-Goldstone bosons are equivalent to the longitudinal polarization states of their
respective gauge bosons [27,28]. This is known as the Nambu-Goldstone boson equivalence
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theorem, and it turns out to be very important to understand processes like WLWL and
ZL ZL scattering. At very high-energies and without the Higgs boson, such processes grow
indefinitely (σ ∝ s), spoiling the unitarity of the S-matrix. The fact that this problem
was solved by including contributions from h exchange provided a no-lose theorem for the
LHC: either the Higgs boson would be discovered, or new physics must appear to unitarize
these processes.
1.1.3 Fermion Masses
The EW sector is also responsible for the generation of fermion masses in the SM. As
noted before, all LH fermions in the SM are SU(2)L doublets, just like the Higgs. This
allows us to construct the so-called Yukawa terms,
LYukawa = yeαβ
(
L
α
H
)
eβR + y
u
αβ
(
Q
α
LH˜
)
uβR + y
d
αβ
(
Q
α
LH
)
dβR + h.c., (1.1.15)
where we defined the charge-parity (CP) conjugated Higgs field H˜ = iσ2H∗ = (h0 +
iG03, G
−
1 − iG−2 )T and included all three families of fermions by promoting yψ → Yψ to
a 3 × 3 matrix. . After SSB, these interaction terms endow charged-leptons and quarks
with a dirac mass term of the form
mψψψ = mψ
(
ψLψR + ψRψL
)
, with mψ =
yψ v√
2
, (1.1.16)
where ψL,R = PL,R ψ = (1∓ γ5)ψ/2 are the chiral projections of the fermion field ψ.
In the quark sector, the Yukawa matrix is off-diagonal and the different generations mix.
The physical quark masses are found after rotating the up and down quarks, left and
right, as uαL,R =
(
V uL,R
)∗
αi
uiL,R and dαL,R =
(
V dL,R
)∗
αi
diL,R. The diagonal mass matrix
is then mu, d = Vu, dL yu, dV
u, d †
R v/
√
2. Note that after this procedure we cannot help but
introduce mixing in the charged current. This defines the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix [29, 30], VCKM = VuLV
d †
L . The CKM matrix is nearly diagonal, so the
mixing between quark flavour and mass eigenstates is small. From the unitarity of the
rotation matrices, neutral currents remain invariant
∑
α, β
ψ
α
L Γµ ψ
β
L =
∑
i, j
ψ
i
L
∑
α, β
(VL)αi(V ∗L )βj
 Γµ ψjL = ∑
i, j
ψ
i
L Γµ ψ
j
L, (1.1.17)
where Γµ are the neutral-current couplings and gamma matrices. Crucially, Γµ has no
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Fig. 1.1. Artistic rendering of the particles in the Standard Model.
flavour dependence and so the SM forbids flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC). This
mechanism was first proposed by Glashow, Illiopoulous and Maiani to explain why decays
of the type K0 → µµ were unobserved. Famously referred to as the GIM mechanism, this
relies on the flavour universal nature of SM neutral currents and on the unitarity of the
CKM. As we will see, this mechanism also plays an important role in the neutrino sector
and in many extensions of the SM.
Summarizing, the SM particles are illustrated in Fig. 1.1 and the full SM Lagrangian is
simply
LSM = Lgauge + LHiggs + LYukawa +
∑
α,Ψ
Ψαi /DΨα, (1.1.18)
where α is a flavour index and Ψ ∈ {L,QL, eR, uR, dR}. We saw how a single parameter
with massive dimensions in the scalar potential of the SM leads to SSB. This is then
“propagated” to the rest of the SM through the Higgs kinetic terms and Yukawa couplings.
At this point it is possible to appreciate two problems with the SM mass generation
mechanism. Firstly, it implies that all Yukawa couplings are just parameters to be inferred
from the measured masses of particles. That is, the SM makes no statements and provides
no explanations as to why the Yukawas that we observe in nature are what they are. This
is known as the flavour puzzle and is equivalent to asking what explains the different
observed fermion masses. This problem is aggravated when we consider that neutrinos
do have masses and that the leptonic mixing is drastically different from the one in the
quark sector. This leads us to the second problem with the SM mass generation. The SM
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predicts exaclty massless neutrinos in the absence of νR fields. This is perhaps the biggest
motivation for studying neutrino physics at present.
Before moving on to more speculative topics, a few comments are in order. EW SSB
seems to be, as far as we know, a real phenomenon. It explains why the symmetries of
the SM were so well hidden the first place: true symmetries of Nature seem to not be
shared by the vacuum. While the evidence for EW SSB comes mainly from studying
fundamental particles, its consequences do not concern only particle physics. EW physics
helps us understand the past and future of our own Universe. In the early Universe, at
hight temperatures, it is expected that the EW symmetry is restored [31–33]. If this is
the case, the EW phase transition provides a unique test of the Higgs mechanism and
points to a completely different Universe from our own, where finite temperature effects
and non-perturbative physics play a major role. In addition, we have no reason to expect
the vacuum structure of the Universe to be as simple as describe above. After all, the
stability of our own vacuum is not even guaranteed within the SM [34, 35]. Radiative
corrections to the Higgs self-coupling λ alter the shape of the scalar potential and imply
we may live in a local, rather than global, minimum of the potential. For these reasons,
studying the Higgs sector, confirming that it generates all fermion masses in the SM and
why it seemingly fails to do so in the case of the neutrino are all questions worth pursuing.
1.2 Evidence for Beyond the Standard Model Physics
The most important aspects and building blocks of the SM have been laid out above.
Now, a different question will concern us: is this theory sufficient to explain fundamental
particles and their interactions? In this section we will list what we believe to be the most
important hints and evidence that this is not the case. We have already stumbled upon
a few problems of the SM, but even before that one must already suspect that the SM is
not a final theory. It does not explain gravity. This tells us that the SM should be treated
as an effective theory valid up until the Planck mass MPl = (~c/2GNewton)1/2 ≈ 1019 GeV,
where the effects of gravity are expected to be large 1. This very fact already brings us to
one of the most debated evidence for beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics.
1This is a naive expectation based on the observation that the Schwarzschild radius `s = 2GNewtonm/c2
and the Compton wavelength `c = h/mc of a particle become comparable at m ≈MPl.
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The hierarchy problem The lack of evidence for new physics at the LHC can be argued
to be more than just unfortunate. If no new physics is indeed present between the EW
and the Planck scale, then the cut-off of the SM, beyond which the effective field theory
is no longer valid, is Λ = MPl. This implies that unless symmetries are at play, terms of
dimensions d are suppressed by, or are of the order of Λ4−d. However, in the SM m2h  Λ2,
suggesting a fine-tuning of many orders of magnitude. Quantum corrections to the Higgs
mass, m2h = m2bare + δm2h, are dominated by the top quark and go as δm2h = y2tΛ2/8pi2.
This quadratically divergent result implies that to obtain the observed light Higgs mass,
whatever new physics that may appear at the scale Λ (possibly even below MPl) must
cancel the fermion loops to order m2h/Λ2. In other words, the matching condition for the
renormalization of m2h parameter becomes fine-tuned to order m2h/Λ2 in the presence of
such cut-off. Supersymmetric theories are notorious candidates to solve this problem, but
so far we are yet to find any evidence for them. One may argue that indeed there exists a
“desert” between the EW and the Planck scale, and that some miraculous mechanism is at
play in quantum gravity that may solve the fine-tuning problem. In that case, a solution
to all following items in this list must be found at that scale, or somewhere outside the
realm of particle physics.
The strong-CP problem The QCD Lagrangian admits the following field-strength
contraction term
L ⊃ θαs8pi G
a
µνG˜
µν
a , where G˜aµν =
µνρσ
2 G
a ρσ. (1.2.1)
This can be shown to be a surface term (a total divergence in the action) and can be
neglected in perturbative calculations. Nevertheless, this term induces CP violation in the
strong sector via non-perturbative effects, leading to a large electric dipole moment for free
neutrons [36], which is orders of magnitude above the experimental upper limits [37]. The
most popular scenario to explain the smallness of θ is the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [38],
a global chiral U(1). The breaking of this symmetry leads to the prediction of a pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone boson, the axion.
Matter-antimatter asymmetry The observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe con-
tradicts the standard Cosmology, which assumes that matter and anti-matter were created
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in equal amounts in the Big Bang. A good measure of this effect is ηB = (nB − nB)/nγ ,
where the difference between the number density of baryons and anti-baryons is normal-
ized to the photon number density nγ , rendering ηB insensitive to the expansion of the
Universe. This is measured to be extremely small, ηB ≈ 6× 10−10 with baryons being the
dominant component. The SM does not contain enough source of CP violation to explain
this phenomenon. Popular scenarios to explain this are EW baryogenesis and leptogenesis.
The latter relies on the CP violation from the lepton sector, which is later translated into a
baryon asymmetry through non-perturbative spharelon processes that violate total B + L
number. This is relevant for neutrino physics, since heavy right-handed neutrinos may
realise leptogenesis.
Dark matter In the 1930’s, Fritz Zwicky measured the velocity dispersion of galaxies in
the Coma cluster [39], and applied the virial theorem to show that the matter inferred from
its luminosity was insufficient to hold the cluster together. Alongside the pioneering work
of Vera Rubin on galaxy rotation curves in the 70’s [40], these observations showed that
the gravitational potential in astrophysical scales is much deeper than the one extrapolated
from luminous matter. Already at the time, astronomers would refer to the source of this
additional gravitational influence as Dark Matter (DM). As astrophysics and cosmology
evolved, concrete evidence for DM continued to build up. Now, it is present at a variety of
scales, from the precise measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [41], the
matter distribution in galaxy cluster mergers [42], and the observed large scale structure
of the Universe [43]. In fact, from the CMB power spectrum we can infer the DM density
today as [41]
ΩDMh2 = 0.1200± 0.0012, (1.2.2)
with ΩDM = ρDM/ρc the energy density of DM in units of the critical density ρc ≈
10−26 kg/m3, and h = H0/(100 km s−1/Mpc−1) = 0.674 ± 0.005 the scaled Hubble
expansion rate. This is roughly five times larger than the density of baryons, understood
as all other non-relativistic matter. The latter is also measured through the relative
abundances of light elements during Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [44], where DM
plays no role, and provides further evidence for the non-baryonic nature of DM.
The nature of DM is not yet understood and many possibilities are under investigation.
Modified gravity models explain local astrophysical observations, but struggle to explain
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all CMB datasets and X-ray observations of mergers of galaxy clusters [45]. Primordial
black holes [46] have also been put forward as DM candidates and have triggered great
interest due to their connection to the detection of gravitational waves. However, the most
popular hypothesis at this point remains that DM is made of new particles. This new state
better be neutral, to have evaded our detection, and sufficiently long-lived, so that it may
linger until today after its production in the early Universe. The fluid of such particles
would have to display negligible pressure and viscosity, and to have been created cold so as
to help form clumpy structures in the Universe through its gravitational pull. This points
us to a particle that is massive, collisionless and, yet, very abundant today. Most notably,
DM models have often focused on the possibility of a weakly-interacting massive particle
(WIMP). In this paradigm, DM particles, denoted as χ in this context, are produced in
the early Universe through its weak interactions with the SM plasma. At later times,
approximately at temperatures of the order of the DM mass mχ, DM production stops
and annihilation into SM particles dominates. As the Universe cools and expands, the
DM gas is diluted and annihilation is no longer effective, freezing-out the DM population
at around T ≈ mχ/20. In particular, the relic density obtained in this mechanism is of
the order ΩχH20 ≈ 0.1 pb/σ, where σ stands for the thermally averaged cross section of χ
annihilation into SM particles. The fact that σ ≈ 1 pb allows to reproduce the current DM
density and is of the order of typical weak cross sections (as in mediated by weak bosons) is
known as the WIMP-miracle. WIMP DM is a collisionless and thermal candidate, although
DM candidates that are non-thermal, or collisionless, or both exist.
Neutrino masses One of the most important evidence for BSM physics is the fact
that neutrinos have non-zero masses. This comes from the plethora of measurements of
neutrino oscillations and flavour conversions, which we study in the next chapter. Put
simply, neutrino oscillation data requires at least two non-degenerate massive neutrinos.
Although one might argue that this is solved by the mere addition of at least two RH singlet
states to the SM, this simple extension would require additional theoretical ingredients
and experimental confirmation. For instance, such states would be the only SM particle
to admit a Majorana mass term of the type M νcRνR, and unless new symmetries are
introduced, there is no reason to expect that M is exactly zero. Therefore, neutrino
masses are the first evidence of physics beyond the SM observed in controlled laboratory
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conditions.
1.3 Portals to Beyond the Standard Model
While we lack a single compelling evidence for the direct detection of a new particle, we can
interpret many of the problems outlined above as evidence for new states. The existence
of DM and neutrino masses, in particular, suggests (but does not require) that these new
states may be a new sector of electromagnetically neutral particles, secluded to their own
dark sector. Here, the SM provides little guidance on their masses or symmetries. For
this reason, many possibilities to such models exist. We can be guided by experimental
anomalous results, by increased elegance in our theories, or by complete agnosticism. In
this section we follow take a stronger preference for the latter approach, and set out to
discuss the many possibilities through which secluded states may couple to the SM. Much
of what we discuss here narrows down the scope of the models we will work with throughout
this thesis.
Dark sectors arise in theories where new states, say dark matter particles, are secluded
and are not charged under the SM group. These particles may have simple or complicated
dynamics in their lair, but their only connection to our SM world is through small portal
couplings [47–49]. This hypothesis is compelling because it explains why a large fraction
of the Universe is invisible to us (in the form of dark states), and why the SM appears so
self-contained. The modular and hidden aspect of this point of view is indeed frightening,
but this is is not the first time we have encountered it. When Wolfgang Pauli proposed the
existence of the neutrino to explain the continuous spectra of electrons from beta decays,
he had in fact stumbled upon a key player of a new hidden sector. Initially, in Pauli’s own
words, this particle was believed to be “impossible to detect.” It was later clear that this
may not be the case if the 4-fermion theory for beta decays by Enrico Fermi was correct.
We now know that to be true, where the fact that the neutrino had escaped detection up
until that point is explained by the smallness of the fermi coupling constant [24]
GF√
2
= g
2
8M2w
= 1.1663787(6)× 10−5 GeV−2. (1.3.1)
In this case, the neutrino represents the hidden sector, and the weak interactions the small
portal couplings to it. In fact, to study such hidden sector, the smallness of GF had to
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Fig. 1.2. A possibility for a portal between the Standard Model and a dark sector.
Fermions f charged under both the hypercharge group and a new U(1) group generate
kinetic mixing at loop level between Bµ and the new boson Xµ. In the approximate
formula for , µ2 stands for the renormalization scale and gX to the gauge coupling of the
new U(1).
be overcome with large-exposure experiments at low energies, The first direct detection of
neutrinos, by an experiment performed by Cowan and Reiness in 1956, was achieved by
placing a detector just a few meters away from a nuclear reactor. Of course, this was not
enough to understand the whole physical picture of the weak interactions. As it turns out,
GF is only an artefact of the effective theory proposed by Fermi, and its smallness is due
to the large masses of the weak bosons.
With this familiar analogy, we may hope that the problems in the previous sections may
be solved in a similar way. Of course, the smallness of portal couplings may not always
be due to the large mediator masses. It may arise from a mere accident of the theory,
if one believes in such things, from large separation of scales, or from other mechanisms.
One realization of small couplings is nicely exemplified by kinetic mixing. In theories with
heavy fermions charged both under a new U(1) group and hypercharge, the low energy
effects of the new U(1) come in through loop-diagrams like those shown in Fig. 1.2. The
loop suppression then explains why , the kinetic mixing parameter, is small, typically of
the order of  . 10−2.
To understand the possible links between dark sectors and the SM, we would like to
understand all possible ways in which dark and SM particles can interact. One way to
tackle this question is to build effective field theories, where one studies all operators
which are allowed by the content and symmetries of the SM. The idea is to construct
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Fig. 1.3. Diagramatic representation of all portal couplings discussed here. From left
to right, the top row shows the neutrino, vector and d = 4 Higgs portal. The bottom
row shows the super-renormalizable d = 3 Higgs portal, the fermionic portal and the
non-renormalizable pseudo-scalar portal.
a series of d > 4 operators in 1/Λd−4, where Λ is the scale of the new physics. This
approach thrives on its generality, but can become complicated very quickly with growing
d. Most importantly, the scale Λ is assumed to be large, so that all new degrees of freedom
have been integrated out of the theory. This is suitable for extensions involving particles
which are very heavy, but the series is no longer well defined for new physics that is light
and kinematically accessible at our experiments. In this case, the kinematics of the new
particles play a role, forcing us to write down the field content and symmetry group of the
new physics. This is the approach we describe in what follows.
We would like our SM extensions to follow specific guiding principles and organize them
in a meaningful way. One way to do so is to study all the low-dimension neutral operators
that the SM has to offer. In contrast to effective field theories, we want renormalizable
operators with d < 4 and that are preferably gauge invariant. As it turns only a few such
operators exist, which we usually refer to as portals. We dedicate this section to presenting
these, as well as the most popular operators that have also been associated with portal
couplings, but that are not renormalizable or gauge-invariant.
Neutrino portal Arguably the most motivated portal, this d = 5/2 operator can be
written as (
L
α · H˜
)
. (1.3.2)
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Any fermion field which couples to this operator acquires a coupling to SM neutrinos. This
typically induces off-diagonal mass terms in the Lagrangian, leading to mixing between
the new species and all massive neutrinos in the broken phase of the SM. The new particle
is then commonly referred to as heavy neutral lepton or right-handed neutrino, though its
chirality is a matter of convention. The smallness of this coupling is usually associated to
a difference of scales between the EW vev, and the new mass scales of the heavy neutral
lepton. We will study such a model in detail in the next chapter.
Vector portal Any new vector particle Xµ from an Abelian gauge group may couple
to the d = 2 field strength of the SM hypercharge
Bµν , (1.3.3)
through its own field strength tensor Xµν . The resulting term, BµνXµν , is a off-diagonal
kinetic term for the massive bosons and is sometimes called the kinetic mixing operator.
This may arise from heavy fermion loops that are integrated out, or through the simulta-
neous presence of the two Abelian groups across all scales 2. To work in a basis of physical
states with diagonal kinetic terms, where the propagators are in their standard form, one
usually performs a field redefinition. If much lighter than the EW scale, the new vector
particle couples primarily to the EM current, hence the name dark photon. If heavy, it
can also couple to the NC and is therefore referred to as a dark Z. Models with the term
ZµX
µ, (1.3.4)
also appear in the literature, where it is said that mass-mixing between the new vector
particle and the SM Z exists. This term is not gauge invariant, but may arise in the
broken phase of BSM theories with additional doublet scalars, like in two-Higgs-doublet
models (2HDM). In this case, several charged degrees of freedom typically appear and
experimental constraints tend to be more severe.
Higgs portal New scalar particles can couple to the d = 2 bilinear
H†H, (1.3.5)
2Such possibility is clearly incompatible with Grand unification at the highest scales, but this remains,
after all, a hypothesis.
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Fig. 1.4. Anomalous triangle diagrams. The fermion loop is reversed on the right.
the only renormalizable portal with no free Lorentz or spinor indices. In this case there
are two possibilities for a scalar to couple to the SM, depending on its charges. We can
write H†H S†S for a charged, or H†H S for a singlet complex scalar. The latter term is
the only super-renormalizable operator connecting the SM fields to new physics which is
allowed. Beyond important consequences for EW SSB, these operators typically inherit
the Higgs couplings to matter fields, and may be hard to search for due to the smallness
of the SM Yukawa couplings. Remarkably, this extension can also have consequences to
the hierarchy problem, as the new scalar also contributes to the Higgs self-energy [50].
Fermionic currents A whole set of (EM) neutral operators in the SM come from the
fermionic currents
Jµ = ΨγµΨ, (1.3.6)
where Ψ ∈ {QL, L, uR, dR, `R}. These are not gauge invariant, in general, and will generally
require new gauge symmetries to be useful as a portal to the dark sector. The SM currents
can be associated with new conserved charges, which in turn may be regarded as a global
or promoted to a local gauge symmetry. In the latter case, the new conserved charge is
said to be gauged under a local symmetry and additional gauge bosons are introduced,
potentially massive. Here, we must also require that it be anomaly-free. This means that
the symmetry must be conserved not only classically, but also at loop level. Various types
of anomalies exist, but of most interest in gauge extensions of the SM are the chiral gauge
anomalies. These can be calculated from the amplitudes of the triangle diagrams shown
in Fig. 1.4, and are proportional to
Tr
[
(T aT b + T bT a)T c
]
, (1.3.7)
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where T a is the group generator corresponding to the gauge boson and in the relevant
representation. Here, we take only left-handed particles and anti-particles running in the
loop. The simplest case is the one of the [U(1)]3 chiral anomaly, where it reduces to the
requirement that ∑ψ Q3ψ = 0 for all fermions ψ charged under the Abelian group. In the
SM, baryon number B, lepton number L and the individual lepton number Lα are all
accidentally conserved quantities. Non-perturbative effects, however, violate B and Lα,
and these quantities are no longer conserved 3. Nevertheless, B − L and the combinations
Lα − Lβ are preserved in these processes and can be taken to be a global symmetry of
the SM. It is only when gauging these symmetries that one realizes that B − L is, in fact,
violated by the chiral triangle diagrams and Lα − Lβ remains anomaly-free. We explore
these leptphilic currents in Abelian extensions of the SM in Chapter 4.
The above exhausts the minimal possibilities for SM portals that lead to renormalizable
operators to new physics. Nevertheless, for completeness, we will also comment on a
well-motivated non-renormalizable operator that is also frequently discussed in the context
of light new physics.
Pseudo-scalar The Peccei-Quinn solution to the strong-CP problem predicts the exis-
tence of a new pseudo-scalar a, the axion. This is the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson
from the breaking of the global U(1)PQ axial symmetry at a scale fa. Such particle would
then acquire couplings to gauge bosons and SM fermions ψ as in
c1
a
fa
GaµνG˜
µν
a + c2
a
fa
W aµνW˜
µν
a + c3
a
fa
BµνB˜
µν +
∑
ψ
cψ4
∂µa
fa
ψγµγ5ψ, (1.3.8)
where ci are model-dependent couplings and are typically linear dependent. Axion particles
from models that solve the strong-CP problem, commonly referred to as the QCD axions,
are not the only possibility. In fact, light pseudo-scalar from the breaking of new symmetries
at higher energies provide a well-motivated target for study and go under the name axion-
like-particle (ALP). In this case, the relation between the ALP mass and its couplings is
less restricted.
3Beyond the SM, Lα is already violated at tree-level by the small observed neutrino masses.
Chapter 2
Current Aspects of Neutrino
Physics
This chapter is dedicated to studying some important and more technical aspects of
neutrino physics for the rest of the thesis. We start by reviewing some of the most
popular models to explain non-zero neutrino masses beyond the SM. This will be useful to
introduce neutrino masses and mixing, with which we can comment on neutrino oscillations
in vacuum and in matter. We then move on to discuss the usual approach to studying
neutrinos in the laboratory, focusing on accelerator experiments. We will find that it is
hard to ignore the strong force in many of the most important neutrino cross sections.
2.1 Mass Mechanisms
Understanding the theoretical origins of neutrino mass and mixing is a worthwhile but
ambitious task. The possibilities are endless and the high-scale dynamics, typical of many
neutrino mass models, is hard to test in the laboratory. Presently, it is fair to say there are
more neutrino mass models than ways to test them. Nonetheless, many of these models
possess similar features and just a couple of low energy observables are sufficient to probe
a large class of models. These models may rely on the seesaw mechanism, on radiative
effects or in extended scalar sectors. On top of that, new symmetries and fundamental
forces may also be at play, making the theories more predictive. We will now explore a
small fraction of this model space.
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We have already alluded to the first possibility to introduce light neutrino masses in the SM.
All that is needed are at least two RH neutrino fields, singlets under all SM symmetries.
We shall refer to them as Nα, where α is their generation index. This may be chosen to
be α = e, µ, τ or any combination of two of these. The full new neutrino mass Lagrangian
then becomes
Lν−mass = N
α
i/∂Nα − yναβ
(
L
α
H˜
)
Nβ −
(
yναβ
)∗
Nβ
(
H˜TLα
)
−MαβN cαNβ, (2.1.1)
where N c = CNT with C the charge conjugation matrix (C = iγ2γ0 in the Dirac and
Weyl representation). The middle terms endow neutrinos with Dirac masses, but the last
one is a new ingredient. This is the Majorana mass matrix for the new RH neutrinos, and
it is allowed by the symmetries of the model. It does, however, violate any U(1) symmetry
associated with the fields N , as
N → eiθN =⇒ N cN → e2iθN cN. (2.1.2)
So if N are assigned lepton number, then the accidental global symmetries of the SM B−L
and L are violated by the Majorana mass term. If we insist and set L(N) = 0, then the
Dirac mass term will, instead, explicitly break these global symmetries. This interesting
observation, together with the fact that gauging B − L leads to an anomaly-free theory
with three RH neutrinos, has led proposals of Dirac neutrino mass models with gauged
and unbroken B − L [51]. On top of that, the scale of the entries in M is not set by the
Higgs vev and, therefore, may be wildly different from the EW scale. We may argue that
it has to be small, since in the limit that all Mαβ → 0, the SM symmetry is enhanced
and the theory is said to be technically natural in the t’Hooft sense. Regardless of our
argument to prevent this term, one thing is clear, a purely Dirac neutrino mass model has
to deal with the fact that the neutrino Yukawas are extremely small yν/yt ≈ 10−12. If
the arbitrariness of Yukawa couplings in the SM already made us uncomfortable, this SM
extension dramatically worsens the picture. Of course, we may be tempted to ignore the
flavour puzzle and just stop here. This solution, however, as underwhelming as it is, is
not unique. Many other models for neutrino masses exist and, while we cannot rule all of
them out, it is worthwhile to study the alternatives.
In the same way that the N particles admitted a Majorana mass term, we may wonder if
the SM may also provide a similar term for the LH states. Clearly SU(2)×U(1) invariance
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forbids any renormalizable operator that would give rise to this operator before SSB, but
at d = 5, we can write the so-called Weinberg operator
Ld=5 =
cαβ
Λ
(
LcH˜∗
) (
H˜†L
)
→ cαβΛ
v2
2 ν
c
L
α
νβL (2.1.3)
where we go from the unbroken to the broken phase. This operator is, in fact, the only
d = 5 operators allowed in the SM effective field theory (SMEFT). The fact that the
lowest dimension non-renormalizable operator in the SMEFT gives neutrino masses is, yet
again, another indication that neutrino masses point towards BSM physics. Unfortunately,
assuming the coefficients to be O(1) and saturating the upper bound on the sum of
neutrino masses mν . 0.1 eV, we are led to conclude that Λ ≈ 1014 GeV, eerily close to
the Planck scale. There is, however, no reason to expect the couplings of the theory to
be large and for the mass mechanism to be simple. Technical naturalness, for instance,
is commonly invoked to claim that the mass mechanism may reside at low scales, where
we trade unreachable energies for tiny couplings. We will shortly see all tree-level UV-
completions to the Weinberg operator. Of course, neutrino masses need not be tree-level
effects, and loop-induced mechanisms for generating Dirac or Majorana neutrino masses
are also important. In this case, the smallness of neutrino masses is explained through
loop suppression factors. We come back to these issues in Section 2.1.1.
The mass term induced by Eq. (2.1.3) turn out to be of the Majorana kind. Testing this
hypothesis is extremely difficult because of the smallness of mν . Any process containing
lepton number violation (LNV), the hallmark of Majorana neutrinos, will be suppressed
by m2ν/E2, where E is the typical energy involved. Another way to understand this is
that any process where the operator above is important must be sensitive to the effects
of neutrino mass, which we have yet to measure. Curiously, this holds also for neutrino
oscillations. In that case, one might also worry about additional phases that appear in
the Majorana case, but these can be shown to drop out. Currently, the most promising
search for the Majorana nature of neutrinos is neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ),
(A,Z)→ (A,Z+ 2) + e−+ e−. This process is only allowed if neutrinos are Majorana, and
should be contrasted with double-beta decays (2νββ), where two neutrinos are present in
the final state.
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Fig. 2.1. The tree-level UV completions (top) of the d = 5 Weinberg operator (bottom)
with their respective contributions to light neutrino masses.
2.1.1 Conventional Seesaw Mechanisms
There exist only three ways to UV complete the Weinberg operator at tree-level. These
correspond to introducing a new fermion which is a singlet of SU(2)L, a new scalar that
transforms as a triplet of SU(2)L or a new fermion that also transforms as a triplet. These
models are usually referred to as the Type I [52–55], Type II [56–60] and Type III [61]
seesaw mechanism, respectively. They are shown in Fig. 2.1 and we discuss each one
individually below.
Type I The Lagrangian for this extension is precisely the one in Eq. (2.1.1). For
convenience, let us work in the single generation case. We collect all mass terms into a
single mass matrix of the form
−Lν−mass ⊃ 12
(
νL N c
) 0 m
m MN
νcL
N
 + h.c., (2.1.4)
where m = yνNv/
√
2 and MN is the Majorana mass for N . Diagonalizing this mass matrix
with a simple rotation R(θ), we find
m1,2 =
MN ±
√
M2N − 4m2
2 , with tan 2θ =
2m
MN
. (2.1.5)
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In the so-called seesaw limit (mMN ), this simplifies to
m1 ≈ − m
2
MN
= (y
ν
Nv)2
2MN
, m2 ≈MN with, θ ≈ m
MN
, (2.1.6)
where the seesaw mechanism is in action: the large separation of scales between m and
MN explains the smallness of the light neutrino masses m1. Saturating the upper bound
on neutrino masses m1 ≈ 0.1 eV, we can infer that
(yνN )2 ≈ 3× 10−15
(
MN
GeV
)
, θ2 ≈ 10−10
(
MN
GeV
)−1
. (2.1.7)
Again, we conclude that the scale of new physics for couplings of O(1) lies at MN ≈ 1015
GeV, in this case with very small mixing angles between the light states and the flavour
N . Of course, this is only a naive scaling and becomes more complicated in the full three
generation case [62]. Nevertheless, it shows that heavy neutrinos at reasonably low scales
are a reachable candidate to realise the seesaw mechanism, provided we are comfortable
with small values for yνN .
Type II In the presence of a scalar ∆, triplet under SU(2), we can write
−Lν−mass ⊃ yν∆ Lciσ2∆L, with ∆ =
∆+/√2 ∆++
∆0 −∆+/√2
 , (2.1.8)
where new charged scalars are appear. The scalar potential acquires the term
− V (H,∆) ⊃ µ∆HT iσ2∆H +M2∆ Tr
{
∆†∆
}
, (2.1.9)
and is in general much more complicated. One can show that the neutral component
acquires a vev 〈∆0〉 ≈ µ∆v2/M2∆, where we ignored additional mixing terms between the
Higgs and the new scalar degrees of freedom [63]. This vev, then gives neutrinos mass
through Eq. (2.1.8), which interestingly, is linear in the neutrino Yukawa and suppressed
by the typical mass scale of ∆
m1 ≈ yν∆
µ∆ v
2
M2∆
. (2.1.10)
The field ∆, in fact, carries lepton number L = 2, and so the LNV parameter µ∆ being
small is a technically natural choice. In this model, the vev of ∆0 is constrained to be very
low, 〈∆0〉 . 5 GeV, as ∆ contributes to the EW gauge boson masses through its kinetic
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term Tr
[
(Dµ∆)†(Dµ∆)
]
. Finally, we can see for m1 ≈ 0.1 eV, we get
yν∆ ≈
(1eV
µ∆
) (
M
1 TeV
)2
, (2.1.11)
suggesting a clear target for experimental searches around at EW scale.
Type III The fermionic triplet couples to the doublets through
−Lν−mass ⊃ yνΣ LΣH, with Σ =
 Σ0 Σ+/√2
Σ−/
√
2 −Σ0
 . (2.1.12)
In this case, the scalar sector may remain unchanged and the field Σ0 behaves very similarly
to the field N in the Type I seesaw. Analogously to the Type I, we can write
m1 ≈ (y
ν
Σv)2
2MΣ
. (2.1.13)
This model is much less explored in the literature, but its phenomenology is quite rich.
The term related to charged-leptons in Eq. (2.1.12) induces charged-lepton mixing, and
leads to rare processes such as µ→ eγ and µ→ eee already at tree-level, contrary to the
Type-I seesaw where they appear at one loop.
2.1.2 Low-Scale Seesaw Variants
All of the previous models may be searched for at low or high energy ranges, but for large
Yukawa couplings, are regarded as high-scale solutions to the neutrino problem. Exceptions
to this arise in constructions where additional symmetry arguments are at play. Most
famous are the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) [64,65] and the Linear Seesaw (LSS) [66–68], where
the lightness of neutrino masses is explained by an approximate conservation of lepton
number, and the Extended Seesaw (ESS) [69–71], where new hierarchies appear in the
heavy sector. All these extensions arise from introducing additional neutral fermions to
the Type I seesaw particle content. In particular, in the single generation case, the most
general mass matrix we can construct with the new fermions N and S is given by [72]
−Lν−mass ⊃ 12
(
νL N S
)
0 m 
m µ′ Λ
 Λ µ


νcL
N c
Sc
 + h.c. (2.1.14)
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Fig. 2.2. On the left, the inverse seesaw flavour diagram for Majorana neutrino masses.
On the right, the flavour diagram for the scotogenic mode. Arrows represent lepton number.
Note that lepton number, defined as L = Le + Lµ + Lτ + LN + LS , is violated by µ, µ′
and  if we assign, as usual, LN = −LS . From the diagonalization of this mass matrix, we
learn that
m1 =
µm2 − 2mΛ + 2µ′
Λ2 − µµ′ . (2.1.15)
Therefore, we see that if all LNV parameters are set to zero, neutrino masses vanish. In
the same way, if we set , µ→ 0, then we also get vanishing neutrino masses, at tree level.
This accidental cancellation is very peculiar, and will be realised in the model introduced
in Chapter 5. As it turns out, µ′ breaks lepton number, and so radiative corrections can
be large, responsible for the light neutrino masses in this case.
The ISS model can be recovered in the limit Λ m µ µ′, . Now, the smallness of
neutrino masses are controlled by the LNV parameter µ, which is small due to approximate
conservation of L, and suppressed by 1/Λ2, realising the seesaw mechanism. In this
way, the additional neutrino states combine into a pseudo-Dirac pair, with a mass of
m2,3 ≈ Λ ∓ (µ + µ′)/2. These type of models predict small LNV, but the new heavy
fermions will reside at much smaller scales while mainting the Yukawa couplings large.
The LSS is another special case where Λ m  µ′, µ. In this case the light neutrino
mass is linear in m and suppressed by /Λ2.
In the ESS limit, µ′  Λ,m  µ, , LNV is large and the light neutrino masses are
suppressed by the scale µ′. The seesaw, in this case, happens both for light and intermediate
neutrinos, and so light new fermions are typical predictions of the model, of interest to
the literature on scale sterile neutrinos.
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2.1.3 Radiative Masses
A further possibility to generate the Weinberg operator is that Majorana neutrino masses
arise from higher-order diagrams in perturbation theory. Since in the SM L is an accidental
symmetry, neutrino masses vanish at all orders, but this may not be the case in a generic
SM extension. For instance, neutrino masses may arise at n loops, in which case a naive
estimate for the scale of new physics is
c
Λ ≈
# of vertices∏
i
gi
( 1
4pi
)2n 1
M
, (2.1.16)
where gi stand for the new couplings of the theory and M is a new mass scale. The
loop suppression factor is of interest since it lowers the scale Λ without the need for
small couplings or large masses. Many models for radiative neutrino masses exist, where
typically new particles are introduced together with a new symmetry that prevents any of
the mechanisms discussed previously to take place.
The most illustrative example is perhaps the scotogenic model [73], sometimes also referred
to as the radiative seesaw. Here, new SM singlet fermions N are introduced together with
η, a copy of the Higgs doublet with η = (η+, η0 )T and Yη = YH = 1. To forbid tree-level
masses, an additional Z2 discrete symmetry is introduced, under which all new states are
odd (N → −N and η → −η) and all SM particles are even (e.g., L → L). In the single
generation case, the new fermion mass terms are
−Lν−mass ⊃ MN2 N
cN +
[
yN
(
L η˜
)
N + h.c.
]
, (2.1.17)
where the Yukawa term (LH˜)N is not allowed by virtue of the Z2 symmetry. The scalar
potential now contains
V (H, η) ⊃ m2ηη†η +
λ′
2
[(
H†η
)2
+
(
η†H
)2]
, (2.1.18)
where m2η > 0 and η0 = (ηR + iηI)/
√
2 acquires no vev. After SSB, we end up with an
additional neutral scalar ηR and neutral pseudo-scalar ηI of masses m2R, I = m2η ± λ′v2/2.
The one-loop neutrino masses are then given by
m1 =
1
2
(
yN
4pi
)2
MN
[
m2R
m2R −M2N
ln
(
m2R
M2N
)
− m
2
I
m2I −M2N
ln
(
m2I
M2N
)]
. (2.1.19)
In this case, we can see the loop suppression and the new Yukawas. To find what mass scale
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appears in the denominator, we may choose a limit. ForMN  mη, we findm1 ∝ λ′v2/MN
up to loop factors and the Yukawas, while for MN  mη, we have m1 ∝ λ′v2MN/m2η.
The diagram on the right in Fig. 2.2 explicitly shows how this dependence comes about.
Note that due to the Z2 symmetry, N and η0 define a dark sector, with the lightest
particle being a DM candidate. Despite the absence of the neutrino portal operator in
this case, neutrino mixing between light states and the flavour N is generated at one loop.
In addition, the η± provides a strong connection between the SM and the dark sector.
Many models for radiative neutrino masses display similar features to these, where new
dark states often solve the neutrino and DM puzzle at the same time. This connection is
explored in more detail in Chapter 5. Beyond one loop, neutrino mass models have been
studied up to three-loop level [74].
2.2 Neutrino Mixing
Now that we have a series of concrete models to generate neutrino masses, we would like
to understand the consequences of massive neutrinos at low energies and how we learned
about their mass. For our current purposes, we will focus purely on the SU(2) breaking
operator for Majorana and Dirac neutrino masses
LMν−mass =
Mαβ
2 ν
c
L
α
νβL + h.c., L
D
ν−mass =
yναβv√
2
νL
αNβ + h.c., (2.2.1)
where the former Lagrangian describes purely Majorana neutrinos, and the latter describes
purely Dirac neutrinos with the addition of three N states to the SM. We will work with
only three N states for simplicity, any number greater than two is analogous. Similarly to
the quark sector, we would like to diagonalize these mass matrices and find the relevant
mixing matrix. We proceed with the two cases in parallel and start by rotating all fields
independently with unitary matrices
ναL → UναkνkL, Nα → V ναkNk
eαL → U eαkekL, eR → V eαkek, (2.2.2)
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Fig. 2.3. The neutrino oscillation global-fit results in 2010 [77], 2014 [78] and 2018 [79].
We show the best-fit point, together with the 3σ regions for normal ordering (NO) and
inverted ordering (IO).
where U (V ) rotates LH (RH) fields. From Eq. (2.2.1), it is clear that the diagonalization
is slightly different in the two cases. The diagonal mass matrices are
M→ Mˆ = Uν TMUν , Y→ Yˆ = Uν †YVν , (2.2.3)
whereM andY are diagonal matrices 1. The CC Lagrangian defines lepton mixing through
the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [75,76]
eL
αγµPLν
α
L → eLkPL (UPMNS)kj νjL, UPMNS = Ue †Uν . (2.2.4)
At this point, we can identify the charged-lepton fields ek with their gauge basis (i.e.,
their flavour and mass basis coincide α ∼ k) and define the LH flavour neutrino field
ν̂α = (UPMNS)αj ν
j
L. This is the relevant field for all neutrino CC interactions, but it does
not have a well-defined mass. For simplicity, we will now adopt the notation ν̂α ≡ να.
The PMNS mixing matrix is responsible for neutrino mixing and its entries are model
dependent, arising from the flavour structure of the neutrino Yukawas and Majorana
1Note that in the Dirac case, the mass matrix Y is diagonalized by its singular value decomposition, and
in the Majorana case we assumedM to be complex symmetric and the special case of Takagi factorization
applies.
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masses. In the general case, it is parametrized by
UPMNS =

1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23


c13 0 s13e−iδ
0 1 0
−s13e−iδ 0 c13


c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
D, (2.2.5)
where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij are the cosine and sine of the mixing angles to be
measured from oscillation data. The matrix D = diag{1, eiα2/2, eiα3/2} contains additional
phases that are physical when neutrinos are Majorana. As we will see in the next section,
oscillation data can shed light on all mixing angles, mass-squared differencesm2ij = m2i−m2j ,
and on the CP-violating phase δ. Neutrino oscillations are insensitive, however, to any
Majorana phases.
Immense efforts to measure all parameters in the PMNS have been carried out in the past
26 years. In Fig. 2.3, we show the relative precision reported by a global-fit to neutrino
oscillation data, comparing the data release from after the Neutrino conferences of 2010 [77],
2014 [78] and 2018 [79]. All three mixing angles and two mass-squared splittings have been
succesfully measured to at least 3σ, with the exception of the CP-violating phase δ, which
is still largely unknown. Another interesting development is our knowledge of the mass
ordering. This is a measurement of the sign of ∆m23`, where ` = 1 for normal ordering (NO)
and ` = 2 for inverted ordering (IO). While currently the global-fit in Ref. [79] displays
a mild preference for NO (∆χ2 = 4.7), future measurements are needed. For ∆m221, this
sign is known, as it strongly impacts the matter potential of solar neutrinos.
2.2.1 Neutrino Oscillations
Neutrino oscillations arise when a superposition of neutrino mass eigenstates is produced,
propagates macroscopic distances and scatters inside a detector. Given sufficiently long
baselines, neutrino flavour transitions may always occurs due to mixing, but for a non-
trivial dependence on baseline distances, coherence must be preserved throughout the
process. In this section, we will make these statements more precise and derive the
standard formula for the oscillation probability P (να → νβ) in vacuum (matter effects are
discussed in Section 2.2.2). This exercise can be done in multiple ways and most often
derivations rely on plane-wave neutrino states. This approach leads to correct expressions
for P (να → νβ) in virtually all cases of interest, but it is a rather poor conceptual
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Fig. 2.4. The usual set-up of an oscillation experiment. We show the source, where a
process Pi → ναXi happens (note that Pi = `α is allowed and that Pi may be a scattering
process), and the detector, where νβ Pi → `β Xf.
description of oscillations and relies on unphysical assumptions. Instead, we will derive
the oscillation formula from a quantum mechanical wave packet approach, and encounter
a few conditions for oscillations to happen. More sophisticated treatments in Quantum
Field Theory (QFT), often called the external wave packet approach, have been known
for some time [80–82], and their results have been shown to be directly mapped onto the
internal wave packet approach [83] we discuss here. Nonetheless, neutrino oscillations
are notorious for being conceptually confusing and the correct method to compute such
processes is still debated in the literature [84]. We may seek consolation in the fact that a
few aspects are common to all approaches, for instance, the ultra-relativistic nature of the
mass states through expansions of
√
m2 + p2 and the need for momentum uncertainties in
the initial and final neutrino processes.
Our setup typical of neutrino oscillations experiments and is represented in Fig. 2.4. We
will first discuss the role of production and detection processes, and then later study the
oscillations per se. Initially, a neutrino flavour state νβ is produced in a CC reaction at
the source, Pi → νβXi. More precisely, a state |f〉 is produced,
|f〉 = Sˆ |Pi〉 , Sˆ ≈ 1ˆ− i
∫
d4xHCCint (x), (2.2.6)
where Sˆ is the S-matrix operator approximated to first order in weak coupling and
HCCint (x) =
√
2GF
∑
α
να(x)γµPL`α(x) Jµ(x) + h.c., (2.2.7)
is the interaction Hamiltonian between the neutrino current and the current Jµ(x) that
describes the transition Pi → Xi. After `α and the final particles interact with the medium,
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|f〉 is projected out onto the state 〈`α, Xi|f〉, which ought to ensure that the neutrino
state produced is a superposition of massive states weighed by the PMNS matrix elements
U∗αi and other kinematic factors. Note that this may differ from the usual definition of a
flavour state |να〉 = U∗αi |νi〉, which can be misleading in this situation as these do have
a definite mass and do not span a Fock space (for a recent and illuminating discussion
on this issue, see Ref. [85]). We want to work instead with the eigenstates of the free
Hamiltonian, which are the ones with a definite mass and that can easily be evolved in
time. With this in mind, we define the following amplitude
Aαk(~p, h)P ≡ 〈νk(~p, h), `β, Xi| Sˆ |Pi〉 , with Aαk(~p, h) = U∗αkMαk(~p, h), (2.2.8)
where we factored out a mixing angle in the definition of Mαk and made the helicity index
h explicit. By virtue of the completeness relation with massive neutrino eigenstates, we
can insert the identity in 〈`α, Xi|f〉 and define a normalized neutrino flavour state as
|να〉P = NP
∑
k,h
∫
d3pAPαk(~p, h) |νk(~p, h)〉 , N−2P =
∑
k,h
∫
d3p
∣∣∣APαk(~p, h)∣∣∣2 . (2.2.9)
An analogous discussion holds for the detection process νβ Pf → `β Xf, where a detection
flavour state |να〉D with an amplitude for detection Aαk(~p, h)D can be defined. Before
we move on to a discussion about oscillations, we want to emphasize two points. First,
the normalization of the flavour state is a clear sign that we are working in a quantum
mechanical description. To compute probabilities, we rely on normalized states. In a
QFT description, however, the normalization is not necessary, but neither is the concept
of Pi → Xi in the first place. There, the full process Pi Pf → XiXf `α `β in Fig. 2.4
can be compute directly through the use of long-distance propagators. If the production,
propagation and detection parts of the amplitude squared factorize, an object analogous
to the oscillation probability can be extracted. This factorization is implicitly assumed in
our calculation. Secondly, the decay rate of the PI particle can be computed as
∣∣∣AP ∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣〈να(~p, h), `β, Xi| Sˆ |Pi〉∣∣∣2 = ∑
k,h
|Uαk|2
∫
d3p
∣∣∣MPαk(~p, h)∣∣∣2 , (2.2.10)
and it becomes evident that the decay rate is given by the incoherent sum of the decay rate
into different massive neutrinos. No interference is present as the states |νk〉 are assumed
to be orthonormal to each other. This remains true in the QFT description [82].
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Now, one is left to compute the functions Mαk. This is a rather involved process, but one
can show that the form of these functions resemble simple wave packets [83]. In doing
so, many approximations are necessary, in particular, that of ultra-relativistic neutrinos.
More precisely, the most relevant assumptions are i) flipped-helicity terms (h = +1 for
neutrinos), suppressed by m2k/E2k , are ignored, ii) all neutrinos travel in the same direction,
~p → p, and iii) the production and detection processes are not sensitive to the neutrino
mass differences, amounting to replacing Mαk ≈ Mα. Under these assumptions, we are
justified to take normalized gaussian wave packets for production and detection flavour
states as an ansatz,
|να〉i =
∑
k
U∗αk
∫
dpψik(p) |νk(p)〉 , ψik(p) =
(
2pi σi 2p
)−1/4
exp
[
−(p− pk)
2
4σi 2p
]
, (2.2.11)
with σip being the spread around the central momenta pk and i = P,D.
Now that the flavour states are written in terms of the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian,
we know how to evolve them and how to write the flavour transition amplitude after a
time t and distance L
A(να → νβ) =
〈
νDβ
∣∣∣ e−iEˆt+iPˆL ∣∣∣νPα 〉
= N
∑
k
U∗αkUβk
∫
dp exp
[
−iEk(p)t+ ipL− (p− pk)2/4σ2p
]
, (2.2.12)
where Ek(p) =
√
p2 +m2k and N is a normalization factor coming from the normalization
of the wave packets and a single integral over p. We have also defined the global uncertainty
on momentum σ−2p =
(
σPp
)−2
+
(
σDp
)−2
. This may also be related to the global uncertainty
on production and detection positions through σxσp ≈ 1/2. Finally, to integrate over the
remaining p integral, we can Taylor expand around the central wave packet momentum
Ek(p) ≈ Ek + vk(p− pk), with vk = ∂Ek(p)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
p=pk
= pk
Ek
, Ek =
√
p2k +m2k. (2.2.13)
Performing the final integral over p, integrating over t (an unmeasured quantity) and
squaring the amplitude, one obtains a formula for the oscillation probability
P (να → νβ) =
∑
k,j
U∗αkUαjUβkU
∗
βj e
−2piiL/Losckj P cohkj P
loc
kj , (2.2.14)
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where we defined
P lockj = exp
−2pi2ξ2( σx
Losckj
)2 , P cohkj = exp
L
∣∣∣∆m2kj∣∣∣2
16E2σx
 , (2.2.15)
with the important scales of the problem identified as
Losckj =
4piE
∆m2kj
, pk ≈ E − (1− ξ)m
2
k
2E , Ek ≈ E + ξ
m2k
2E , (2.2.16)
with ξ measuring the deviation from ultra-relativistic behaviour. The factors P cohkj and
P lockj are related to the coherence of the propagating wave packets and the localization of
the source (or detector), respectively.
For most applications, P cohkj = P lockj = 1, and one recovers the standard oscillation formula.
A more useful way of writing it is
P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 2
∑
k>j
Re
{
U∗αkUαjUβkU
∗
βj
}[
1− cos
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)]
− 2
∑
k>j
Im
{
U∗αkUαjUβkU
∗
βj
}
sin
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)
. (2.2.17)
Note that for very small distances, L/E → 0, no oscillations happen, P (να → νβ) = δαβ.
For very large L/E → ∞, the oscillatory arguments are large and the oscillations are
averaged out, although flavour transitions are still allowed.
2.2.2 Matter Effects
Neutrinos are neutral particles and their rare interactions allow them to propagate through
matter without losing energy in collisions with the medium particles. Nevertheless, in
a similar fashion to photons, neutrinos undergo coherent forward scattering, acquiring
an effective refractive index in the presence of a medium. In contrast to photons, which
undergo Compton scattering, neutrinos are only charged under the weak force and undergo
CC and NC interactions. Therefore, matter effects are present whenever the medium
displays a net weak charge, provided by neutrons, protons and electrons in the case of the
Earth. The weakness of these interactions at low energies, however, implies that matter
effects are only important when neutrinos have transversed sufficiently large distances or
are in a sufficiently dense environment. In addition, for such effects to be observable in
the flavour evolution of neutrinos, different neutrino flavour fields must exhibit different
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interactions with the medium. In the SM, this is possible only due to the CC interactions
that are exclusively present between electron-neutrinos and electrons in the medium.
We will now comment on the impact of matter in the flavour evolution, and derive the
neutrino interaction potential. We want to avoid the complications from the previous
discussion due to coherence and focus on the effects of matter. We merely note that similar
conditions to the ones we found in the previous section apply for oscillation probabilities
in matter to be well-defined, and with this caveat we proceed with a plane-wave picture
of the flavour evolution. By applying the same momentum approximation and assuming
neutrinos to be relativistic, we can write the Schröedinger equation in matrix form as
i
d
dx |να〉 =
[
U
mˆ2
2EU
† + Vˆ (x)
]
|να〉 , (2.2.18)
where we used H0 |να〉 ≈ U
[
p1ˆ + mˆ2/2p
]
U † |να〉 and t ≈ x. Here, Vˆ (x) is a matrix
containing the interaction potential of each neutrino flavour with the background. Note
that Vˆ (x) depends on the density profile of matter particles. Solving this equation is a
much more complicated task than in the vacuum case and analytical solutions are only
known in specific cases, such as when the matter density is constant. In general, this may
be solved numerically for a given choice of Vˆ (x), although several perturbative expansions
exist. In this sense, the problem reduces to finding the appropriate potential and solving
Eq. (2.2.18).
The neutrino matter potential arises from finite temperature and finite density corrections
to the neutrino dispersion relation. The derivation of the potential following the approach
of Refs. [86,87] can easily be modified to early Universe physics and to exotic astrophysical
media such as supernovae and environments with large magnetic fields. The dispersion
relation arises from
det{/k − Σ} = 0, (2.2.19)
ensuring non-trivial solutions to the Dirac equation (/k − Σ)νL = 0, with kµ the neutrino
four-momentum and Σ its self-energy. For LH neutrino states νL, we can write the
neutrino self-energy in the most general form and make explicit the background dependent
contribution as [88]
Σ = m− (aL/k + bL/u+ cL[/k, /u])PL. (2.2.20)
where u is the 4-velocity of the medium, aL, bL and cL are scalar functions of Lorentz
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Fig. 2.5. Finite temperature and density corrections to the neutrino self-energy. These
can be used to infer the effective matter potential for neutrinos.
invariants w = k ·u and κ = (w2−k2)1/2, andm is the vacuum neutrino mass. The presence
of the medium introduces a preferential frame, namely the rest frame of the medium with
u = (1, 0, 0, 0). Also note that in vacuum, only terms proportional to /k exist, and the pole
of the neutrino propagator is unchanged. To lowest order in g2/m2w, only bL contributes
and it is proportional to the medium particle-antiparticle asymmetry. Higher order terms
of the form g2/m4w [89] complicate the picture, but can be safely neglected in the Earth,
for instance. The neutrino self-energy is, in fact, a gauge-dependent quantity, and the
physical observables of interest are the dispersion relations, (1− aL)(w − κ)− bL = 0 for
neutrinos and (1− aL)(w + κ)− bL = 0 for antineutrinos. To lowest order, however, the
dispersion relations are much simpler,
w ≈ κ+ m
2
2κ + Veff , Veff = −bL, (2.2.21)
where we defined the effective potential, which for ultra-relativistic neutrinos arises precisely
from the difference between the total and kinetic energy Veff = w − κ. This also shows us
how to calculate the neutrino refractive index n = κ/w.
Now the problem reduces to computing Σ in finite temperature field theory. For most
applications of thermal mass calculations, replacing vacuum propagators by the thermal
propagators from the real-time formalism is sufficient. In particular, the fermion thermal
propagator of interest is
S(P ) = (/p+m)
[ 1
P 2 −m2 + i + i2piδ(P
2 −m2)f(P )
]
, (2.2.22)
with f(P ) = {exp [(|P · u| − sgn(P · u)µf )/T ] + 1}−1 is the occupational number of the
fermions in the thermal bath of temperature T and chemical potential µf . Similar expres-
sions exist for bosonic propagators. Finally, as an example, explicit computation of the
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tadpole self-energy contribution in Fig. 2.5 yields
Σ = −i g
2
16c2w
∫ d4P
(2pi)4γ
µPL iS(P +K) γν PL iDµν(P ), Dµν =
−gµν + PµPνM2Z
P 2 −M2Z + i
. (2.2.23)
By explicit computation in the rest frame of the medium, the potential for neutrinos of
flavour α on a zero-temperature background of protons, neutrons and electrons is
V eα =−
GF√
2
(
1− 4s2w − 2δαe
)
(Ne −Ne) ,
V pα =
GF√
2
(
1− 4s2w
)
(Np −Np) ,
V nα =−
GF√
2
(Nn −Nn) , (2.2.24)
where Nf = 2
∫
d3Pf(P )/(2pi)3 are the number density of the background particles. For
antineutrino an overall minus sign is introduced. Note the total νe potential is the only one
where CC interactions contribute, and so it is the sole responsible for non-trivial flavour
evolution in Eq. (2.2.18). One may wonder about radiative corrections to these potentials
in the SM and whether additional flavour non-universality can be achieved through the
difference in charged-lepton masses. These effects, however, are known to be extremely
small in the SM [90], where (Vτ − Vµ) /Ve ≈ 5 × 10−5 for a neutral unpolarized medium
like the Earth.
2.3 Neutrinos in the Laboratory
To find a source of neutrinos, all we have to do is to look for environments where the
weak force is prominently manifested. Natural candidates are nuclear reactors, having
played a crucial role in the discovery of the neutrino. Fortunately, the list does not
stop there. Abundant neutrino sources include the Sun, the atmosphere, the Big-Bang,
particle accelerators and more violent astrophysical environments such as supernovae, active
galactic nuclei and others. In this thesis, we will focus mostly on accelerator neutrinos.
Accelerator experiments typically produce neutrinos with energies of a few GeV to achieve
O(1) oscillation phases ∆m2atmL/E within thousands of km. Drastically different energy
regimes are impractical either due to diluted fluxes at longer baselines (Φ ∝ 1/L2), or
due to thresholds to produce muons in CC interactions (Eν > m` +m2`/2mH in reactions
of the type ν`H → `±H′). Proton beams with multi-GeV energies are used to produce
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Fig. 2.6. The CC neutrino-nucleon scattering relevant for GeV neutrinos.From left to
right, the CC quasi-elastic (CCQE), resonant (RES) and deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
regimes. Analogous diagrams exist for NC scattering.
neutrinos through the following steps: the protons are directed onto a dense target, the
charged mesons produced in the proton-on-target collisions are focused with magnetic
fields into a decay pipeline, and charged particles are absorbed further down the line.
This allows the mesons to decay into neutrinos, most often through pi± → (−)νµ µ±. These
experiments produce neutrinos within a wide range of energies, giving rise to wide-band
beams. The shape and normalization of the neutrino flux produced are hard to model due
to hadro-production and focusing uncertainties [91]. This comes mainly from the difficulty
in describing hadron-nucleus interactions, their attenuation in propagation and, ultimately,
by lack of data. In this way, the expected neutrino event rate in neutrino detectors inherits
two sources of uncertainties which are difficult to disentangle: the unoscillated flux spectra
and the neutrino-matter cross sections.
For oscillation physics, however, one is only interested in disentangling uncertainties in
the event rate and the effects of oscillations. One effective method to achieve this is
to build near detectors, where unoscillated rate is measured, as well as far detectors,
where oscillations have developed. By definition, near detectors have to be limited by
the systematics of the experiment, and so require a large number of neutrino interactions.
These are dominated by the processes shown in Fig. 2.6 and their NC analogues. Because
these processes are often subject to large nuclear effects (see below), other cleaner probes,
such as neutrino-lepton scattering offer a better probe of the weak interactions in isolation.
This argument will be essential when we search for stronger than weak neutrino interactions
(new interactions with 4-Fermi coupling constants with GX > GF ).
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Fig. 2.7. Figure from Ref. [92] showing the NuWro prediction for νµ −12 C cross section
per nucleon for CCQE scattering, CC single pion production (CC-SPP, dominated by RES
diagrams), and for total CC scattering (including DIS). Overlaid are some of the neutrino
fluxes of MINERνA, MiniBooNE, SBN, T2K off-axis and a projection for DUNE.
2.3.1 Interactions and Challenges
Despite interacting exclusively through the weak force, when the neutrino scatters on a
target nucleus, the visible final states are subject to the influence of the nuclear force.
Opting for dense materials with large nuclei is preferred for oscillation physics, but as more
precision is required in oscillation measurements, more control over the nuclear effects is
needed. The near and far measurements of the neutrino flux helps in reducing systematics,
but the neutrino flux at the near site is different from the oscillated flux at the far site,
both in shape and in flavour composition. In this way, understanding how nuclear effects
and neutrino cross sections depend on neutrino energy Eν and neutrino flavour is of great
importance. Let us comment on a few examples. Even in the crudest approximation for
a nucleus, that of a T = 0 Fermi gas of free protons and neutrons, nucleon final states
are Pauli blocked and the occupation number of these fermions suppresses the total cross
section. For realistic nuclei, these nucleons also display Fermi motion with momenta in the
rest frame of the nucleus, |pN | . 250 MeV, that are comparable to the incoming neutrino
energy. On their way out of the nucleus, struck nucleons may also exchange EM charge,
knock-out additional particles or be absorbed by the nuclear medium. The importance of
nuclear effects is perhaps most famously illustrated by the measurement of the CC quasi-
elastic (CCQE) process by the MiniBooNE [93] experiment. MiniBooNE is an accelerator
experiment where a neutrino flux with an average energy of 〈Eν〉 ≈ 800 MeV is directed
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towards a detector filled with mineral oil, made mostly of CH molecules. A disagreement
of 20% was observed between the MC prediction and the data, unless the axial mass MA
was set to be ≈ 1.32 GeV, much larger than the world-average of MA = 1.03± 0.02 GeV.
This was later understood as a missing contribution from two-particle two-hole meson
exchange currents (where the neutrino interacts with a nucleon pair, rather than with an
individual nucleon), shown to be as large as 30% of the CCQE cross section used by the
experiment [94].
The most common interactions of neutrino with the nucleons in the detector are displayed
in Fig. 2.6. Below . 1 GeV, CCQE scattering is most common, but at larger energies the
resonant (RES) contributions start to become more important. The decay of the interme-
diate resonance is also affected by the nuclear medium and this has to be implemented in
a nuclear model-dependent way, such as in the so called microscopical models. Another
approach is that of macroscopic models, where one makes use of hypotheses such as the
partially conserved axial current (PCAC) to relate the neutrino cross sections with the
meson-nucleus cross section 2. The PCAC relation for neutrino scattering holds only for
the q2 = (k1 − k2)2 → 0 limit, where the incoming neutrino momenta k1 is parallel to
the outgoing lepton momenta k2. This is a good approximation of the cross section at
large energies, but breaks down at low energies, where it is very often used [95]. For larger
neutrino energies Eν & 3 GeV, the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) regime start to dominate.
Here, the cross section calculations are much more reliable, although nuclear effects are
still in place (see Ref. [96], for instance). Past neutrino scattering experiments such as
NuTeV, CCFR and CHARM operated at neutrino energies in the tens and hundreds of
GeV, and provided the most precise measurements of the neutrino DIS cross sections to
date. All the processes we just discussed are now implemented in several neutrino event
generators, the most popular being GENIE [97], GiBUU [98], NEUT [99] and NuWro [100].
Different neutrino-nucleus cross section models are implemented in these generators, but
one typically relies on tuning to pre-existing data to make predictions. For illustration, in
Fig. 2.7 we show the NuWro predictions for CC cross sections, overlaid on neutrino fluxes
in current and future accelerator experiments.
2PCAC is the result of the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry SU(2)L×SU(2)R in the quark
sector. Because this symmetry is explicitly broken by quark masses, the pion is massive (although quite
light compared to the η meson, for instance) and therefore the pseudo-Golstone boson of the theory.
Chapter 3
Neutrino Trident Production
Neutrino trident scattering is a rare process hiding at the level of a per million of the CCQE
event rates. This process was the object of study of experiments back in the 80’s and
90’s, but the high beam luminosity achieved at current neutrino experiments and expected
at future facilitites (typically beyond 1021 protons on target), the relatively large fiducial
masses of high-Z materials (typically 100 ton) of modern detectors, and improved particle
identification (PID) capabilities allows us to return to this topic at lower energies (Eν =
few GeV) with a refreshed approach. We refine previous calculations of the trident cross
section, pointing out subtleties about the Equivalent Photon Approximation, and develop
a dedicated Montecarlo for neutrino trident events. Our phenomenological analysis is a
first assessment of the capabilities of current and future near detectors to measure several
trident channels with improved precision, or for the very first time.
3.1 History of Neutrino Trident Production
Trident events are processes predicted by the SM as the result of (anti)neutrino-nucleus
scattering with the production of a charged lepton pair [101–105], (−)να +H → (−)να orκ(β) +
`−β + `+κ +H, {α, β, κ} ∈ {e, µ, τ}1 where H denotes a hadronic target. Depending on the
(anti)neutrino and charged lepton flavours in the final-state, the process will be mediated
by the Z0 boson, W boson or both. Coherent interactions between (anti)neutrinos and
the atomic nuclei are expected to dominate these processes as long as the momentum
1Throughout the manuscript we will consider α, β, κ as flavour indexes.
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transferred Q is significantly smaller than the inverse of the nuclear size [101]. For larger
momentum transfers diffractive elastic and deep-inelastic scattering become increasingly
relevant [106]. Although this process exists for all combinations of same-flavour or mixed
flavour charged-lepton final-states, to this day only the νµ-induced dimuon mode,
(−)
νµ+H →
(−)
νµ+µ++µ−+H, has been observed. The first measurement of this trident signal performed
by CHARM II [107] is also the one with the largest statistics: 55 signal events in a beam
of neutrinos and antineutrinos with 〈Eν〉 ≈ 20 GeV. Other measurements by CCFR [108]
and NuTeV [109] at larger energies soon followed.
As the measurement of trident events may provide a sensitive test of the weak sector [110]
as well as placing constraints on physics beyond the SM [108, 111–116] it is relevant to
investigate how to probe it further at current and future neutrino experiments. Atmospheric
neutrinos, for instance, may provide a feasible measurement of the dimuon channel, as
pointed out in Ref. [114]2. Other trident modes were also recognized to be relevant by
the authors of Ref. [106] who calculated the cross sections for trident production in all
possible flavour combinations and estimated the number of events expected for the DUNE
and SHiP experiments. They used the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA) [117] to
compute the cross section in the coherent and diffractive regimes of the scattering. The
EPA, however, is known to breakdown for final state electrons [101, 118, 119] leading, as
we will demonstrate here, to an overestimation of the cross section that in some cases is
by more than 200%.
3.2 Cross Section at Low Energies
In this section we consider neutrino trident production in the SM, defined as the process
where a (anti)neutrino scattering off a hadronic system H produces a pair of same-flavour
or mixed flavour charged leptons
(−)
να(k1) + H(P ) → (−)να′(k2) + `−β (p−) + `+κ (p+) + H(P ′), (3.2.1)
where β(κ) corresponds to the flavour index of the negative (positive) charged lepton in
both neutrino and antineutrino cases. Neutrino trident scattering can be divided into three
2The authors of Ref. [114] have performed the full calculation of the trident process and made their
code publicly available.
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regimes depending on the nature of the hadronic target: coherent, diffractive elastic and
deep inelastic, when the neutrino scatters off the nuclei, nucleons and quarks, respectively.
At the energies relevant for neutrino oscillation experiments, the deep inelastic scattering
contribution amounts at most to 1% of the total trident production cross section [106]
and we will not consider it further. At larger energies, this regime may become important,
especially if the production of on-shell vector bosons becomes kinematically accessible.
The cross section for trident production has been calculated before in the literature,
both in the context of the V − A theory [101–103] and in the SM [110], while the EPA
treatment was developed in Refs. [117–119]. Most calculations have focused on the coherent
channels [101–103, 110, 117] but the diffractive process has been considered in [101, 102].
More recently, calculations using the EPA have been performed for coherent scattering with
a dimuon final-state [112], and for all combinations of hadronic targets and flavours of final-
states in [106]. While the EPA is expected to agree reasonably well with the full calculation
for coherent channels with dimuon final-states, the assumptions of this approximation are
invalid for the coherent process with electrons in the final-state [101, 118, 119]. For this
reason, we perform the full 2→ 4 calculation without the EPA in a manner applicable to
any hadronic target, following a similar approach to Refs. [101,102]. Our treatment of the
cross section allows us to quantitatively assess the breakdown of the EPA in both coherent
and diffractive channels for all final-state flavours, an issue we come back to in Sec. 3.2.2.
We write the total cross section for neutrino trident production off a nucleus N with Z
protons and (A− Z) neutrons as the sum
σνN = σνc + σνd , (3.2.2)
where σνc (σνd) is the coherent (diffractive) part of the cross section. The relevant diagrams
for these processes in the coherent or diffractive regimes involve the boson Z0, W or both
mediators, depending on the particular mode. In the four-point interaction limit, depicted
in Fig. 3.1, these reduce to only two contributions3, one where the photon couples to the
negatively and one to the positively charged lepton. In Table 3.1, we present the processes
we will consider in this thesis as well as the SM contributions present in each. Although
our formalism applies also to processes with final-state τ leptons, the increased threshold
3An additional diagram involving a WWγ vertex has also been neglected, since it is of order 1/M4W .
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Fig. 3.1. Diagrams contributing to the neutrino trident process in the four-point interac-
tion limit of the Standard Model.
and their suppressed cross section makes them irrelevant for the experiments of interest
in this study and we do not consider them further. The trident amplitude for a coherent
(X = c) or diffractive (X = d) scattering regime can be written as
iM = Lµ({pi}, q) −igµν
q2
HνX(P, P ′) , (3.2.3)
where {pi} = {k2, p−, p+} is the set of outgoing leptonic momenta. Lµ({pi}, q) is the total
leptonic amplitude
Lµ ≡ − ieGF√
2
[u¯(k2)γτ (1− γ5)u(k1)]× u¯(p−)
[
γτ (V −Aγ5) 1(/q − /p+ −m+)
γµ
+γµ 1(/p− − /q −m−)
γτ (V −Aγ5)
]
v(p+) , (3.2.4)
and HνX(P, P ′) is the total hadronic amplitude
HνX ≡ 〈H(P )|JνE.M.(q2)|H(P ′)〉 , (3.2.5)
with q ≡ P −P ′ denoting the transferred momentum, m+ (m−) the positively (negatively)
charged lepton mass and JνE.M.(q2) the electromagnetic current for the hadronic system H
(a nucleus or a nucleon). The flavour indices have been ommitted from the vector V and
axial A couplings, determined by V ≡ gα′V δαα′δββ′+δα′β′δαβ and A ≡ gα
′
A δαα′δββ′+δα′β′δαβ
in accordance to Eq. (3.2.1) and shown in Table 3.1.
We can write the differential cross section as
d2σνX
dQ2dsˆ =
1
32pi2(s−M2H)2
HµνX Lµν
Q4
, (3.2.6)
where s = (k1 + P )2, sˆ ≡ 2 (k1 · q), Q2 = −q2 and MH is the mass of the hadronic target.
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Trident channel SM Contributions V A
νµH → νµ µ−µ+H CC + NC 1/2 + 2 s2w 1/2
νµH → νµ e−e+H NC −1/2 + 2 s2w −1/2
νµH → νe e+µ−H CC 1 1
νeH → νe e−e+H CC + NC 1/2 + 2 s2w 1/2
νeH → νe µ−µ+H NC −1/2 + 2 s2w −1/2
νeH → νµ µ+e−H CC 1 1
Tab. 3.1. Neutrino trident processes considered in this thesis. Antineutrino induced
channels are analogous.
We have also introduced the hadronic tensor HµνX
HµνX ≡
∑
spins
(HµX)
∗HνX. (3.2.7)
The two scattering regimes in which the hadronic tensor is computed will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. 3.2.1. The leptonic tensor, Lµν , integrated over the phase space of the
three final-state leptons, d3Π (k1 + q; {pi}), and merely summed over final and initial spins
is given by
Lµν(k1, q) ≡
∫
d3Π (k1 + q; {pi})
∑
spins
(Lµ)∗ Lν
 . (3.2.8)
We can use Lµν to define two scalar functions, one related to the longitudinal (LL) and
the other to the transverse (LT) polarization of the exchanged photon
LT = −12
(
gµν − 4Q
2
sˆ2
kµ1k
ν
1
)
Lµν , and LL =
4Q2
sˆ2
kµ1k
ν
1Lµν . (3.2.9)
This allows us to write the differential cross section as a sum of a longitudinal and a
transverse contribution [120] as follows
d2σνX
dQ2dsˆ =
1
32pi2
1
sˆ Q2
[
hTX(Q2, sˆ)σTνγ(Q2, sˆ) + hLX(Q2, sˆ)σLνγ(Q2, sˆ)
]
, (3.2.10)
where we have defined two functions for the flux of longitudinal and transverse virtual
photons
hTX(Q2, sˆ) ≡
2
(EνMH)2
[
k1µk1ν − sˆ
2
4Q2 gµν
]
HµνX , and (3.2.11a)
hLX(Q2, sˆ) ≡
1
(EνMH)2
k1µk1ν HµνX , (3.2.11b)
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and two leptonic neutrino-photon cross sections associated with them4
σTνγ(Q2, sˆ) =
LT
2sˆ , and σ
L
νγ(Q2, sˆ) =
LL
sˆ
. (3.2.12)
The kinematically allowed region in the (Q2, sˆ) plane can be obtained by considering the
full four-body phase space, as in [101–103]. The limits for such physical region are given
by
Q2min =
MHsˆ2
2Eν(2EνMH − sˆ) , Q
2
max = sˆ−m2L, (3.2.13a)
sˆmin =
Eν
2Eν +MH
[
m2L + 2EνMH −∆
]
sˆmax =
Eν
2Eν +MH
[
m2L + 2EνMH + ∆
]
,
(3.2.13b)
with mL ≡ m+ +m−, and
∆ ≡
√
(2EνMH −m2L)2 − 4M2Hm2L .
Let us emphasize that Eq. (3.2.10) is an exact decomposition, and does not rely on any
approximation of the process. In the following section, we will show how to calculate the
flux functions hTX and hLX from Eq. 3.2.11 in different scattering regimes. The total cross
section for the process can then be computed by finding σLνγ and σTνγ from Eqs. (3.2.4),
(3.2.8) and (3.2.9) and integrating over all allowed values of Q2 and sˆ. Note that σLνγ and
σTνγ are universal functions for a given leptonic process and need only to be computed
once.
3.2.1 Hadronic Scattering Regimes
Depending on the magnitude of the virtuality of the photon, Q =
√−q2, the hadronic
current can contribute in different ways to the trident process. Thus, given the decompo-
sition in Eq. (3.2.10), the change in the hadronic treatment translates to computing the
flux factors hTX and hLX for each scattering regime. From those flux factors, σνc and σνd
can be calculated.
4Note that we include a factor of 1/2 in σTνγ to match the polarization averaging of the on-shell cross
section: σon−shellνγ = 12sˆ
(∑
r
(µr )∗νr Lµν
) ∣∣
Q2=0 =
1
4sˆ (−gµνLµν)
∣∣
Q2=0 =
LT
2sˆ
∣∣
Q2=0 = σ
T
νγ(0, sˆ).
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Coherent Regime (Hµνc )
In the coherent scattering regime the incoming neutrino interacts with the whole nucleus
without resolving its substructure. For this to occur frequently, we need small values of Q.
Despite the relatively large neutrino energies in contemporary neutrino beams, this is still
allowed for trident.
In this regime, the hadronic tensor Hµνc for a ground state spin-zero nucleus of charge Ze
can be written in terms of the nuclear electromagnetic form factor F (Q2), discussed in
more detail in Appendix B, as
Hµνc = 4Z2e2
∣∣∣F (Q2)∣∣∣2 (Pµ − qµ2
)(
P ν − q
ν
2
)
. (3.2.14)
In this case the vertex is spin-independent and F (Q2) describes the electric charge dis-
tribution in the nucleus. In general, and for more complex nuclei, magnetic scattering is
also possible, and magnetic form factors would be present. In fact, the current problem
is analogous to elastic electron scattering on nuclei, and benefits from the literature and
data in that topic (see Ref. [121] for a thorough review). From Eq. 3.2.11, we find that
the transverse and longitudinal flux functions for the coherent regime are
hTc (Q2, sˆ) = 8Z2e2
(
1− sˆ2EνM −
sˆ2
4E2νQ2
)
|F (Q2)|2 , (3.2.15a)
hLc (Q2, sˆ) = 4Z2e2
(
1− sˆ4EνM
)2
|F (Q2)|2 , (3.2.15b)
where Eν is the energy of the incoming neutrino and M is the nuclear mass. For a fixed
value of sˆ in the physical region, the hTc flux function becomes zero at Qmin while the
longitudinal component does not. This different behaviour can be seen explicitly in their
definitions, Eqs. (3.2.15), as the terms in the parenthesis in hTc cancel each other at Qmin.
This does not occur for hLc since the physical values of sˆ are always smaller than EνM in
this hadronic regime. Due to this fact, Qmin, which according to Eq. (3.2.13a) depends on
both the neutrino energy and target material, can be approximated to
Qmin ≈ sˆ2Eν ,
which only depends on the incoming neutrino energy. On the other hand, as Q becomes
large, the flux functions hT,L become quite similar, hTc ≈ 2hLc , and favour small values of
sˆ. After some critical value of the virtuality Q, hT,Lc become negligible due to the nuclear
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Fig. 3.2. Cross sections for coherent neutrino trident production on 40Ar (left) and
208Pb (right) normalized to σ0 = Z2 10−44 cm2. The full (dashed) lines correspond to
the scattering of an incoming νµ (νe) produced by the NC (light-blue), CC (purple), and
CC+NC (orange) SM interactions.
form factor. The Q value at which this happens depends on the target material, but
not on the incoming neutrino energy. For instance, in the case of an Ar target the flux
functions basically vanish for Q & 250 MeV. The knowledge of the nuclear form factor and
its shape in Q2, therefore, has a significant impact on the total cross section. Here, we use
a Woods-Saxon form factor described in more detail in Appendix B. Our form factor leads
to a difference of 12% on the total cross section of coherent dimuon tridents if compared
to the more recent Ref. [122].
The final cross sections for coherent neutrino trident production on Argon can be seen in
Fig. 3.2. Despite thresholds being important for the behaviour of these cross sections for
GeV neutrino energies, we can see that mixed channels quickly become the most important
due to their CC nature. At large energies one can then rank the cross sections from largest
to smallest as CC, CC+NC, and NC only channels. Nevertheless, one must be aware of
the fact that the cross sections are dominated by low Q2 even at large energies, leading to
large effects due to the final-state lepton masses as discussed in [106].
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Diffractive Regime (Hµνd )
At larger Q2, the neutrino interacts with the individual nucleons of the nucleus. In this
diffractive (or incoherent elastic) regime Hµνd is given by the sum of the contributions of
the two types of nucleons: protons (N = p) and neutrons (N = n), so
Hµνd (P, P
′) = Z Hµνp (P, P ′) + (A− Z) Hµνn (P, P ′) , (3.2.16)
where each HµνN is the square of the matrix element of the nucleon electromagnetic current
summed over final and averaged over initial spins. Neglecting second class currents, the
matrix elements take the form
〈
N(P ′)
∣∣ JµE.M.(Q2) |N(P )〉 = e uN(P ′) [γµFN1 (Q2)− iσµνqν2MN FN2 (Q2)
]
uN(P ) , (3.2.17)
with FN1,2(Q2) the Dirac and Pauli form factors, respectively. The hadronic tensors are
then given by [123]
HµνN = e
2
[
4HN1 (Q2)
(
Pµ − q
µ
2
)(
P ν − q
ν
2
)
−HN2 (Q2)
(
Q2gµν + qµqν
)]
, (3.2.18)
where theHN1 (Q2) andHN2 (Q2) form factors, functions of FN1,2(Q2), are given in Appendix B.
The flux functions in the diffractive regime can then be calculated as
hTN(Q2, sˆ) = 8 e2
[(
1− sˆ2EνMN −
sˆ2
4E2νQ2
)
HN1 (Q2) +
sˆ2
8E2νM2N
HN2 (Q2)
]
, (3.2.19a)
hLN(Q2, sˆ) = 4e2
[(
1− sˆ4EνMN
)2
HN1 (Q2)−
sˆ2
16E2νM2N
HN2 (Q2)
]
. (3.2.19b)
In the case of the proton, the flux functions hT,Lp have some unique features given the
presence of both electric and magnetic contributions. Specifically, the transverse function
is non-zero at Q = Qmin for a fixed sˆ, due to the additional term proportional to Hp2 .
Indeed, for large values of sˆ, the Hp2 term dominates the transverse function. An opposite
behaviour occurs for the longitudinal component. There, the Hp1 term dominates over the
second term for all physical values of sˆ, Q, and for any incoming neutrino energy. On
the other hand, the flux functions of the neutron, which have only the magnetic moment
contribution, have somewhat different characteristics. While hTn behaves similarly to hTp ,
that is, it is dominated by the second term for large values of sˆ, hLn is zero at Qmin due to
the exact cancellation between the Hn1,2 terms. This cancellation is not evident from Eq.
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(3.2.19b); however, simplifying the longitudinal component for the neutron case, one finds
hLn(Q2, sˆ) = 4e2
(
1 + Q
2
4M2n
)
Q2
4M2N
(
1− sˆ2EνMN −
sˆ2
4E2νQ2
) ∣∣∣F n2 (Q2)∣∣∣2 ,
which is zero for Q = Qmin. Also, this shows why hLp does not vanish at Qmin since there
we have the additional contribution of the electric component.
When the neutrino interacts with an individual nucleon inside the nucleus, one must be
aware of the nuclear effects at play. One such effect is Pauli blocking, a suppression of
neutrino-nucleon interactions due to the Pauli exclusion principle. Modelling the nucleus as
an ideal Fermi gas of protons and neutrons, one can take Pauli blocking effects into account
by requiring that the hit nucleon cannot be in a state which is already occupied [104]. This
requirement is implemented in our calculations by a simple replacement of the differential
diffractive cross section
d2σνd
dQ2dsˆ → f(|~q|)
d2σνd
dQ2dsˆ ,
where |~q| is the magnitude of the transferred three-momentum in the lab frame. In
particular, following [104], assuming an equal density of neutrons and protons, we have
f(|~q|) =

3
2
|~q|
2 kF
− 12
( |~q|
2 kF
)3
, if |~q| < 2 kF ,
1, if |~q| ≥ 2 kF ,
(3.2.20)
where kF is the Fermi momentum of the gas, taken to be 235 MeV. This is a rather low
value of kF and the assumption of equal density of neutrons and protons must be taken
with care for heavy nuclei. We refrain from trying to model any additional nuclear effects
as we believe that this is the dominant effect on the total diffractive rate, particularly
when requiring no hadronic activity in the event. The net result is a reduction of the
diffractive cross section by about 50% for protons and 20% for neutrons. Unless clearly
stated otherwise, we always include Pauli blocking in our calculations.
Our final cross sections for this regime can be seen in Fig. 3.3. One can clearly see that
the neutron contribution is subdominant, and that, up to factors of Z2, the proton one
is comparable to the coherent cross section. Note that now the typical values of Q2 are
much larger than in the coherent regime and the impact of the final-state lepton masses is
much smaller.
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Fig. 3.3. Cross sections for diffractive neutrino trident production on neutrons (left) and
protons (right), including Pauli blocking effects as described in the text, normalized to
σ0 = 10−44 cm2. The full (dashed) lines correspond to the scattering of an incoming νµ
(νe) produced by the NC (light-blue), CC (purple), and CC+NC (orange) SM interactions.
3.2.2 Breakdown of the EPA
In order to understand the breakdown of the EPA in the neutrino trident case, let us first
remind briefly the reader about the Weizsäcker–Williams method of equivalent photons
in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) [124, 125], and the main reason for its validity in
that theory. The EPA, first introduced by E. Fermi [126], is based on a simple principle:
when an ultra-relativistic particle Pi approaches a charged system Cs, like a nucleus, it
will perceive the electromagnetic fields as nearly transverse, similar to the fields of a pulse
of radiation, i.e., as an on-shell photon. Therefore, it is possible to obtain an approximate
total cross section for the inelastic scattering process producing a set of final particles Pf ,
σt(Pi + Cs → Pf + Cs), by computing the scattering of the incoming particle with a real
photon integrated over the energy spectrum of the off-shell photons,
σt(Pi + Cs → Pf + Cs) ≈
∫
dP (Q2, sˆ)σγ(Pi + γ → Pf ; sˆ, Q2 = 0), (3.2.21)
where the photo-production cross section for the process Pi + γ → Pf , σγ(Pi + γ →
Pf ; sˆ, Q2 = 0), depends on the center-of-mass energy of the Pi–photon system,
√
sˆ. Here
dP (Q2, sˆ) corresponds to the energy spectrum of the virtual photons, that is, the probability
of emission of a virtual photon with transferred four-momentum Q2 resulting in an center-
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of-mass energy
√
sˆ. For trident scattering off a nuclear target, this probability can be
approximated by [112,117]
dP (Q2, sˆ) = Z
2e2
4pi2 |F (Q
2)|2 dsˆ
sˆ
dQ2
Q2
. (3.2.22)
A crucial fact in QED is that the cross section σQEDγ (Pi + γ → Pf ; sˆ, 0) is inversely
proportional to sˆ,
σQEDγ (Pi + γ → Pf ; sˆ, 0) ∝
1
sˆ
.
We see clearly that small values of sˆ and consequently of the transferred four-momentum
Q2 dominate the cross section. Hence, the on-shell contribution is much more significant
than the off-shell one, so the EPA will be valid and give the correct cross section estimate
for any QED process.
Now, let us consider the case of neutrino trident production. In this case, the equivalent-
photon cross section in the four-point interaction limit has a completely opposite depen-
dence on the center-of-mass energy; it is proportional to sˆ,
σFLγ (Pi + γ → Pf ; sˆ, 0) ∝ G2F sˆ .
This dependence is a manifestation of the unitarity violation in the Fermi theory. Therefore,
we can see that for weak processes larger values of sˆ, and, consequently, larger values of Q2
are more significant [118,119]. The EPA is then generally not valid for the neutrino trident
production, as the virtual photon contribution dominates over the real one. Nevertheless,
one may wonder if there is a situation in which the EPA can give a reasonable estimate for
a neutrino trident process. As noticed in the early literature [118,119], the presence of the
nuclear form factor introduces a cut in the transferred momentum which, in turn, makes
the EPA applicable for the specific case of the dimuon channel in the coherent regime. Let
us discuss this in more detail.
Recalling our exact decomposition, Eq. (3.2.10), it is necessary to consider two assumptions
for implementing the EPA [118]:
1. The longitudinal polarization contribution to the cross section can be neglected, i.e.,
σLνγ(Q2, sˆ) ≈ 0;
2. The transverse polarization contribution to the cross section can be taken to be
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on-shell, i.e., σTνγ(Q2, sˆ) ≈ σTνγ(0, sˆ).
Assuming for now that these approximations hold, we can find a simplified expression for
the coherent neutrino-target process, described by Eqs. (3.2.10) and (3.2.15), in terms of
the photon-neutrino cross section5:
σEPA =
Z2e2
4pi2
∫ sˆmax
m2L
dsˆ
sˆ
σTνγ(0, sˆ)
∫ Q2max
(sˆ/2Eν)2
|F (Q2)|2
Q4
[
Q2(1− y)−M2Hy2
]
dQ2 , (3.2.23)
where we introduced the fractional change of the nucleus energy y, defined as sˆ = (s−M2H)y,
and the integration limits can be obtained from (3.2.13) after considering that m2L 
EνMH. Keeping only the leading terms in the small parameter y [117], we recover the
EPA applied to the neutrino trident case
σEPA =
∫
σTνγ(0, sˆ) dP (Q2, sˆ) , (3.2.24)
where dP (Q2, sˆ) is given in Eq. (3.2.22). The EPA in the form of Eq. (3.2.24) has been
used in trident calculations for the coherent dimuon channel [112] as well as for coherent
mixed- and electron-flavour trident modes and diffractive trident modes [106]. Using
our decomposition, we can explicitly compute both σLνγ and σTνγ and verify if the EPA
conditions are satisfied for any channel and, if they are not, quantify the error introduced
by making this approximation. For that purpose, we will compare the results of the full
calculation, Eq. (3.2.10), with the EPA results, Eq. (3.2.24), by computing the following
ratios in the physical region of the (Q, sˆ) plane,
σL(Q2, sˆ)hLc (Q2, sˆ)
σT(Q2, sˆ)hTc (Q2, sˆ)
,
σTνγ(Q2, sˆ)
σTνγ(0, sˆ)
. (3.2.25)
The first ratio in Eq. (3.2.25) will indicate where the longitudinal contribution can be
neglected compared to the transverse one; while, the second ratio will show where the
transverse contribution behaves as an on-shell photon.
As an illustration of the general behaviour, we show in Fig. 3.4 those ratios of cross sections
for an incoming νµ of fixed energy Eν = 3 GeV colliding coherently with an 40Ar target,
for the dielectron (left panels), mixed (middle panels) and dimuon (right panels) channels.
On the top panels of Fig. 3.4 we see that the longitudinal component can be neglected for
Q . mα, for the dielectron and dimuon channels, α = e, µ, while in the mixed case there
5An analogous expression can be obtained for the diffractive regime from Eq. (3.2.19).
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Fig. 3.4. Comparison between the full calculation of the trident production coherent
cross section and the EPA in the kinematically allowed region of the (Q, sˆ) plane for an
incoming νµ with fixed energy Eν = 3 GeV colliding with an 40Ar target. The left, middle
and right panels correspond to the dielectron, mixed and dimuon final-states, respectively.
The top panels correspond to the comparison between the longitudinal and transverse
contributions while the bottom ones show the ratio between the transverse cross sections
computed for an specific value of Q with the cross section for an on-shell photon. The
thick black dashed lines correspond to the cut in the Q2 integration at Λ2QCD/A2/3, and
the shadowed region around these lines account for a variation of 20% in the value of this
cut. The purple dashed lines are for Q = mα, α = e, µ for the unmixed cases.
is a much less pronounced hierarchy between the transverse and longitudinal components.
On the bottom panels we have the comparison between on-shell and off-shell transverse
photo-production cross sections. Again, we find that the EPA is only valid for Q . mα
for the dielectron and dimuon channels. For the mixed case, there is only a very small
region in Q < 10−2 GeV for which the off-shell transverse cross section is comparable to
the on-shell one. This relative suppression of the off-shell cross section can be understood
by noticing that Q enters the lepton propagators, suppressing the process for Q & mα.
For mixed channels it is then the smallest mass scale (me) that dictates the fall-off of the
matrix element in Q, whilst the heaviest mass (mµ) defines the phase space boundaries,
rendering most of this phase space incompatible with the EPA assumptions.
These results explicitly show that the EPA is, in principle, not suitable for any neutrino
trident process as it can overestimate the cross section quite substantially by treating the
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Fig. 3.5. Ratio R of the trident cross section calculated using the EPA to the full
four-body calculation. Left panel: Ratio in the coherent regime on 40Ar. The full curves
correspond to the central value of Qcut, and the upper (lower) boundary corresponds to
a choice 100 times larger (20% smaller). Right panel: Ratio in the diffractive regime for
scattering on protons, where the full curves corresponds to the central value of 1.0 GeV,
and the upper (lower) boundary corresponds to a choice 100 times larger (20% smaller);
we have taken the lower limit in the integration on Q to match the choice of the coherent
regime and we do not include Pauli blocking in these curves. A guide to the eye at R = 1
is also shown.
photo-production cross section at large Q2 as on-shell. However, as previously mentioned,
in the coherent regime the nuclear form factor introduces a strong suppression for large
values of Q2. In general, this dominates the behaviour of the cross sections for values of Q2
smaller than the purely kinematic limit, Q2max, and of the order of ΛQCD/A1/3 ≈ 0.06 GeV
for coherent scattering on 40Ar. In the dimuon case, the latter scale happens to be smaller
than the charged lepton masses, implying that the region where the EPA breaks down is
heavily suppressed due to the nuclear form factor. The same cannot be said about coherent
trident channels involving electrons, as the nuclear form factor suppression happens for
much larger values of Q than the EPA breakdown. Furthermore, for diffractive scattering
the nucleon form factors suppress the cross sections only for much larger Q values, Q ≈ 0.8
GeV. The effective range of integration then includes a significant region where the EPA
assumptions are invalid, leading to an overestimation of the diffractive cross section for
every process regardless of the flavours of their final-state charged leptons.
In some calculations, artificial cuts have been imposed on the range of Q2, affecting the
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validity of the EPA. In Ref. [106], it is claimed that to avoid double counting between
different regimes, an artificial cut must be imposed, lowering the upper limit of integration
in Q2. Ref. [106] chooses a value of Qcutmax = ΛQCD/A1/3 in the coherent regime (black thick
dashed lines in Fig. 3.4), and Qcutmin = max
(
ΛQCD/A1/3, sˆ/2Eν
)
and Qcutmax = 1.0 GeV in
the diffractive regime. We believe that no such cut is required on physical grounds6, and
their presence will impact the EPA cross section quite dramatically. Let us first consider
the dimuon case in the coherent regime, where the EPA assumptions hold reasonably
well in the relevant parts of phase space. By introducing a value for Qcutmax we would be
decreasing the total relevant phase space for the process, reducing the total cross section.
Therefore, despite the EPA tendency to overestimate the cross section in this channel, an
artificial cut in Q2 can actually lead to an underestimation of the cross section. In the
electron channels, where the EPA breakdown is much more dramatic, we can expect that
the overestimation of the cross section by the EPA is reduced by the cut Qcutmax. In fact,
one way to improve the EPA for the dielectron channel is to artificially cut on the Q2
integral around the region where the approximation breaks down [127]. This cut does
then improve the coherent EPA calculation by decreasing the overestimation of the cross
section. However, an energy independent cut cannot provide a good estimate of the cross
section over all values of Eν . To illustrate our point and to quantify the errors induced
by the EPA, we show on the left panel of Fig. 3.5 the ratio R of the trident cross section
calculated using the EPA with an artificial cut at Q2cut, as performed in [106], to the full
calculation used in this work as a function of the incoming neutrino energy:
R = σEPA(Eν)|Qcut
σ4PS(Eν)
. (3.2.26)
In this plot we vary the artificial cut on Q2 around the choice of [106] (shown as the central
dashed line) in two ways. First we reduce it by 20%, and then increase it by a large factor,
recovering the case with no Q2 cut. From this, our conclusions about the validity of the
approximation are confirmed, and it becomes evident that the trident coherent cross section
is very sensitive to the choice of Q2cut. In particular, the EPA with all the assumptions
that lead to Eq. (3.2.24) and the absence of a Q2 cut can lead to an overestimation of
all trident channels, including the dimuon one. Once the cut is implemented, however,
6It should be noted that the coherent and diffractive regimes have different phase space boundaries and
that the form factors should guarantee their independence.
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the approximation becomes better for the dimuon channel, but still unacceptable for the
electron ones. It is also clear that an energy independent cut cannot give the correct cross
section at all energies. This is particularly troublesome for detectors subjected to a neutrino
flux covering a wide energy range such as the near detectors for DUNE and MINOS or
MINERνA. Moreover, Eq. (3.2.24) fails at low energies, and generally, overestimates the
coherent cross sections by at least 200%. At these energies, one must be wary of the
additional approximations in Eq. (3.2.24) regarding the integration limits and the small y
limit.
On the right panel of Fig. 3.5 we illustrate what happens in the diffractive regime, where
the nucleon form factors impact the cross section at much larger values of Q2 and have a
slower fall-off. We see that the diffractive cross section is dramatically overestimated over
the full range of Eν considered and for any trident mode. The discrepancy is particularly
important for Eν . 5 GeV and larger than in the coherent regime by at least an order
of magnitude7. We also see that the cuts on Q2 impact the EPA calculation much less
dramatically, and that its use is unlikely to yield the correct result.
Given these problems with both coherent and diffractive cross section calculations due to
the breakdown of the EPA for trident production, in what follows we will use the complete
four-body calculation.
3.2.3 Coherent Versus Diffractive Scattering in Trident Production
Let us now comment on the significance of the coherent and diffractive contributions to
the total cross for the different trident channels. In Fig. 3.6 we present the ratio of the
coherent and the diffractive scattering cross sections to the total cross section for an 40Ar
target for an incoming νµ (left) and νe (right) neutrino. We can see that the coherent
regime dominates at all neutrino energies when there is an electron in the final-state,
especially in the dielectron case. This can be explained by noting that the Q2 necessary
to create an electron pair is smaller than the one needed to create a muon; thus, coherent
scattering is more likely to occur for this mode. Conversely, as one needs larger momentum
7There are some differences in the treatment of the hadronic system between the EPA calculation
in [106] and the one presented here. However, these differences are of the order 10% to 20%. Note also
that we do not implement any Pauli blocking when calculating R to avoid ambiguities over the choice of
the range of Q2.
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Fig. 3.6. On the left (right) panel we show the ratio of the coherent (full lines) and the
diffractive (dashed lines) contributions to the total trident cross section for an incoming
flux of νµ(νe) as a function of Eν for an 40Ar target.
transferred to produce a muon (either accompanied by an electron or another muon) the
diffractive regime becomes more likely in these modes, as we can explicitly see in Fig. 3.6.
Because of this effect the diffractive contribution is . 10%, except for the dimuon channel
where it can be between 30 and 40% in most of the energy region. Furthermore, when we
compare the two incoming types of neutrinos, we see that for an incoming νµ the diffractive
contribution is larger than the coherent one in the range 0.3 GeV . Eν . 0.8 GeV, while
for an incoming νe this never happens. This difference can be explained by the fact that
CC and NC contributions are simultaneously present for the scattering of an initial νµ
creating a muon pair, whereas for an initial νe creating a muon pair, we will only have the
NC contribution, see Table 3.1.
An important difference between the coherent and diffractive regimes will be in their
hadronic signatures in the detector. Neutrino trident production is usually associated
with zero hadronic energy at the vertex, a feature that proved very useful in reducing
backgrounds in previous measurements. Whilst this is a natural assumption for the
coherent regime, it need not be the case in the diffractive one. In fact, in the latter it is
likely that the struck nucleon is ejected from the nucleus in a significant fraction of events
with Q exceeding the nuclear binding energy 8. Since the dominant diffractive contribution
comes from scattering on protons, these could then be visible in the detector if their
8The peak of our diffractive Q2 distributions happens at around Q ≈ 300 MeV, much beyond the typical
binding energy for Ar (see Appendix C). Without Pauli suppression, however, we expect this value to drop.
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energies are above threshold. On the other hand, the struck nucleon is subject to many
nuclear effects which may significantly affect the hadronic signature, such as interactions
of the struck nucleon in the nuclear medium as well as reabsorption. Our calculation of
Pauli blocking, for example, shows large suppressions (∼ 50%) precisely in the low Q2
region, usually associated with no hadronic activity. This then raises the question of how
well one can predict the hadronic signatures of diffractive events given the difficulty in
modelling the nuclear environment. We therefore do not commit to an estimate of the
number of diffractive events that would have a coherent-like hadronic signature, but merely
point out that this might introduce additional uncertainties in the calculation, especially
in the µ+µ− channel where the diffractive contribution is comparable to the coherent
one. Finally, from now on we will refer to the number of trident events with no hadronic
activity as coherent-like, where this number can range from coherent only to coherent plus
all diffractive events.
3.3 Trident Events in LAr Detectors
In this section we calculate the total number of expected trident events for some present
and future LAr detectors with different fiducial masses, total exposures and beamlines.
3.3.1 Event Rates
The total number of trident events, NÈX, expected for a given trident mode at any detector
is written as
NÈX = Norm×
∫
dEν σνX(Eν)
dφν(Eν)
dEν
(Eν) , (3.3.1)
where σνX can be the trident total (X = N ), coherent (X = c) or diffractive (X = d)
cross sections for a given mode, φν is the flux of the incoming neutrino and (Eν) is the
efficiency of detection of the charged leptons. In the calculations of this section, we assume
an efficiency of 100%9. Two features of the cross sections are important for the event rate
calculation: threshold effects, especially for channels involving muons in the final-state,
and cross section’s growth with energy. In particular, we expect higher trident event rates
for experiments with higher energy neutrino beams.
9See Appendix C for a discussion on the detection efficiencies for trident events and backgrounds.
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We start our study with the three detectors of the SBN program, one of which, µBooNE,
is already installed and taking data at Fermilab. These three LAr time projection chamber
detectors are located along the Booster Neutrino Beam line which is by now a well-
understood source, having the focus of active research for over 15 years. Although the
number of trident events expected in these detectors is rather low, they may offer the first
opportunity to develop search techniques and learn more about background processes to
tridents in LAr. After that we study the proposed near detector for DUNE. This turns
out to be the most important LAr detector for trident production since it will provide the
highest number of events in both neutrino and antineutrino modes. Finally, having in mind
the novel flavour composition of neutrino beams from muon facilities, we investigate trident
rates at a 100 t LAr detector for the νSTORM project. This last facility could offer a very
well understood neutrino beam with as many electron neutrinos as muon antineutrinos
from muon decays, creating new possibilities for trident scattering measurements.
The SBN Program The SBN Program at Fermilab is a joint endeavour by three
collaborations ICARUS, µBooNE and SBND to perform searches for eV-sterile neutrinos
and study neutrino-Ar cross sections [128]. SBND has the shortest baseline (110 m)
and therefore the largest neutrino fluxes. The largest detector, ICARUS, is also the one
with the longest baseline (600 m) and consequently subject to the lowest neutrino fluxes.
The ratio between the fluxes at the different detectors are φµBooNE/φSBND = 5% and
φICARUS/φSBND = 3%. The neutrino beam composition is about 93% of νµ, 6% of νµ and
1% of νe + νe.
Considering the difference in fluxes and the total number of targets in each of these
detectors, one can estimate the following ratios of trident events: NÈµBooNE/NÈSBND ∼ 8%
and NÈICARUS/NÈSBND ∼ 10%. Unfortunately, since the fluxes are peaked at a rather low
energy (Eν . 1 GeV), where the trident cross sections are still quite small (. 10−42 cm2)
we expect very few trident events produced. The exact number of trident events for those
detectors according to our calculations is presented in Tab. 3.2. For each trident channel
the first (second) row shows the number of coherent (diffractive) events. As expected, less
than a total of 20 events across all channels can be detected by SBND, and a negligible
rate of events is expected at µBooNE and ICARUS.
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Channel SBND µBooNE ICARUS DUNE ND νSTORM ND
νµ → νee+µ− 10 0.7 1 2844 (235) 159
1 0.08 0.1 369 (33) 18
νµ → νee−µ+ 0.4 0.02 0.04 122 (2051) 23
0.04 0.003 0.004 16 (262) 3
νe → νµe−µ+ 0.05 0.003 0.004 22 (7) 9
0.008 0.0005 0.0008 5 (1) 2
νe → νµe+µ− 0.005 0.0003 0.0005 5 (14) −
0.001 0.0001 0.0001 1 (3) −
Total e±µ∓ 10 0.7 1 2993 (2307) 191
1 0.1 0.1 391 (299) 23
νµ → νµe+e− 6 0.4 0.7 913 (58) 73
0.2 0.04 0.02 57 (5) 3
νµ → νµe−e+ 0.2 0.01 0.02 34 (695) 9
0.01 0.001 0.002 2 (41) 0.5
νe → νee−e+ 0.2 0.01 0.02 50 (13) 32
0.01 0.001 0.002 4 (1) 2
νe → νee+e− 0.02 0.001 0.002 10 (34) −
0.0009 0.0001 0.0002 1 (2) −
Total e+e− 6 0.4 0.7 1007 (800) 114
0.2 0.0 0.02 64 (49) 6
νµ → νµµ+µ− 0.4 0.03 0.04 271 (32) 9
0.3 0.03 0.04 135 (14) 5
νµ → νµµ−µ+ 0.01 0.001 0.001 14 (177) 2
0.01 0.0009 0.001 7 (93) 1
νe → νeµ+µ− 0.002 0.0001 0.0001 1 (0.5) 0.4
0.001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5 (0.2) 0.2
νe → νeµ+µ− 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.3 (0.9) −
0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.1 (0.3) −
Total µ+µ− 0.4 0.0 0.0 286 (210) 11
0.3 0.0 0.0 143 (108) 6
Tab. 3.2. Total number of coherent (top row) and diffractive (bottom row) trident
events expected at different LAr experiments for a given channel. The numbers in parenthe-
ses are for the antineutrino running mode, when present. We assume detector efficiencies
of 100%. For the νSTORM ND, we take a fiducial mass of 100t of LAr.
DUNE Near Detector The DUNE experiment will operate with neutrino as well as
antineutrino LBNF beams produced by directing a 1.2 MW beam of protons onto a fixed
target [129,130]. The design of the near detector is not finalised, but the current designs
favour a mixed technology detector combining a LAr TPC with a larger tracker module.
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In this work, we will assume that DUNE ND is a LAr detector located at 574 m from
the target with a fiducial mass of 50 t [131]. As the trident event rate scales with the
density of the target, any tracker module will not significantly influence the total event
rate, and does not feature in our estimates; although, its presence is assumed to improve
reconstruction of final-state muons. Our estimates can be easily scaled for the final design
by using Eq. (3.3.1).
For the first 6 years of data taking (3 years in the neutrino plus 3 years in the antineutrino
mode) the collaboration expects 1.83× 1021 POT/year with a plan to upgrade the beam
after the 6th year for 2 extra years in each beam mode with double exposure, making
a total of 1.83 × (3 + 2 × 2) × 1021 POT for each mode [132]. We will assume the total
10-year exposure in our calculations.
The number of trident events for DUNE ND can be found in Tab. 3.2. The numbers in
parentheses correspond to antineutrino beam mode. Note that although the trident cross
sections are the same for neutrinos and antineutrinos, the fluxes are a bit lower for the
antineutrino beam, as a consequence we predict a lower event rate for this beam 10. Due
to the much higher energy and wider energy range of the neutrino fluxes at DUNE ND, as
compared to the SBN detectors, DUNE can observe a considerable number of trident events,
about 300 times the number of trident events expected for SBND just in the neutrino
mode. Moreover, the subdominant component of each beam mode will also contribute to
the signal. For example, we expect to observe 2051 trident events in the νµ → νee−µ+
channel in the antineutrino mode. However, we also expect 235 events in the νµ → νee+µ−
channel produced by the subdominant component of νµ in the antineutrino beam. We
have considered 100% detection efficiency here, however, we will see in Sec. 3.4 that after
implementing hadronic vetos, detector thresholds and kinematical cuts to substantially
reduce the background we expect an efficiency of about 47%-65% on coherent tridents,
depending on the channel (see Tab. 3.4).
The mixed flavour trident channel is the one with the highest statistics (more than 6000
events adding neutrino and antineutrino beam modes), 11% of which are produced by
diffractive scattering. The dielectron channel comes next with a total of a bit more than
1900 events, 5% of which are produced by diffractive scattering. Although the dimuon
10A similar difference will apply to the processes constituting the background to the trident process,
although there is an additional suppression in many channels due to the lower antineutrino cross sections.
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channel is the less copious one, with only about 750 events produced, almost 34% of these
events are produced by a diffractive process. This can be understood by recalling our
discussions in Sec. 3.2.3.
Finally, we note that a dedicated high-energy run at DUNE has been mooted, to be
undertaken after the full period of data collecting for the oscillation analysis. Thanks
to the higher energies of the beam, this has the potential to see a significant number of
neutrino tridents, provided it can collect enough POTs.
νSTORM In this section we study the trident rates for a possible LAr detector for the
proposed νSTORM experiment [133, 134]. The νSTORM facility is based on a neutrino
factory-like design and has the goal to search for sterile neutrinos and study neutrino
nucleus cross sections [135]. Although this proposal is in its early days, νSTORM has
the potential to make cross section measurements with unprecedented precision. In its
current design, 120-GeV protons are used to produce pions from a fixed target with the
pions subsequently decaying into muons and neutrinos. The muons are captured in a
storage ring and during repeated passes around the ring they decay to produce neutrinos.
Consequently, the storage ring is an intense source of three types of neutrino flavours:
νµ from pi+ and K+ decays, which will be more than 99% of the total flux, νe and νµ
from recirculated muon decays which will comprise less than 1% of the total flux. An
important point, however, is that the neutrinos coming from the pion and kaon decays
can be separated by event timing from the ones produced by the stored muons. This
distinction allows the νµ flux to be studied almost independently from the νµ and νe flux.
In addition, it implies after the initial flash of meson-derived events, that the flux consists
of as many electron neutrinos as muon antineutrinos. We will assume a LAr detector for
νSTORM at a baseline of 50m with 100 t of fiducial mass with an exposure of 1021 POT.
The neutrino fluxes, assuming a central µ+ momentum of 3.8 GeV/c in the storage ring,
are taken from Ref. [134].
In Tab. 3.2, we show the results of our calculations for νSTORM. More than 97% of the
events from the incoming νµ are from pion decays and only less than 3% from kaon decays.
Since we only consider the decay of mesons with positive charges and we expect neutral and
wrong charge contamination to be small, we do not have trident events from incoming νe.
The total number of mixed flavour, dielectron and dimuon channel events is, respectively,
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214, 120 and 17, much less than what can be achieved at the larger neutrino energies
available at the DUNE ND. The novel flavour structure of the beam does enhance the
contribution of νe induced tridents with respect to the
(−)
νµ ones, but this contribution only
becomes dominant for the e+e− tridents in the muon decay events. Finally, we emphasize
that the experimental design parameters for νSTORM are far from definite. Increasing the
energy of stored muons and the size of the detector are both viable options which could
significantly enhance the rates we present.
3.4 Backgrounds to Tridents in LAr
The study of any rare process is a struggle against both systematic uncertainties in the
event rates and unavoidable background processes. True dilepton signatures are naturally
rare in neutrino scattering experiments, but with modest rates of particle misidentification
a non-trivial background arises. In this section we estimate the background to trident
processes in LAr and its impact on the trident measurement. We perform our analysis
only for DUNE ND, in neutrino and antineutrino mode, but our results are expected to
be broadly applicable to other LAr detectors. We have generated a sample of 1.1 × 106
background events using GENIE [136] for incident electron and muon flavour neutrinos
and antineutrinos. It is worth noting, however, that this event sample will in fact be
smaller than the total number of neutrino interactions expected in the DUNE ND. Our
goal, therefore, will be to demonstrate that with modest analysis cuts background levels
can be suppressed significantly such that they become comparable to or smaller than the
signals we are looking for. In the absence of events that satisfy our background definition,
we argue that the frequency of that type of event is less than one in 1.1× 106 interactions
of the corresponding initial neutrino.
To account for misreconstruction in the detector, we implement resolutions as a gaussian
smear around the true MC energies and angles. We assume relative energy resolutions as
σ/E = 15%/
√
E for e/γ showers and protons, and 6%/
√
E for charged pions and muons.
Angular resolutions are assumed to be 1◦ for all particles (proton angles are never smeared
in our analysis). The detection thresholds are a crucial part of the analysis, since for many
channels one ends up with very soft electrons. We take thresholds to be 30 MeV for muons
and e/γ showers kinetic energy, 21 MeV for protons and 100 MeV for pi± [130].
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Background Candidates
We focus on three final-state charged lepton combinations: µ+µ−, µ±e∓ and e+e−. Genuine
production of these states is possible in background processes, but usually rare, deriving
from meson resonances or other prompt decays. The majority of the background is
expected to be from particle misidentification (misID). We assume that protons can always
be identified above threshold and that neutrons leave no detectable signature in the
detector. In addition, we require no charge ID capabilities from the detector and assume
that the interaction vertex can always be reconstructed. Under these assumptions, we
have incorporated three misidentifications which will affect our analysis, and give our
naive estimates for their rates in Tab. 3.3. Any other particle pairs are assumed to be
distinguishable from each other when needed. Of great importance is the misID rate for
µ/pi. Because the typical energy deposition in the detector, dE/dx, is very similar between
pions and muons, these are indistinguishable if the particle escapes the detector. If the
pion interacts, however, it may be identified. The pion interaction length in LAr is taken
to be around 1m, and travelling a distance of around . 3m would occur in ∼ 10% of cases.
Increasing this misID rate has a large impact, increasing the number of backgrounds events
to dimuon tridents. Additional possibilities to control backgrounds from pion production
are tightening cuts on the opening angle of the dimuon pair or increasing the detector
volume (see Ref. [122] for a more recent discussion on this issue).
γ as e± γ as e+e− pi± as µ±
Rate 5%
10% (w/ vertex)
10%
100% (no vertex + overlapping)
Tab. 3.3. Assumed misID rates for various particles in a LAr detector. We take these
values to be constant in energy.
The requirement of no hadronic activity helps constrain the possible background processes,
but one is still left with significant events with invisible hadronic activity and other coherent
neutrino-nucleus scatterings. These are then reduced by choosing appropriate cuts on
physical observables, exploring the discrepancies between our signal and the background.
In our GENIE analysis, we include all events that have final-states identical to trident, or
that could be interpreted as a trident final-state considering our proposed misID scenarios.
Our dominant sources of background for µ+µ− tridents are νµ-initiated charged-current
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events with an additional charged pion in the final-state (νµCC1pi±). For e+e− tridents,
the most important processes are neutral current scattering with a pi0 (NCpi0), while for
mixed e±µ∓ tridents, the νµ-initiated charged-current events with a final-state pi0 (CCpi0)
dominate the backgrounds. In each case, the pion is misidentified to mimic the true trident
final-state. Other relevant topologies include charm production, CCγ and νeCCpi±. For a
detailed discussion of these backgrounds processes we refer the reader to Ref. [1].
Estimates for the DUNE ND
In this section we provide estimates for the total background for each trident final-state
for the DUNE ND. The number of total inclusive CC interactions in the 50 t detector due
to neutrinos of all flavours is calculated to be 5.18× 108. We scale our background event
numbers to match this, and argue that one has to reach suppressions of order 10−6− 10−5
to have a chance to observe trident events. Whenever our cuts remove all background
events from our sample, we assume the true background rate is one event per 1.1 × 106
ν interactions and scale it to the appropriate number of events in the ND, applying the
misID rate whenever relevant. Within our framework, this provides a conservative estimate
as the true background is expected to be smaller.
Our estimates are shown in Table 3.4. We start with the total number of background
candidates NmisIDB , using only the naive misID rates shown in Table 3.3. These are much
larger than the trident rates we expect, by at least 2 orders of magnitude. Next, we veto any
hadronic activity at the interaction vertex, obtaining NhadB . We emphasize that this veto
also affects the diffractive tridents in a non-trivial way, and therefore we remain agnostic
about the hadronic signature of these. Finally, one can look at the kinematical distributions
of coherent trident in Appendix C and try to estimate optimal one dimensional cuts for
the DUNE ND based on the kinematics of the final-state charged leptons. This is a simple
way to explore the striking differences between the peaked nature of our signal and the
smoother background. In a real experimental setting it is desirable to have optimization
methods for isolating signal from background, preferably with a multivariate analyses.
However, even in our simple analysis, cutting on the small angles to the beamline and the
low invariant masses of our trident signal can achieve the desired background suppressions.
For the µ+µ− tridents we show the effect of our cuts in Fig. 3.7. The cuts are defined to
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be m2µ+µ− < 0.2 GeV
2, ∆θ < 20◦, θ± < 15◦. The kinematics is very similar in the other
trident channels, with slightly less forward distributions for electrons. For the e+e− channel
we take m2e+e− < 0.1 GeV
2, ∆θ < 40◦ and θ± < 20◦. The asymmetry between the positive
and negative charged leptons is visible in the distributions, where the latter tends to be
more energetic. This feature was not explored in our cuts, as it is not significant enough
to further improve background discrimination. In the mixed flavour tridents, however, one
sees a much more pronounced asymmetry. The muon tends to carry most of the energy
and be more forward than the electron, which can make the search for this channel more
challenging due to the softness of the electron in the high energy event. Nevertheless, the
low invariant masses and forward profiles can still serve as powerful tool for background
discrimination, provided the event can be well reconstructed. We assume that is the case
here and use the following cuts on the background: m2e±µ∓ < 0.1 GeV
2, ∆θ < 20◦, θe < 40◦
and θµ < 20◦. When performing kinematical cuts, we also include the effects of detection
thresholds after smearing. For a discussion on the impact of these thresholds on the trident
signal see Appendix C.
The resulting signal efficiencies due to our cuts and thresholds are shown in the last
two columns of Table 3.4. One can see that these are all ≈ 50% or greater for our
coherent samples, whilst all background numbers remain much below the trident signal.
The diffractive samples are also somewhat more affected by our cuts than the coherent
ones. If one is worried about the contamination of coherent events by diffractive ones,
then the kinematics of the charged leptons alone can help reduce this, independently of
the hadronic energy deposition of the events. For instance, in the case where all µ+µ−
diffractive events appear with no hadronic signature, then after our cuts the diffractive
contribution is reduced from 41% to 15% of the total trident signal. This reduction is,
however, also subject to large uncertainties coming from nuclear effects. In summary, the
set of results above are encouraging, suggesting that the signal of coherent-like trident
production is sufficiently unique to allow for its search at near detectors despite naively
large backgrounds.
Finally, we comment on some of the limitations of our analysis. The low rate of trident
events calls for a more careful evaluation of other subdominant processes that could be easily
11Despite the fact that many diffractive events will likely deposit hadronic energy in the detector, we
quote the efficiency of our cuts on diffractive events with no assumptions on their hadronic signature.
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Channel NmisIDB /NCC NhadB /NCC NkinB /NCC cohsig difsig 11
e±µ∓ 1.67 (1.62)× 10−4 2.68 (4.31)× 10−5 4.40 (3.17)× 10−7 0.61 (0.61) 0.39 (0.39)
e+e− 2.83 (4.19)× 10−4 1.30 (2.41)× 10−4 6.54 (14.1)× 10−6 0.48 (0.47) 0.21 (0.21)
µ+µ− 2.66 (2.73)× 10−3 10.4 (9.75)× 10−4 3.36 (3.10)× 10−8 0.66 (0.67) 0.17 (0.16)
Tab. 3.4. Reduction of backgrounds at the DUNE ND in neutrino (antineutrino) mode
and its impact on the signal for each distinguishable trident final-state. NmisIDB stands for
total backgrounds to trident after only applying misID rates, NhadB are the backgrounds
after the hadronic veto, and NkinB reduce the latter with detection thresholds and kine-
matical cuts (see text for the cuts chosen). These quantities are normalized to the total
number of CC interactions in the ND NCC (flavour inclusive). We also show the impact
of our detection thresholds and kinematical cuts on the trident signal via efficiencies for
coherent only (cohsig ) and diffractive only samples (difsig). We do not cut on the hadronic
activity of diffractive events.
be overlooked. For channels involving electrons, it is possible that de-excitation photons
and internal bremsstrahlung become a source of background, as these also produce very
soft EM showers, none of which are implemented in GENIE. The question of reconstruction
of these soft EM showers, accompanied either by a high energy muon or by another soft
EM shower also would have to be addressed, especially in the latter case where a trigger
for these soft events would have to be in place. A more complete analysis is also needed for
treating the decay products of charged pions and muons produced in neutrino interactions,
as well as rare meson decay channels (like the Dalitz decay of neutral pions pi0 → γe+e−).
Cosmic ray events are not expected to be a problem due to the requirement of a vertex and
a correlation with the beam for trident events. Perhaps even more exotic processes, such as
the production of three final-state charged leptons (να(να) +H → `−α (`+α ) + `+β + `−β +H′),
can also become relevant. For instance, radiative trimuon production [137] can potentially
serve as a background to dimuon tridents if one of the muons is undetected. Similarly, µee
production would fake a dielectron (mixed) trident signature if the muon (an electron) is
missed. We are not aware of any estimates for the rate of these processes at the DUNE
ND, but we note that their rate can be comparable to trident production at energies
above 30 GeV [138]. Improvements on our analysis should come from the collaboration’s
sophisticated simulations, allowing for a better quantification of hadronic activity, more
realistic misID rates and more accurate detector responses.
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Fig. 3.7. Signal and background distributions in invariant mass. The total background
events (blue) include the misID rates in table Table 3.3. We apply consecutive cuts on
the background, starting with cuts on the separation angle ∆θ (red), both charged lepton
angles to the beamline (θ+ and θ−) (orange) and the invariant mass m2µ+µ− . We show the
signal samples before and after all the cuts in dashed black and filled black, respectively.
3.5 Overview
Neutrino trident events are predicted by the SM, however, only νµ initiated dimuon tridents
have been observed in small numbers, typically fewer than 100 events. This will change
in the near future thanks to the current and future generations of precision neutrino
scattering and oscillation experiments, which incorporate state-of-the-art detectors located
at short distances from intense neutrino sources. Our calculation of the neutrino trident
cross section holds for all flavours and hadronic targets, and with it we provided estimates
for the number and distributions of events at 5 current and future neutrino detectors: five
detectors based on the new LAr technology (SBND, µBooNE, ICARUS, DUNE ND and
νSTORM ND). The search for tridents, however, need not be exclusive to near detectors of
accelerator neutrino experiments. As pointed out by the authors of Ref. [114], atmospheric
neutrino experiments can also look for these processes, benefiting from the increase of the
cross section at large energies. Extending our formalism to DIS regimes would also be
interesting and straightforward for larger energies.
The DUNE ND is the future detector with the highest neutrino trident statistics, more
than 6000 mixed events, 11% produced by diffractive scattering, more than 1900 dielectron
events, 5% produced by diffractive scattering and about 750 dimuon events, almost 34%
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of those produced by a diffractive process. Making use of our efficiencies (see Table 3.4),
assuming an ideal background rejection and neglecting systematic uncertainties, we quote
the statistical uncertainty on the coherent-like flux averaged cross section for the DUNE
ND. We do this for coherent only events and, in brackets, for coherent plus diffractive
events, yielding
δ〈σe±µ∓〉
〈σe±µ∓〉 = 1.8% (1.6%),
δ〈σe+e−〉
〈σe+e−〉 = 3.4% (3.3%) and
δ〈σµ+µ−〉
〈σµ+µ−〉 = 5.5% (5.1%).
In this optimistic framework we expect the true statistical uncertainty on coherent-like
tridents to lie between the two numbers quoted, depending on how many diffractive events
contribute to the coherent-like event sample. This impressive precision would provide
unprecedented knowledge of the trident process. We emphasize, however, that given these
small values, the trident cross section will likely be dominated by systematic uncertainties
from detector response and backgrounds which are not modeled here.

Chapter 4
New Fundamental Forces at
DUNE
Novel interactions in the neutrino sector have been proposed for a variety of reasons,
including as a potentially observable effect in the neutrino oscillation probabilities (see
e.g. [139]), as a way of ameliorating tension introduced by sterile neutrinos in the early
universe [140–147], and as a possible explanation of anomalous results at short baseline [5,
148, 149]. Models which introduce new interactions between neutrinos and matter have
been discussed in simplified settings [150–152], via Effective Field Theory [116, 153] and
specific UV complete models [154] (see also [155] for a neutrinophilic Z ′ study at the
DUNE ND). One class of models restricts the new interactions to leptons. This arises most
naturally in settings with a gauged subgroup of lepton number, with most attention given
to the anomaly free subgroups Lα − Lβ for α, β ∈ {e, µ, τ} [156, 157]. Such leptophilic
interactions must satisfy strong constraints from processes involving charged-leptons [158],
but in the case of a gauged Lµ − Lτ symmetry, neutrino processes have been found to be
particularly competitive [159].
In this chapter, we study potential constraints which can be placed on a general set of
leptophilic Z ′ models in the two most likely scattering channels for this type of BSM at the
near detector of DUNE: ν − e scattering and ν`` trident scattering. During ten years of
running, a 75-t near detector subjected to the intense neutrino beam at the Long-Baseline
Neutrino Facility (LBNF) will provide tens of thousands of ν − e scattering events. The
cross section for this process is theoretically well understood and can therefore be a sensitive
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probe of BSM physics. Additionally, this process has received special interest due to its
potential in reducing systematic uncertainties in the neutrino flux [160,161], an undertaking
which can be affected by new physics. Despite not being a purely leptonic process, neutrino
trident production can also be measured with reasonable precision at DUNE, where we have
seen in the previous chapter that hundreds of coherent and diffractive trident events are
expected at the ND. We study the neutral current channels with dielectron or dimuon final
states, pointing out how the new physics contribution impacts the non-trivial kinematics
of these processes. The main advantage in such measurements lies on the flavour structure
of dimuon tridents, which can be used to constrain otherwise difficult to test models, such
as the one where a new force is associated to the Lµ − Lτ gauge symmetry [159].
Although these processes can place stringent bounds on many classes of mediators, many
scenarios are already heavily constrained through other experimental work. A recent study
of several different U(1)X models using ν − e scattering was presented in Ref. [162], where
data from past ν−e experiments CHARM-II, GEMMA and TEXONO has been used to put
bounds on the couplings and masses of general Z ′s. Novel charged particles are typically
constrained to be very massive, leading to little enhancement of the charged current
neutrino scattering rates. In particular, charged scalars have been considered in ν`` trident
scattering in Ref. [115], where it is found that trident measurements can provide competitive
bounds on charged scalars, albeit only in simplified theoretical settings. The requirement
of doubly charged scalars or the connection to neutrino masses introduced by the typical
UV completions of such models dilutes the relevance of the trident bounds. Neutral scalars
are viable, but also present challenging UV completions. Novel Z ′ interactions in ν``
trident scattering with dimuon final states have been studied in Ref. [159], where it was
shown to be a promising channel to probe a Lµ − Lτ gauge symmetry. This model was
revisited in Refs. [113] and [163], where the effects of kinetic mixing and the possibility of a
measurement by T2K was alluded to. Finally, neutrino trident scattering with atmospheric
neutrinos was shown to be sensitive to this model as well as to simplified scalar models
in [164]. It should be noted, however, that as it was shown in the previous chapter the
Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA) discussed in several recent studies [113,115] for
the calculation of the trident cross section leads to intolerably large errors in the predictions
for the ν`` scattering channels in the SM. For this reason, we calculate this process without
making this approximation.
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4.1 Leptophilic Z ′ Models
Since we are interested in models where the novel neutral currents are present only in the
lepton sector, let us consider explicitly a U(1)Z′ extension of the SM whose Lagrangian is
given by
L ⊃ −g′Z ′µ
[
QLα L
α
Lγ
µLαL +QRα `αRγ
µ`αR +
∑
N
QNNRγ
µNR
]
, (4.1.1)
where Lα (`α) represents the leptonic SU(2) doublet (singlet) of flavour α ∈ {e, µ, τ},
and we included N right-handed neutrinos with charges QN under the new symmetry for
completeness. Thus, we have 7 + N new parameters to characterize the couplings between
the new boson and the lepton sector, one gauge coupling g′ and 6+N charges {QLα, QRα , QN}.
Below the scale of the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), the relevant interaction
terms in the Lagrangian are given by
L ⊃− g′Z ′µ
[
QLα ναγ
µPLνα +
1
2 `αγ
µ(QVα −QAαγ5)`α +
∑
N
QNNRγ
µNR
]
, (4.1.2)
where QVα ≡ QLα +QRα and QAα ≡ QLα −QRα . We note that the right-handed singlets could
modify the form of the neutrino interaction in Eq. (4.1.2) by introducing a right-chiral
current. The details of this would depend on the relationship between these chiral states
and the flavour-basis neutrino να. However, in practice our Lagrangian is fully general, as
the polarization effects in the neutrino beam ensure that only the left-handed charge is
relevant for light-neutrino scattering experiments.
The Lagrangian in Eq. (4.1.1) contains all of the terms necessary for this analysis. However,
when it comes to assigning specific charges to the particles, a few wider model-building
considerations are worthy of discussion. In the SM, any non-vectorial symmetry would
forbid the Yukawas responsible for the charged-lepton mass terms post-ESWB; similarly,
possible negative implications for neutrino mass generation are expected. The precise
implementation of the neutrino mass mechanism is highly model dependent, but neutrino
gauge charges are not compatible with many usual realizations1. Furthermore, the novel
gauge boson Z ′ will also require a mass generation mechanism, and indeed this could be
achieved via the means of symmetry breaking. Although each of these is an important
aspect of model building, their resolution can be expected to have little impact on the
1If neutrino masses are thought of as coming from a Weinberg operator, it is clear that the leptonic
doublet must be uncharged under any unbroken U(1)′ group.
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phenomenology of neutrino scattering, and we will not pursue them here. Anomaly freedom
of our new symmetry, however, is a more pertinent concern. It has been shown that an
anomalous group can always be made anomaly free via the introduction of exotically
charged sets of fermions which can be given arbitrarily large masses [165]. Yet these novel
fermionic states necessarily introduce effects at low-scales, which in some cases can strongly
affect the phenomenology of the model [166]. Therefore, while it seems likely that mass
generation can be addressed with the addition of new particles which do not interfere with
neutrino scattering phenomenology, anomaly freedom is more pernicious. For this reason
we will briefly discuss how anomaly freedom will dictate the types of leptonic symmetries
that we consider in the remainder of this work.
Anomaly freedom. The most general anomaly-free symmetries compatible with the
SM were first deduced in the context of Grand Unification Theories (GUT) [167,168]. More
recently, an atlas of all anomaly-free U(1) extensions of the SM with flavour-dependent
charges has been provided by Ref. [169]. Interestingly, the only anomaly-free subgroups
of the SM with renormalisable Yukawa sector are leptophilic: the lepton-family number
differences Lα − Lβ (α, β = e, µ, τ) [156, 157]. The popular B − L symmetry is in fact
anomalous unless right-handed SM singlets are added with the appropriate charges. This
is well motivated by the necessity of neutrino mass generation but remains a hypothesis,
as not all models of neutrino mass require novel fermionic content. For the sake of discus-
sion, we follow a similar logic and consider the most general anomaly free subgroups of
the SM accidental leptonic symmetries allowing for an arbitrary number of right-handed
fermionic singlets. These would presumably be associated with the neutrino mass genera-
tion mechanism, but we impose no specific relations in this regard due to the significant
model-building freedom. The anomaly conditions for a leptophilic model with right-handed
neutrinos are given below [170] 2
SU(2)2W ×U(1)Z′
∑
α
QLα = 0, (4.1.3a)
U(1)2Y ×U(1)Z′
∑
α
[1
2Q
L
α −QRα
]
= 0, (4.1.3b)
U(1)Y ×U(1)2Z′
∑
α
[
(QLα)2 − (QRα )2
]
= 0, (4.1.3c)
2Notice that U(1)3Z′ together with gauge-gravity conditions imply that the number of right-handed
states must be at least N = 3.
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U(1)3Z′
∑
α
[
2(QLα)3 − (QRα )3
]
−
∑
N
Q3N = 0, (4.1.3d)
Gauge-Gravity
∑
α
[
2QLα −QRα
]
−
∑
N
QN = 0. (4.1.3e)
In the absence of new NR particles (QN = 0) and assuming that QLα = QRα , that is consider-
ing vector couplings, we find the three well-known discrete solutions for the Eqs. (4.1.3): the
antisymmetric pairs Lα − Lβ, α, β = {e, µ, τ}, α 6= β. As far as anomalies are concerned,
all three pairs are equal, but frequently focus falls on Lµ − Lτ , which has no coupling to
electrons and correspondingly weaker constraints. If we reconsider these conditions with
charged right-handed neutrinos, we find a one dimensional continuous family of potential
symmetries which can be consistently gauged. We can parametrise this as
%(Lα − Lβ) + ϑ(Lβ − Lλ), with 3% ϑ(ϑ− %) =
∑
N
Q3N. (4.1.4)
What we have shown is that linear combinations of the (Lα − Lβ) choice of charges yield
an anomaly free scenario provided N right-handed neutrinos respecting Eq. (4.1.4) are
added to the theory. We have checked that the “anomaly-free atlas” in [171] contains a
subset of these solutions, which are more general.
The above conclusions are based on the assumption of vectorial charge assignments. In
the SM, this requirement is a consequence of the origin of mass assuming a chargeless
Higgs. However, in non-minimal models this requirement could be relaxed. Even with
this extra freedom, not all charge assignments are allowed: for example, a purely chiral
U(1)′ cannot satisfy Eq. (4.1.3c) without additional matter charged under the SM gauge
group. The axial-vector case, however, does have further solutions: we find that the
same one-dimensional family of charges is allowed as for the vectorial gauge boson — in
this case, the charges apply to the left-handed fields and the right-handed ones have
the opposite charges. In such a model the leptonic mass generation mechanism would
necessarily be more complicated than in the SM, but such a possibility is not excluded.
UV completions of an axial-vector Z ′ have been presented in [172, 173], however, these
generally introduce extra bounds that are expected to be stronger than neutrino scattering
bounds (see e.g. [166,174]). For this reason, we only comment on the consequences of an
axial-vector case in our calculations, but do not develop any particular model or constraint.
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Kinetic mixing. The symmetries of our SM extensions allow for kinetic mixing between
the Z ′ and the SM gauge bosons [175–177]
Lmix = −ε2FκρF
′κρ, (4.1.5)
where Fκρ and F ′κρ are the field strength tensors of the hypercharge and the Z ′ boson,
respectively. The presence of such coupling introduces a very rich phenomenology and has
been explored in great detail in the literature [49]. In this work, we choose to focus on
the less constrained possibility of vanishing tree-level kinetic mixing. In this case, kinetic
mixing is still radiatively generated due to the presence of particles charged under both
the SM and the new U(1) group. As well as the SM particle content, additional particles
present in the UV theory may also contribute to kinetic mixing, but we will neglect
these contributions in this study as they are highly model dependent 3. We compute
ε between the Z ′ and the SM photon, and find the one-loop result to be finite for any
%(Lα − Lβ) + ϑ(Lβ − Lλ) gauge group, with divergences cancelling between families. In
particular, for the Lµ − Lτ model our result is in agreement with Refs. [163,178]
ε(q2) = eg
′
2pi2
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x) ln m
2
µ − x(1− x)q2
m2τ − x(1− x)q2
q2→0−−−→ eg
′
12pi2 ln
m2µ
m2τ
. (4.1.6)
Note that the finiteness of the one-loop result has important consequences for the leptophilic
theories we consider. As pointed out in Ref. [158], the finiteness of ε implies that one is
able to forbid tree-level kinetic mixing, albeit in a model dependent manner. This happens,
for instance, when embedding the new leptophilic U(1) group in a larger non-abelian group
G, which is completely independent from the SM sector. This choice of one-loop generated
kinetic mixing should be seen as a conservative choice; in the absence of cancellation
between tree and loop-level kinetic mixing, this yields the least constrained scenario for an
Lµ−Lτ model. Additional constraints from first-family leptons are now relevant [176,179],
especially ν − e scattering measurements, where the strength of the constraint makes up
for the loop suppression in the coupling. For neutrino trident scattering, one can safely
ignore loop-induced kinetic mixing contributions in the calculation since these are either
smaller than the tree-level new physics contribution or yield very weak bounds compared
to other processes.
3The authors of Ref. [178] have calculated the contribution to kinetic mixing in the Lµ − Lτ model
from a pair of scalars with opposite charges. These are typically subdominant, provided the mass hierarchy
between the two scalars is not much larger than that of the charged leptons.
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We emphasize that if accompanied by a consistent mechanism for the generation of the Z ′
mass terms and leptonic Yukawa terms, the models we consider constitute a UV complete
extension of the SM. The treatment of such scenarios lies beyond the scope of this work, but
we note that if their scalar sectors are light enough they can also yield rich phenomenology
at low scales [180].
4.2 Signatures of Leptonic Neutral Currents
When a neutrino impinges on a detector it has only two options for BSM scattering via a
leptophilic mediator. In the simplest scenario, the neutrino interacts via the new mediator
with the electrons of the detection medium. In this case, there is a tree-level ν−e scattering
process which would be expected to show the clearest signs of new physics. For scattering
off a hadron, however, the leptophilic nature of the mediator means that the first tree-
level contribution will necessarily come from a diagram which also includes at least one
additional SM mediator. Any neutrino-hadron scattering process can be embellished with
the new boson to create a BSM signature. In general, the final states of these processes will
be either identical to the original un-embellished process (perhaps with missing energy) or
it will have an extra pair of leptons in the final state. These neutrino trilepton production
processes, which we will refer to as tridents for simplicity, can be subdivided into four
types:
• ``` trident: H+ να → H′ + `−α + `+β + `−β
• ν`` trident: H+ να → H+ νβ + `+γ + `−δ
• νν` trident: H+ να → H′ + `−α + νβ + νβ
• ννν trident: H+ να → H+ να + νβ + νβ
We note that these processes all occur in the SM, and so the hunt for new physics will
necessarily be competing against a background of genuine SM events. Moreover, for
final states with missing energy in the form of neutrinos, isolating a BSM signal would
necessarily rely on spectral measurements and other backgrounds have the potential to be
large. In particular, the trident production of ννν and νν` will be seen as contributions
to the neutral-current (NC) elastic and charged-current quasi-elastic (CCQE) processes,
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<latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit>
Z 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gktK mnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vq ks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+ TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7d qiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6c x8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFd et16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ 6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/v bn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGS CGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVo AAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktK mnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vq ks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+ TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7d qiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6c x8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFd et16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ 6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/v bn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGS CGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVo AAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktK mnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vq ks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+ TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7d qiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6c x8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFd et16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ 6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/v bn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGS CGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVo AAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktK mnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vq ks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+ TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7d qiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6c x8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFd et16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ 6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/v bn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGS CGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVo AAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit>
`  
`+ 
 
⌫↵⌫↵
H
<latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJ A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJPBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe 3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkge cEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUImDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfG WVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZ N06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM/SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit>
Z 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4="> AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7T gfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiI F9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIy kKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKj QuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4="> AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7T gfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiI F9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIy kKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKj QuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4="> AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7T gfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiI F9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIy kKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKj QuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4="> AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7T gfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiI F9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIy kKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKj QuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit>
Z 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5c VrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet 16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4Be fABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5c VrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet 16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4Be fABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5c VrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet 16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4Be fABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5c VrC1tx5JJM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet 16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQmCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4Be fABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaOQY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit>
⌫↵
⌫↵
Z<latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk 2lhgFjHAhe8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldv ELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA 01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk 2lhgFjHAhe8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldv ELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA 01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk 2lhgFjHAhe8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldv ELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA 01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk 2lhgFjHAhe8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldv ELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA 01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i3dykMiS5C9VlOzBVlQF1mWXCJA=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgIxFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckRk2uiS6YYmJ PBKYkE7pQEOnM7YdEjLhO9y40Bi3fow7/8YOzELBkzQ5Oefe3NPjx4Jr4zjfqLC1vbO7V9wvHRweHZ+UT886OkoUZW0aiUj1fKKZ4JK1DTeC9WLFSOgL1vWn95nfnTGleSQfzTxmXkjGkgecEmMlrzoIiZlQItLmojosV5yaswTeJG5OKpCjNSx/DUYRTUI mDRVE677rxMZLiTKcCrYoDRLNYkKnZMz6lkoSMu2ly9ALfGWVEQ4iZZ80eKn+3khJqPU89O1kllGve5n4n9dPTHDrpVzGiWGSrg4FicAmwlkDeMQVo0bMLSFUcZsV0wlRhBrbU8mW4K5/eZN06jXXqbkP9UrjLq+jCBdwCdfgwg00oAktaAOFJ3iGV3hDM /SC3tHHarSA8p1z+AP0+QM3mJG4</latexit>
Z 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5J JM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQ mCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaO QY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5J JM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQ mCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaO QY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5J JM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQ mCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaO QY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gktKmnKBenbHIZvfWqgDGTxodq4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNcz0OcuiG5cVrC1tx5J JM21okhmSjFCG/oUbF4q49W/c+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIwq7TgfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx7dqiiRmLRwxCLZCZAijArS0lQz0oklQTxgpB1MLud++55IRSNxo6cx8TkaCRpSjLSRusXuXT+WlJPiIF9w7LLnlcpV6Nhuzal7FUOqFdet16BrOwsUwArNQf69P4xwwonQ mCGleq4Taz9FUlPMyCzXTxSJEZ6gEekZKhAnyk8XF8/gmVGGMIykKaHhQv0+kSKu1JQHppMjPVa/vbn4l9dLdOj5KRVxoonAy0VhwqCO4Px9OKSSYM2mhiAsqbkV4jGSCGsTUs6E8PUp/J/clmzXRHRdKjQuVnFkwQk4BefABXXQAFegCVoAAwEewBN4tpT1aL1Yr8vWjLWaO QY/YL19AkGFkKQ=</latexit>
⌫↵
⌫↵
Z<latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lhgFjHAhe 8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNS aUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lhgFjHAhe 8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNS aUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lhgFjHAhe 8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNS aUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="altxwpsIdB34DGwQDkbfuprJ00E=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lhgFjHAhe 8scbNjbu+zumZALP8HGQmNs/UV2/hsXuELBl0zy8t5MZuYFieDauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtHaeKYYvFIlYPAdUouMSW4UbgQ6KQRoHATjC+nvmdJ1Sax/LeTBL0IzqUPOSMGivdVR+r/XLFrblzkFXi5aQCOZr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNS aUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOlnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Str1mufWvNt6pXGVx1GEEziFc/DgAhpwA01oAYMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH2+8jTg=</latex it>
H
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Fig. 4.1. The BSM contributions to neutrino trident production considered in our cal-
culation. The diagrams on the left are referred to as Bether-Heitler contributions due to
their resemblance to pair-production. On the right, we show diagrams with a radiative-like
Z ′ emission, which allows for the production of on-shell Z ′ particles, which subsequently
decays into a charged-lepton pair.
and we expect backgrounds to be insurmountable (see e.g. Ref. [181] for new physics
contributions to CCQE processes). The ``` channels, on the other hand, are expected to
have a much more manageable SM background. Trimuon production, for instance, has
been measured in the past and provides a multitude of kinematical observables in the final
state [182,183]. The SM rate for this channel contains radiative photon diagrams as well
as hadronic contributions [184–186], whilst for leptophilic neutral bosons, the dominant
contributions comes from a weak process with initial and final state radiation of a Z ′,
making it a less sensitive probe of light new physics. Finally, the ν`` production, the most
discussed trident signature in the literature, has already been observed in the dimuon
channel [107,108,187]. This channel is by far the most important trident process for our
study, as the leptonic subdiagrams contain only weak vertices in the SM.
4.2.1 Neutrino Trident Scattering
In the ν`` neutrino trident scattering, an initial neutrino scatters off a hadronic target
producing a pair of charged leptons in the process. Since we focus solely on neutral current
processes and on flavour conserving new physics, no mixed flavour tridents are relevant
and we can write
H(P ) + να(p1)→ H(P ′) + να(p2) + `−β (p3) + `+β (p4).
In the SM this process receives CC and NC contributions when α = β, and is a purely NC
process if α 6= β. The BSM contributions to trident production we consider are shown in
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Fig. 4.1. Beyond computing the Bethe-Heitler (BH) contributions considered previously,
we show that radiative contributions to these processes are generally small. Using the
Narrow-Width-Approximation (NWA), we compute the cross section for the radiation of a
Z ′ particle from a neutrino-nucleus interaction, which can then promptly decay to an `+`−
pair. We call these contributions Dark-Bremsstrahlung (DB) processes for their similarity
with electron brehmsstrahlung in QED. We now discuss the two amplitudes individually.
Bethe-Heitler. The BH amplitude can be written as follows
MBH = Lµ H
µ
EM
Q2
, (4.2.1)
where Q2 ≡ −q2 = (P − P ′)2 is the momentum transfer and HµEM the hadronic amplitude
for coherent or diffractive electromagnetic scattering
HµEM ≡ 〈H(P )|JνEM(q2)|H(P ′)〉 . (4.2.2)
For the details on the treatment of the hadronic amplitude, see the previous chapter. The
leptonic amplitude for NC scattering Lµ reads
Lµ ≡ − ieGF√2 [u¯(p2)γ
τ (1− γ5)u(p1)]u¯(p4)
[
γτ (Vˆαβ − Aˆαβγ5) 1(/q − /p3 −m3)
γµ
+ γµ
1
(/p4 − /q −m4)
γτ (Vˆαβ − Aˆαβγ5)
]
v(p3) . (4.2.3)
In writing the equation above, we have introduced effective vector and axial couplings
containing SM and BSM contributions
Vˆαβ = g
`β
V + δαβ +
QLαQ
V
β
2
√
2GF
(g′)2
K2 +M2Z′
, Aˆαβ = g
`β
A + δαβ +
QLαQ
A
β
2
√
2GF
(g′)2
K2 +M2Z′
, (4.2.4)
where K2 = −(p1 − p2)2 and g`βV ’s (g
`β
A ’s) are the SM vector (axial) couplings. Note the
dependence on the positive kinematic variable K2 in the BSM contribution, which can lead
to a significant peaked behaviour in the cross section. To avoid numerical difficulties, we
have modified the phase space treatment proposed in [188,189], as shown in Appendix A.
Dark-Bremsstrahlung. Due to the small decay width of the Z ′ (Γ ∝ g′ 2MZ′), one can
obtain an estimate for its resonant production using the NWA. In the true narrow-width
limit, this process reduces to a 3-body phase space calculation and does not interfere with
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the BH amplitude 4. Our DB amplitude for να(ka) + A(kb)→ να(k1) + Z ′(k2) + A(k3)
reads
MDB = g′QLα
GF√
2
JµHµW, (4.2.5)
where HµW is the weak hadronic current (see Appendix B) and
Jµ = u(k1)
[
γα
/k1 + /k2
(k1 + k2)2
γµ + γµ
/ka − /k2
(ka − k2)2γ
α
]
(1− γ5)u(k2) ∗α(k2), (4.2.6)
where ∗α(k2) is the polarization vector of the Z ′. The previous amplitude can then be
squared and integrated over phase-space for the total DB cross section. The different
charged lepton final states can then be imposed with their respective branching ratios
(BR). As a final remark, we note that the typical decay lengths of the new boson are
typically below 1 cm for the parameter space of interest, such that their decay is indeed
prompt.
From the previous discussions it is clear that the contributions to the total cross section
at the lowest order in g′ come from the interference between the BSM and the SM BH
diagrams, and from the DB. The latter, however, contains an extra power of GF and is
expected to be subdominant with respect to the BH interference. Our results for the
individual flux integrated cross sections are shown in Fig. 4.2 for the µ+µ− and in Fig. 4.3
for the e+e− trident channels. We show the BH contributions as well as the DB one
normalized by the SM trident cross section. All cross sections are flux integrated using the
62.4 GeV p+ DUNE flux described in Section 4.3.1. For generality, we do not include the
BR factors in the DB contributions, and so the green lines only apply for µ+µ− tridents
if MZ′ > 2mµ and would suffer additional suppression due to the BR. In each figure we
show two panels, one for vector couplings and one for axial-vector couplings. This is
interesting from a purely computational point of view, as it shows explicitly the BH cross
section scaling with the MZ′ in the two cases. Whilst the scaling is similar for dielectron
tridents, it differs significantly between the vector and axial-vector cases of the dimuon
cross section. This suggests the presence of mass suppression effects in the BH process.
We do not investigate this further, but note that there are large cancellations between the
two BH diagrams in Fig. 4.1 which are only present for vector-like couplings.
4We note that despite the fact that interference terms between resonant and non-resonant contributions
vanish in the narrow-width limit, the errors induced by the NWA can no longer be shown to be of the order
of ΓZ′/MZ′ [190]. Nevertheless, we do not expect a more careful evaluation of the resonant contribution
to change our conclusions.
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Fig. 4.2. Flux integrated cross sections normalized to the flux integrated SM trident
cross section for dimuon production. On the left (right) panel we show the vector (axial-
vector) Z ′ case. We separate the different contributions: SM only, interference between SM
and BSM Bethe-Heitler contributions (interf) and BSM Bethe-Heither only (BH2). The
Dark-Bremsstrahlung (DB) cross section is also shown, but does not take the branching
ratio into final state charged leptons into account.
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Fig. 4.3. Same as Fig. 4.2 but for the e+e− trident channel.
Finally, a cautionary remark on the axial-vector case. Despite the large enhancement
present in the axial-vector case, we note that this is likely an artifact of our simplified
model approach. In an UV-completion, additional particles might contribute to the process,
and these quadratic enhancements as a function of 1/M2Z′ are expected to be regulated at
some model dependent scale. It is beyond the scope of this work to build such a model,
and so for the sake of simplicity and concreteness, we only perform sensitivity studies for
the vector model, where these enhancements are less problematic.
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The Equivalent Photon Approximation
We now comment on the EPA for neutrino trident production. This approximation is
known to perform quite badly for the SM neutrino trident production cross section. One
may wonder, however, if the EPA gets better or worse when computing our BSM cross
sections. Naturally, it would be most inadequate for the resonant-like cross sections, since
the photon propagator and the strong 1/Q4 behaviour is absent. However, if one focuses
on the BH contributions, a marginal improvement of the accuracy of the approximation is
seen as one lowers the mass of the Z ′ mediator. In the SM, the ν−γ cross sections scale as
a typical weak cross section, σνγ ∝ G2Fsˆ, where sˆ is the square of the center of mass energy
of the ν − γ system. On the other hand, if the cross section is dominated by the BSM BH
contributions, then as we take the limit of small Z ′ masses, it scales more similarly to a
QED cross section, σνγ ∝ 1/sˆ. This behaviour, however, is only present at low masses and
only for the BSM contribution. Since we are interested in regions of the parameter space
where BSM and SM cross sections are of similar size, then we expect the total cross section
to have a behaviour which is a combination of the two. As a sanity check, we numerically
verified that for parameter space points where the BSM contributions are of the same
order as the SM cross section, the improvement in the accuracy of the EPA is still not
satisfactory. For instance, the ratio between the EPA prediction and the full calculation
for the dimuon channel assuming a Qmax = (140 MeV)/A1/3 goes from ≈ 30% in the SM
to ≈ 60% for g′ = 8× 10−4 and MZ′ = 5 MeV. For this reason, we only use the full 2→ 4
calculation in what follows.
Trident Kinematical Distributions
The impact of new physics on the total cross section for trident production has been
explored in the previous section. It is then natural to ask what the impact of new physics
is on the kinematics of trident production which are, especially in the case of the invariant
mass and angular variables, of utmost importance for background reduction. In this section
we show how the new physics can alter the distributions of these important variables. All
results that follow have been obtained using trident events produced by our dedicated
Monte Carlo (MC). Smearing and selection cuts have been applied as detailed in Sec. 4.3.
The variables of interest in background reduction are the charged lepton invariant mass
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Fig. 4.4. Distribution of the number of neutrino trident events as a function of the
invariant mass of the dimuon pair (left) and their separation angle (right) at the DUNE
ND. The distributions were produced using the DUNE 120 GeV p+ neutrino beam and
have been smeared as described in Section 4.3.1. For the new physics, we plot the case of
a vector (V), QL = QR, and axial-vector (A), QL = −QR, Z ′ assuming QLα to be given by
Lµ − Lτ .
m2`` = (p3+p4)2 and their separation angle ∆θ``. The invariant mass can be experimentally
inferred from the energy of each charged-lepton and their separation angle, and so heavily
relies on the experimental resolution to such parameters. In Fig. 4.4 we show the dimuon
invariant mass spectrum between 4m2µ and 0.2 GeV2, and the dimuon separation angle
between 2◦ and 18◦ for a light vector boson with MZ′ = 22 MeV. We show the results for
the dielectron channel in Fig. 4.5. The light new physics here enhances these distributions
at low values of these parameters. We show our results for two types of mediators, vector
and axial-vector leptophilic bosons. Comparing the couplings necessary to produce similar
BSM enhancements of the number of events, we see that axial-vector bosons lead to larger
enhancements with smaller couplings. In particular, it leads to greater spectral distortions
for the Z ′ mass shown.
4.2.2 Neutrino-Electron Scattering
Neutrino-electron scattering has long been a valuable probe of both the SM and potential
new physics [162,191–193]. It is important to note that in the presence of novel leptophilic
currents, experiments searching for e+e− tridents would also observe anomalous ν−e event
rates. In fact, given the larger statistics present in the ν−e scattering sample, this channel
is expected to provide the leading constraints in our scenarios with tree-level couplings to
electrons.
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Fig. 4.5. Same as Fig. 4.4 but for e+e− trident events. In all cases we assume QLα to be
given by Le − Lµ.
In order to compute the ν−e cross section in the presence of the new leptophilic interactions
we need to consider an analogous modification of the NC scattering amplitude
Mνα−e = −
GF√
2
[u¯(k2)γµ(1− γ5)u(k1)]
[
u¯(p2)γµ(CVα − CAα γ5)u(p1)
]
, (4.2.7)
where the vector (CV ) and axial (CA) effective couplings include both the SM and BSM
contributions
CVα = −
1
2 + 2s
2
W + δαe +
QVe Q
L
α
2
√
2GF
(g′)2
M2Z′ + 2meTe
, (4.2.8a)
CAα = −
1
2 + δαe +
QAe Q
L
α
2
√
2GF
(g′)2
M2Z′ + 2meTe
, (4.2.8b)
with, as usual, sW ≡ sin θW, being θW the weak angle and Te is the kinetic energy of the
recoil electron. The loop-induced kinetic mixing in the Lµ−Lτ model also induces a ν − e
coupling
CVα = −
1
2 + 2s
2
W + δαe +
1√
2GF
g′ e ε(q2)
M2Z′ + 2meTe
. (4.2.9)
The differential cross section is then given by
dσνα−e
dTe
= 2meG
2
F
pi
[(
CLα
)2
+
(
CRα
)2 (
1− Te
Eν
)2
− CLαCRα me
Te
E2ν
]
. (4.2.10)
where the left and right handed constants are given by
CLα ≡
1
2
(
CVα + CAα
)
and CRα ≡
1
2
(
CVα − CAα
)
.
For antineutrino scattering one obtains the cross section by exchanging CLα ↔ CRα .
The kinetic energy of the outgoing electron is bounded by kinematics and the energy
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Fig. 4.6. Number of ν − e scattering events in the DUNE ND as a function of Eeθ2 for
the neutrino (left) and antineutrino (right) beams from the 120 GeV p+ configuration. We
show the prediction in the SM and in a vector Le−Lµ Z ′ model for two angular resolutions
δθ. The electron kinetic energy threshold is taken to be 600 MeV and the energy resolution
is fixed at σ/E = 15%/
√
E.
resolution of the detector, which effectively sets a threshold energy Tth such that
Tth ≤ Te ≤ Tmax, (4.2.11)
with Tmax = 2E2ν/me + 2Eν , the maximum kinetic energy attainable. We define the
effective total cross section for an initial neutrino energy Eν as
σeff(Eν , Tth) =
∫ Tmax
Tth
dσ
dTe
dTe. (4.2.12)
This definition also ensures that the enhancement due to very light mediators becomes
constant at around
√
2meTth, as discussed in Ref. [162]. This is a consequence of the
detector threshold and of the 2-body kinematics of the process. Finally, electroweak
radiative corrections have been computed in the SM [194, 195], but will not be included
here. Since they correspond to a change of a few percent we do not expect them to affect
very much our results.
Neutrino-Electron Scattering Kinematical Distributions
The angle between the scattered electron and the neutrino beam direction, θ, is related to
the electron energy as
1− cos θ = me 1− y
Ee
,
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where y ≡ Te/Eν is the inelasticity (Tth/Eν < y < 1) and Ee = Te + me is the outgoing
electron energy. This implies that at O(GeV) neutrino energies, the electron recoil is very
forward and obey Eeθ2 < 2me, up to detector resolution. For this reason, we choose to
analyse our results in terms of Eeθ2. In this case, the differential cross section becomes
dσνα−e
d(Eeθ2)
= Eν2me
dσνα−e
dTe
∣∣∣∣∣
Te=Eν(1−Eeθ22me )
. (4.2.13)
This distribution is particularly important for suppressing the background. Given the
kinematics explained above, Eeθ2 must be smaller than 2me for ν − e scattering, while
it is often much larger for neutrino-nucleon scattering, the dominant background (See
Section 4.3.1). We show in Fig. 4.6 the expected ν − e event distribution as a function
of Eeθ2 for the SM and a light Z ′ case, in the neutrino and anti-neutrino modes at the
DUNE ND. As expected, the signal is extremely forward and the final distribution is highly
sensitive to the angular resolution δθ of the detector. At a conservative value of δθ = 1◦,
little information about the true distribution is left, and a significant portion of the signal
lies in a region where Eeθ2 > 2me. Therefore, shape information may improve the search
for a light new physics only when the angular and energy resolutions of the detector are
well understood.
4.2.3 Interference Effects
Since for ν − e scattering and neutrino trident production there exists a SM contribution,
we expect the experimental sensitivity to new physics to be dominated by the interference
between SM and BSM contributions. We now argue what kind of interference one can
expect in each one of these processes.
For neutrino trident production we follow Ref. [196] and separate the differential cross
section as
dσ = Vˆ 2 dσV + Vˆ Aˆ dσV−A + Aˆ2 dσA, (4.2.14)
where we dropped the flavour indices in Vˆ and Aˆ from (4.2.4) for simplicity. This allows
us to write the interference between the SM and the vector new physics as
dσINT =
QLαQ
V
β
2
√
2GF
(g′)2
K2 +M2Z′
(
2CSMV dσV + CSMA dσV−A
)
. (4.2.15)
Depending on the region of phase space considered, the term proportional to dσV−A can
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be of similar size to dσV. However, dσV−A changes sign as a function of the angular
variables or energies, leading to small integrated cross sections (typically two orders of
magnitude smaller than the integral of the dσV term). Ignoring this term, one can then
completely predict the type of interference in trident production. For νµ → νµµ+µ−
trident production, for instance, CSMV > 0 and the second generation charge appears
squared, leading to constructive interference in all cases. For νµ → νµe+e− trident events,
on the other hand, CSMV < 0. If the first and second generation charges come in with
opposite signs, then the interference is still constructive, otherwise destructive interference
happens. The same considerations also apply to antineutrino scattering if one ignores
the dσV−A term. Finally, the axial-vector case is completely analogous taking V ↔ A in
Eq. (4.2.15).
For ν − e scattering analytical expressions can easily be used [162]. Taking CSML =
−1/2 + s2W ∼ −1/4 and CSML = s2W ∼ 1/4 we have
dσINTνµ−e
dTe
∼ −
√
2meGF
4pi
g′2
m2Z′ + 2meTe
(
−1 + (1− y)2
)
(4.2.16a)
dσINTν¯µ−e
dTe
∼ −
√
2meGF
4pi
g′2
m2Z′ + 2meTe
(
1− (1− y)2
)
. (4.2.16b)
Since y < 1, the interference term for νµ − e is always positive (constructive), and for
ν¯µ − e it is always negative (destructive).
4.3 DUNE Sensitivities
Having studied the behaviour of neutrino trident production and neutrino-electron scat-
tering cross sections in the presence of light new bosons, we now apply our results in
sensitivity studies for the DUNE ND. As discussed in Section 4.1, we limit our studies to
Le − Lµ and Lµ − Lτ models with vector gauge bosons. We start with a discussion on
the experimental details, highlighting the challenges of backgrounds and laying out our
statistical methods in Section 4.3.1. Then we show our main results in Sections 4.3.2 and
4.3.3, comparing our sensitivity curves to the leading bounds in the parameter space of
the leptophilic models from other experiments.
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4.3.1 Analysis Techniques
The LBNF is expected to produce an intense beam of neutrinos and antineutrinos from
a 1.2 MW proton beam colliding against a fixed target [197]. The DUNE ND, where the
number of neutrino interactions is the largest, is expected to be located at a distance of
574 m from the target. Despite its design not being final yet [198, 199], we focus on the
possibility of a 75-t fiducial mass Liquid Argon (LAr) detector. Regarding the neutrino
fluxes, we now concentrate on the option of a beam from 120 GeV protons with 1.1× 1021
POT per year. The LBNF could also provide higher or lower energy neutrinos depending
on the proton energy, target and focusing system used. We explore other possibilities
shown in Table 4.1 and we take the flux files provided in Ref. [200,201]. We assume that
the experiment will run 5 years in neutrino and another 5 years in antineutrino mode.
The final exposure, therefore, will vary with beam designs, and is equal to a total of
11 × 1022 POT in the case of 120 GeV protons. To generate neutrino scattering events,
we use our own dedicated MC, Gaussian smearing the true MC energies and angles as a
proxy for the detector effects during reconstruction. We assume an energy resolution of
σ/E = 15%/
√
E (σ/E = 6%/
√
E) for e/γ showers (muons) and angular resolutions of
δθ = 1◦ for all particles [130].
An interesting addition to the design of the DUNE ND would be a magnetized high-pressure
Gaseous Argon (GAr) tracker placed directly behind the LAr module [202]. The lower
thresholds for particle reconstruction and the presence of a magnetic field is expected to
improve event reconstruction and reduce backgrounds to neutrino-electron scattering and
neutrino trident production. We note that despite the relatively small fiducial mass of such
a GAr module, . 1 tonne, it would still provide a sizeable number of these rare leptonic
neutrino scattering processes.
With the intense flux at DUNE and the large number of POT, the ν − e scattering
measurement will not be statistically limited, with order 104 events in the DUNE ND after
a few years. Systematics from the beam and detector are then the limiting factor for the
sensitivity to new physics in this measurement. Current work on neutrino flux uncertainties
shows that normalization uncertainties can be reduced to the order of 5% [203–205], with
similar projections for DUNE [197]. The electron energy threshold also plays a role in
the new physics search. In particular, for new light bosons the enhancement at very
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Design Mode µ+µ− trident e+e− trident ν − e scattering POTs/year
62.4 GeV p+ ν 36.5 92.7 7670 1.83× 10
21
ν 27.3 73.4 4620 1.83× 1021
80 GeV p+ ν 42.0 102 8380 1.4× 10
21
ν 33.0 84.3 5320 1.4× 1021
120 GeV p+ ν 47.6 110 8930 1.1× 10
21
ν 40.7 97.6 6450 1.1× 1021
ντ app optm
ν 210 321 24900 1.1× 1021
ν 156 243 14700 1.1× 1021
Tab. 4.1. The SM rates for neutrino trident production and neutrino-electron scattering
per year at the 75-t DUNE ND after kinematical cuts.
low momentum transfer 2Teme has a cut-off at the minimum electron recoil energy (see
Eq. (4.2.12)). This implies that the experiment is no longer sensitive to the Z ′ mass
below
√
2Tthme. In our analysis, we assume a realistic overall normalization systematic
uncertainty of 5% and a ν − e scattering electron kinetic energy threshold of 600 MeV.
Lowering systematic uncertainties on the flux is challenging given the large hadroproduction
and focusing uncertainties at the LBNF beam. Here, improvements on the experimental
side in determining the neutrino flux will be extremely valuable (see e.g. Ref. [206]). If one
is searching for novel leptophilic neutral currents, hadronic processes and inverse muon
decay measurements are available, but these are limited either by theoretical uncertainties
or by statistics, and might not be applicable in the whole energy region of interest. As
to the electron energy, assuming a threshold as low as 30 MeV would be safe for electron
detection, but at these low energies backgrounds can be incredibly challenging due to the
overwhelming pi0 backgrounds. Increasing this threshold to 600 MeV, however, has little
impact in our sensitivities and is only 200 MeV below the threshold used in the most
recent MINERνA analysis [160], where good reconstruction is important for measuring
the flux. For e+e− and µ+µ− tridents, we refrain from increasing the analysis thresholds
from a naive 30 MeV. This is certainly an aggressive assumption but it is necessary if e+e−
tridents are to be measured, since these events are quite soft (see Appendix C). Thresholds
for µ+µ− tridents are much less important since the events are generally more energetic
than their dielectron analogue.
Backgrounds (νµ → νµ`+`−) We now discuss the individual sources of backgrounds to
neutrino trident production. A pair of charged leptons is very rarely produced in neutrino
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interactions, usually coming from heavy resonance decays [187,207–210]. Since our signal
is mostly coming from coherent interactions with nuclei, cuts in the hadronic energy
deposition in the detector Ehad, often large in heavy meson production processes, can help
reduce backgrounds. Coherent and diffractive production of mesons is an exception to
this, in particular pion production [211–214], which is the main background to trident due
to particle mis-identification (misID). Muons are known to be easily spoofed by charged
pions, making CC νµ interactions with pi± in the final state (CC1pi) one of the largest
contributions to the backgrounds of µ+µ− tridents. Similarly, NC pi0 production stands as
the leading background to e+e− tridents when the photons are misIDed as two electrons,
or if one of the photons pair converts and the other escapes detection. In Appendix C,
we have shown that the µ+µ− and e+e− pairs produced in trident have small separation
angles (∆θ), possess small invariant masses (m2``) and that both charged leptons are
produced with small angles with respect to the neutrino beam (θ±). With simplified
misID rates, we used the GENIE [136] event generator to show that simple kinematical
cuts can reduce backgrounds significantly, achieving a significance of Sµµ/
√
Bµµ ∼ 44 and
See/
√
Bee ∼ 17.3 for the DUNE ND in neutrino mode, where S and B stand for signal
and background, respectively. In our current analysis we implement the same kinematical
cuts, which are as follows: m2µµ < 0.2 GeV2, θ± < 15◦ and ∆θ < 20◦ for the µ+µ− channel,
and m2ee < 0.1 GeV2, θ± < 20◦ and ∆θ < 40◦ for the e+e− one. We impose these cuts
again in our signal analysis, and point out that the new physics enhancement happens
precisely in this favourable kinematical region, (see Section 4.2.1). The degree with which
the experiment will be able to reduce backgrounds will rely on reconstruction properties
of the signal and background final states. In particular, the detector containment of the
charged-lepton pairs, as well as pions and photons, is crucial for momentum and invariant
mass reconstruction, and so a detector simulation is desirable. Since we do not aim to
develop a full experimental analysis and since the DUNE ND design is still under debate,
we present our results with no backgrounds in Fig. 4.9 and vary the total background rate
in Fig. 4.10, all the while applying the cuts above. This illustrates the impact of worse
detector performance in background rejection.
Backgrounds (ν−e) For neutrino-electron scattering, backgrounds will arise from either
the genuine production of an electron or via the misID of particle showers in the detector,
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both in the absence of observable hadronic energy deposition. The former scenario happens
mostly by the CC interactions of the flux suppressed νe states present in the beam. The
main contribution will be from CCQE interactions where the struck nucleon is invisible
either for being below threshold or due to nuclear re-absorption. The misID of a photon
initiated EM shower for an electron one is expected to be rare in LAr, where the first few
cm of the showers can be used to separate electrons and photons by their characteristic
dE/dx. However, the large NC rates for the production of single photons and pi0 can
become a non-negligible background. For instance, coherent NC pi0 production leaves no
observable hadronic signature and may look like a single electron if one of the photons is
mis-identified and the other escapes detection. Finally, after misID happens, the signal can
still look unique in its kinematical properties. In particular, Eeθ2 cuts can dramatically
reduce backgrounds due to the forwardness of our signal (see e.g. [160,215]).
Statistics. In order to assess the potential of DUNE to discover new physics, we perform
a sensitivity analysis using a χ2 test with a pull method for systematic uncertainties. Our
goal is to assess when DUNE would be able to rule out the SM, and so we generate BSM
events and fit the SM prediction to it. Our χ2 function is defined as
χ2 = min
α
[
(NBSM − (1 + α)NSM − (α+ β)NBKG)2
NBSM
+
(
α
σnorm
)2
+
(
β
σBKG
)2 ]
, (4.3.1)
where the number of events for the BSM case is given by NBSM, the SM number of events
is NSM and the number of background events is NBKG. The nuisance parameters α and
β, with their uncertainties σnorm and σBKG, take into account normalization uncertainties
from the flux and detector, and uncertainties on the background prediction, respectively.
For the DUNE ND, we assume σnorm = 5% and σBKG = 10%. These systematics will
likely be dominated by flux normalization uncertainties, and can only be measured with
interactions that do not depend on the leptophilic BSM physics.
4.3.2 Le − Lµ
New vector bosons with couplings to the first and second generation leptons can be probed
very effectively in neutrino experiments by meausuring the ν − e scattering rate. This has
been recognized in the literature [158,162,216], where bounds from various experiments,
including CHARM-II [217], TEXONO [218–220] and Borexino [221] have been derived
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on these bosons. Curiously, the bound calculated from the CHARM-II data has been
pointed out by Ref. [158] to be too optimistic. The uncertainty on the neutrino flux is
a real hindrance for these measurements which has not been taken into account when
these bounds were computed. This is particularly important for measurements with large
statistics, and for this reason we do not show the CHARM-II bound here. The measurement
of νe− e scattering at TEXONO, on the other hand, is statistically limited, and the bound
it places on this class of models can safely ignore the flux systematics. This turns out
to provide the strongest limit in a large region of the Le − Lµ parameter space. Trident
bounds can be obtained for this model, but due to their lower statistics and more involved
kinematics, are subdominant.
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Fig. 4.7. The DUNE ND neutrino scattering sensitivities to the Le − Lµ Z ′ at 90% C.L.
The solid line shows the ν − e scattering sensitivity, followed by the dielectron trident in
dashed line, and the dimuon trident in dot-dashed line. The coloured regions are excluded
by other experiments, where we highlight the neutrino-electron scattering measurements
at reactor experiments [218–220], searches at the BaBar e+e− collider [222,223] and beam
dump experiments [158].
We show our results for the DUNE ND in Fig. 4.7. Our results are for the combined
ν + ν¯ modes and do not include backgrounds. The opposite charges between the first and
second families implies constructive interference between the SM and BSM contributions
for neutrino scattering, contrary to what happens in a B−L model, for instance. Therefore,
the strongest bounds on this model can be obtained at DUNE in neutrino mode. It is
clear, however, that the degree with which DUNE can probe unexplored parameter space
is a question of how much the uncertainties on the flux can be lowered. To illustrate this
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effect, we vary the normalization systematics on the right panel of Fig. 4.8, going from a
conservative 10% to an aggressive 1% uncertainty. The effect of changing the thresholds
is very small, being most important in a region already probed by other experiments.
Different beam designs seem to have only a small impact on the sensitivity, as shown on
the left panel of Fig. 4.8.
Since we show the bounds obtained from the neutrino and antineutrino runs combined, it is
not possible to see the effects of destructive interference. If only channels with destructive
interference were available, however, it would have been possible to allow for cancellations
between the total interference and the square of the BSM contributions in certain regions of
parameter space at the level of the total rate. The region where this cancellation happens
depends strongly on the neutrino energies involved and on the integrated phase space
of the recoiled electron. In that case, one expects that the sensitivity to the lowest new
physics couplings comes, in fact, from the search for a deficit of ν − e scattering events, as
opposed to the constructive interference case where an excess of events is always produced.
We note that this has no significant impact on the sensitivity of a leptophilic Z ′, but might
provide crucial information about the nature of the Z ′ charges in case of detection.
The trident bounds we obtain are not competitive for this model despite the fact that
the trident cross sections receive similar enhancements to that of ν − e scattering. This
is due to two reasons: the low number of events and the non-trivial kinematics of trident
processes. Since the neutrino is essentially scattering off virtual charged leptons produced
in the Coulomb field of the nucleus, it has to typically transfer more energy to the system
than it would in a scattering off real particles in order to produce visible signatures. This
remark also helps us to explain the behaviour of the sensitivity curves at the lowest masses.
Whilst ν − e scattering cross sections become insensitive to the boson mass at √2meTth,
the trident cross sections do not. This behaviour is most dramatic in the e+e− tridents,
but is also present in the µ+µ− one. This is a consequence of the 4-body phase space
kinematics, where now the momentum transfer through the Z ′ propagator is no longer
trivially related to the final state particle energies, as in 2 → 2 processes. It should be
noted, however, that both the dimuon and the dielectron trident rates become nearly
independent of MZ′ below the muon and the electron mass, respectively, where only a
logarithmic dependence is expected [159]. DUNE can also probe this class of models in
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Fig. 4.8. The ν − e scattering sensitivity to the Le − Lµ model at 90% C.L. On the left
panel we show the sensitivity using different choices for the neutrino flux, and on the right
we use the neutrino beam from 120 GeV protons and vary the normalization systematic
uncertainty from an aggressive 1% to a conservative 10%.
a different way. In the context of long range forces in neutrino oscillation experiments
and with the same choice of charges, Ref. [224] places competitive bounds in this model
with Super-Kamiokande data and makes projections for DUNE. The matter potential
created by the local matter density modifies the dispersion relation of the neutrinos with
lepton non-universal charges, leading to very competitive bounds in our region of interest.
Similar considerations have also been explored in the context of high-energy astrophysical
neutrinos [225]. Other experimental searches have been conducted at electron beam dumps.
This technique consists of producing the Z ′ boson at the target via radiative processes
such as e+A→ e+A+Z ′, and look for the visible decays of the boson in the detector. In
this model, the decay products are mostly e+e− states and the bounds are only applicable
at appreciably small values of g′ and MZ′ , where the lifetime of the Z ′ is sufficiently large.
Probing the large mass region, on the other hand, requires high-energy experiments. In
that regime, the strongest bounds come from searches at the e+e− collider BaBar. These
come about in two ways: looking for the visible decay products of a Z ′ produced radiatively
or in heavy meson decays [222], or exploring the BR into invisible final states [223].
4.3.3 Lµ − Lτ
In this section we evaluate the DUNE ND sensitivity to the presence of a light vector
Z ′ charged under Lµ − Lτ . Beyond being anomaly free, this choice of charges allows for
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positive contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aµ = (g − 2)µ, as
discussed in Refs. [176,179,226–228]. This quantity is well known for a ∼ 3.7σ discrepancy
between the experimental measurement [229] and the theory predictions [230, 231]. If
future efforts to measure it [232] confirm this disagreement and if theoretical uncertainties
are better controlled in the next few years, then constraining new physics scenarios that
could contribute to aµ is of utmost importance.
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Fig. 4.9. The DUNE ND neutrino scattering sensitivities for Lµ − Lτ at 90% C.L. The
upper panel shows the case with no kinetic mixing, and the lower panel the case with the
loop-induced mixing. Bounds from neutrino-electron scattering apply only to the latter.
We also show bounds from BaBar [233], LHC [234], Borexino [113] and from the neutrino
trident production measurement at CCFR [108,159]. Recent cosmological bounds for the
two kinetic mixing cases derived in Ref. [178] are also shown.
This model can significantly impact neutrino trident production of a muon pair. In fact,
the leading bound in this parameter space for masses MZ′ . 200 MeV comes from the
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CCFR measurement of the same neutrino trident channel [108]. CCFR observed 37.0±12.4
events, extracting a measurement of the trident cross section of σCCFR/σSM = 0.82± 0.28.
Curiously, the measurement by CHARM-II [107] provides weaker constraints on this model
despite seeing a larger number of trident events, namely 55±16 events in total, most likely
due to the 1σ upward fluctuation of the measurement: σCHARM−II/σSM = 1.58±0.57. Other
important bounds from ν − e scattering have also been obtained using the kinetic mixing
parameter generated at one-loop. The strongest of which uses data from Borexino [113],
and are only relevant for the low mass region MZ′ . 20 MeV.
At DUNE, both of these measurements are possible, allowing to constrain this model in
different ways. We show our results in Fig. 4.9, without including backgrounds. In this
scenario, DUNE would be able to cover all the 2σ region compatible with the (g − 2)µ
measurement only with the µ+µ− trident events. For the low mass region, measuring
the ν − e scattering rate can provide a complementary probe of this region, depending
most strongly on the systematic uncertainties DUNE can achieve. We note that analysis
thresholds used for ν − e scattering have little impact on the sensitivity in the region of
interest. Our conclusion that DUNE can cover all of the (g − 2)µ region holds provided
backgrounds are kept below the SM signal rate. This can be seen when we include
backgrounds with different assumption on the right panel of Fig. 4.10. Finally, different
assumption for the beam design have little impact on the sensitivity, as show on the left
panel of Fig. 4.10.
Apart from neutrino scattering, dedicated searches for resonances decaying into µ+µ− in
four muon final states have been performed at BaBar [233], looking for e+e− → µ+µ−Z ′(→
µ+µ−). At the LHC, the Z → 4µ measurement performed by the ATLAS collabora-
tion [234] was used to derive a constraint in the Lµ − Lτ parameter space in Ref. [159].
Recently, the CMS collaboration performed a dedicated search for a resonance between
MZ′ = 5 and 70 GeV, significantly improving previous constraints at large masses [235].
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis bounds were studied in [176,228], and shown to constrain the
mass of the boson to be MZ′ & 5 MeV. Recently, additional constraints from Cosmology
were derived given that the presence of very light Z ′ bosons changes the evolution of the
early Universe [178]. In particular, the decays and inverse decays induced by the new
leptophilic interactions can modify the neutrino relativistic degrees of freedom, requiring
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MZ′ & 10 MeV in order for ∆Neff < 0.5 for the case with no kinetic mixing. The authors of
Ref. [178] also found that an additional Z ′ boson can alleviate the tension in the different
measurements of the Hubble parameter. Let us stress here that all these bounds will be
complementary to possible future constraints that can be obtained by the DUNE program,
as shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Fig. 4.10. The dimuon neutrino trident sensitivity to the Lµ − Lτ model with no kinetic
mixing at 90% C.L. On the left panel we show the sensitivity using different choices for
the neutrino flux, and on the right we use the neutrino beam from 120 GeV protons and
scale the background with respect to the total number of SM trident events after cuts.
4.4 Overview
Although the next generation neutrino oscillation experiments are primarily designed for
making precision measurements of the neutrino mixing parameters, the unprecedented
fluxes and large detectors will allow for many non-minimal new physics searches. In this
work, we have considered the physics potential of the DUNE ND for constraining the
existence of an additional anomaly-free U(1) gauge group giving rise to a Z ′ boson which
only couples to leptons — a form of a purely leptophilic neutral current. Specifically, we
have considered the anomaly free scenarios with charges associated to the lepton number
difference Lα − Lβ. Focusing on the two most promising neutrino scattering processes,
ν − e and ν`` trident scattering, we have computed expected sensitivity curves for the
DUNE ND for a variety of charge assignments.
In performing our sensitivity studies as a function of the coupling and mass of the Z ′
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boson, we have remained as faithful as possible to the real experimental conditions of a
LAr detector. Our main results rely on the realistic assumptions of flux uncertainties of 5%
and feasible exposures. To avoid large backgrounds, we have also implemented kinematical
cuts on the neutrino trident sample, and a kinetic energy threshold of 600 MeV for ν − e
scattering events. The parameter space which can be probed by ν − e scattering in the
Le−Lµ scenario is at least two times better than the e+e− and almost twenty times better
than the µ+µ− trident channels, specially for the lower mass region. In this case, the
DUNE ND would improve only slightly on previous ν − e scattering bounds, especially
at around MZ′ ∼ 100 MeV. We do not expect e+e− trident measurements at DUNE to
improve our coverage of the Le − Lµ Z ′ parameter space, but note this process has a
distinct dependence on MZ′ if compared to ν − e scattering.
If the light vector Z ′ is charged under Lµ − Lτ , we have found that the dimuon trident
measurement could provide the leading bound in this parameter space. This is particularly
interesting as these models can also explain the discrepancy between the measurement of
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon and its SM prediction. We expect that DUNE
will be able to fully explore the (g− 2)µ motivated parameter space provided backgrounds
are kept under control. The robustness of our results is tested against different choices of
neutrino fluxes, where we find that despite the larger rates at higher neutrino energies and
the larger BSM enhancement at lower energies, the sensitivities are very similar.
Improvements to the experimental sensitivities we have displayed in Figs. 4.7 and 4.9
can be achieved by reducing uncertainties on the neutrino flux and detection. From
the experimental side, novel detection techniques suitable to rare neutrino events are
currently under discussion, such as the magnetized HPgTPC [202] and the Straw Tube
Tracker [236,237]. Together with improved analysis techniques, these will help to improve
upon our projections for the sensitivity of DUNE to new physics that might be hiding at
light masses and small couplings.
Chapter 5
A Light Dark Neutrino Sector
5.1 Neutrinos and Dark Sectors
The most important evidence that the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is incom-
plete are neutrino masses and mixing, and the presence of DM in the Universe. Both
call for extensions of the SM and the possible existence of dark sectors which do not
partake in SM interactions, or do so with extremely weak couplings while displaying strong
“dark" interactions [47–49]. Such sectors might exist at relatively light scales below the
electroweak one, being within reach of present and future non-collider experiments. In this
chapter, we propose a new neutrino model with a hidden U(1)′ gauge symmetry under
which no SM fields are charged, see Fig. 5.1. We introduce new SM-neutral fermions, νD
and an additional sterile neutrino N . The symmetry is subsequently broken by the vacuum
expectation value (vev) of a complex dark scalar Φ, which gives mass to the new gauge
boson. For concreteness, we restrict the scale of the breaking to be below the electroweak
one. The interest in such dark neutrinos νD arises from their novel dark interactions
which may “leak" into the SM sector via neutrino mixing, where they offer a variety of
phenomenological and cosmological consequences.
Models with heavy neutrinos which are not completely sterile and might participate in new
gauge interactions have been studied in several contexts, including B − L, Lµ − Lτ and
left-right symmetric models [238–246], but here we focus on the possibility of a symmetry
under which no SM fields are charged [247–249]. New heavy neutral fermions that feel
such hidden forces, such as νD, are referred to as dark neutrinos, since they define a
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dark sector separate from the SM. Nevertheless, the dark interactions “leak" into the SM
sector via neutrino mixing, where they may dominate [250,251]. Models of this type have
been invoked to generate large neutrino non-standard interactions [154,252], generate new
signals in DM experiments [250,253–256], weaken cosmological and terrestrial bounds on eV
scale sterile neutrinos [140–143,145–147,257], and as a potential explanation of anomalous
short-baseline results at the MiniBooNE [258, 259] and/or LSND [260, 261] experiments
with new degrees of freedom at the MeV/GeV scale [5, 148,149,262–265].
Our model presents all the three renormalizable portals to the SM. The Yukawa interactions
between the leptonic doublet and N , and between N and νD induce neutrino mixing. The
gauge symmetry allows a cross-coupling term in the potential between the Higgs and the
real part of the scalar, inducing mixing between the two after symmetry breaking. The
broken gauge symmetry implies the existence of a light hidden gauge boson Xµ, which
mediates the dark neutrino interactions and generically kinetically mixes with the SM
hypercharge. The set-up is self-consistent and combines the three portals into a unified
picture that exhibits significantly different phenomenology with respect to each portal
taken separately, as we discuss. The interplay of the different portal degrees of freedom
leads to novel signatures which would have escaped searches performed to date, and that
can explain long-standing anomalies. For the latter, we focus on the MiniBooNE anomaly
as discussed in Ref. [149] (see also [148]) and on new neutrino scattering signatures at
neutrino experiments [5]. We also reconsider the possibility to explain the discrepancy
between the prediction and measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
(∆aµ) [229] via kinetic mixing [227,266].
An interesting feature of the model is the generation of neutrino masses at loop-level. This
requires only two key features of our setup, namely a light Z ′ and neutrino mixing, but
not the vector and scalar portals. For this reason, we discuss it later in Section 5.3.2.
In its minimal form, the model is not anomaly-free. We discuss how this can be cured and
propose a minor extension that introduces additional dark sector neutral fermions charged
under the new symmetry [47, 48]. Neutrinos, we argue, may be a window into such dark
sectors, bridging the puzzles of neutrino masses and DM [73, 144, 267–275]. We briefly
outline the key features of a DM extension and leave a more detailed analysis to future
work.
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic representation of our dark neutrino model. The dark neutrino, νD
and the complex scalar Φ are the only fields charged under the new U(1)′ gauge symmetry.
The new vector boson Xµ acquires a mass after spontaneous symmetry breaking, and N
remains a complete singlet.
SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)X
N 1 1 0 0
νD 1 1 0 Q
Φ 1 1 0 Q
Tab. 5.1. The additional field content of our model. N and νD are left-handed fermions
while ϕ is a complex scalar. Although this field content implies U(1)X is anomalous,
remedies which do not affect mass generation are discussed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2 Interplay of Multiple Portals
We extend the SM gauge group with a new abelian gauge symmetry U(1)′ with associated
mediator Xµ and introduce three new singlets of the SM gauge group: a complex scalar Φ,
and two left-handed fermions νD,L ≡ νD and NL ≡ N . As shown in Table 5.1, the scalar
Φ and the fermion νD are equally charged under the new symmetry, and N is neutral with
respect to all gauge symmetries of the model. For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to a
single generation of hidden fermions. The relevant terms in the gauge-invariant Lagrangian
are
L ⊃ (DµΦ)† (DµΦ)− V (Φ, H) +Lkinetic +Ni/∂N + νDiγµ
(
∂µ − ig′Xµ
)
νD
−
[
yαν (Lα · H˜)N c +
µ′
2 NN
c + yNNνcDΦ + h.c.
]
, (5.2.1)
where Lα ≡ (νTα , `Tα)T the SM leptonic doublet of flavour α = e, µ, τ and H˜ ≡ iσ2H∗ is the
charge conjugate of the SM Higgs doublet. We write yαν for the Lα–N Yukawa coupling,
yN for the νD–N one, and µ′ for the Majorana mass of N , which is allowed by the SM and
the new gauge interaction, although it breaks lepton number by 2 units.
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The minimisation of the scalar potential V (Φ, H) leads the neutral component of the fields
H and Φ to acquire vevs vh and vϕ, respectively. The latter also generates a mass for
both the new gauge boson Xµ and the real component of the scalar field ϕ. Although vϕ
is arbitrary, we choose it to be below the electroweak scale, vϕ < vh, as we are interested
in building a model testable at low scales.
Neutrino portal In the neutral fermion sector and after symmetry breaking, two Dirac
mass terms are induced with mD ≡ yαν vh/
√
2 and Λ ≡ yNvϕ/
√
2. It is useful to consider
the form of the neutrino mass matrix in the single generation case to clarify its main
features. For one active neutrino να (α = e, µ, τ), it reads
Lmass ⊃ 12
(
να N νD
)
0 mD 0
mD µ
′ Λ
0 Λ 0


νcα
N c
νcD
+ h.c. (5.2.2)
The form of this matrix appears in Inverse Seesaw (ISS) [64,65] and in Extended Seesaw
(ESS) [70, 71] models. In fact, it is the same matrix discussed in the so-called Minimal
ISS [276], with the difference that in our case its structure is a consequence of the hidden
symmetry. After diagonalisation of the mass matrix, the two heavy neutrinos, νh with
h = 4, 5, acquire masses
m4,5 =
µ′ ∓
√
µ′ 2 + 4(Λ2 +m2D)
2 . (5.2.3)
Assuming that mD  Λ, we focus on two interesting limiting cases.
In the ISS-like limit, where Λ µ′ and the two heavy neutrinos are nearly degenerate, we
have
m5 ' −m4 ' Λ , m5 − |m4| = µ′ , Uα5 ' Uα4 ' mD√2Λ , (5.2.4)
UDi ' mDΛ , UD5 ' UD4 '
1√
2
, UN5 ' UN4 ' 1√2 .
In the ESS-like case, Λ  µ′, one neutral lepton remains very heavy and mainly in
the completely neutral direction N , and the other acquires a small mass via the seesaw
mechanism in the hidden sector. We find
m4 ' −Λ
2
µ′
, m5 ' µ′ , Uα4 ' Uα5
√
m5
|m4| '
mD
Λ ,
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UDi ' mDΛ , UN5 ' UD4 ' 1 , UD5 ' UN4 '
Λ
µ′
. (5.2.5)
From the discussion above, it is clear that the masses of Z ′ and ϕ′ are typically above the
heavy neutrino ones, unless we are in the ESS-like regime.
The Yukawa terms in Eq. (5.2.1) induce neutrino mixing between the active (light) and
heavy (sterile, dark) neutrinos. In this model, similarly to the ISS and the ESS cases, this
mixing can be much larger than the typical values required in type-I seesaw extensions to
explain neutrino masses, making its phenomenology more interesting. The determinant of
the mass matrix in Eq. (5.2.2) is zero, and so light neutrino masses vanish at tree-level and
do not constrain the values of the active-heavy mixing angles. This, however, is no longer
the case at one-loop level, as light neutrino masses emerge through radiative corrections
from diagrams involving the ϕ′ and Z ′ degrees of freedom [2].
Scalar portal The symmetries of the model allow us to write the following scalar
potential
V (Φ, H) =−m2Φ|Φ|2 + λΦ|Φ|4 −m2HH†H + λH(H†H)2 + λ (H†H)|Φ|2, (5.2.6)
where we identify λ as the scalar portal coupling [277], responsible for mixing in the neutral
scalar sector. We parametrize the scalar fields as
H = 1√
2
G+1 + iG+2
h+ iG0
 and Φ = ϕ+ iGϕ√
2
,
where all component fields are real. Minimising the potential, we find
v2ϕ =
λH m
2
Φ − λm2H/2
λHλΦ − λ2/4 , v
2
h =
λΦm
2
H − λm2Φ/2
λHλΦ − λ2/4 , (5.2.7)
such that the new degrees of freedom around the minimum are found by performing the
transformations ϕ→ ϕ+ vϕ and h→ h+ vh. The new potential is then
V (Φ, H) =ϕ2
(
λΦv
2
ϕ
)
+ h2
(
λHv
2
h
)
+ ϕh (λ vϕvh)
+ ϕ2h
(
λvh
2
)
+ ϕh2
(
λvϕ
2
)
+ ϕ3 (λΦvϕ) + h3 (λHvh)
+ ϕ4
(
λΦ
4
)
+ h4
(
λH
4
)
+ ϕ2h2
(
λ
4
)
+ VGoldstone + constants, (5.2.8)
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where VGoldstone contains terms related to the Goldstone bosons. The physical mass basis
of scalar fields comes from the diagonalisation
(
h ϕ
) λHv2h λ2vhvϕ
λ
2vhvϕ λΦv
2
ϕ
h
ϕ
 = (h′ ϕ′)R(θ)
 λHv2h λ2vhvϕ
λ
2vhvϕ λΦv
2
ϕ
R(−θ)
h′
ϕ′
 ,
(5.2.9)
where
R(−θ) =
 cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
 , tan 2θ ≡ λvhvϕ
λHv2h − λΦv2ϕ
. (5.2.10)
The masses of the physical fields are
m2ϕ′,h′
2 =
λΦv
2
ϕ + λHv2h
2 ±
√
(λΦv2ϕ − λHv2h)2 + λ2v2hv2ϕ
2 (5.2.11)
so that ϕ′ is the lightest state and h′ is mostly in the Higgs direction. To summarise, we
have now the physical basis (h′ ϕ′), which is a superposition of the flavour states (hϕ).
This is what we refer to as scalar mixing. Note as well that the mass matrix is diagonal
when we set the portal coupling λ to zero.
Vector portal Similarly, mixing also arises in the neutral vector boson sector from the
kinetic Lagrangian [175]
Lkinetic = −14BµνB
µν − 14W
a
µνW
µν
a −
1
4XµνX
µν − sinχ2 BµνX
µν , (5.2.12)
where Xµν is the field strength tensor for Xµ and the last term is always allowed but
introduces non-canonical kinetic terms for the gauge bosons. This operator may be removed
with a field redefinition, resulting in three mass eigenstates
(
A, Z0, Z ′
)
, corresponding to
the photon, Z0-boson and the hypothetical Z ′-boson. The full transformation to go from
off-diagonal flavour basis to the physical basis is
Bµ
Wµ
Xµ
 =

1/ cosχ 0 0
0 1 0
− tanχ 0 1
Ry(χ)Rz(θW )Rx(β)

Aµ
Zµ
Z ′µ
 . (5.2.13)
where R(θ)i is the rotation matrix around the axis i, and
µ2 =
(g′)2v2ϕ
c2WM
2
W
, tan 2β = 2sW sχcχ
c2χ − s2W s2χ − µ2
. (5.2.14)
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The physical masses are
m2Z(
MSMZ
)2 = 1 + sW tχtβ, m2Z′(
MSMZ
)2 = 1− sW tχtβ . (5.2.15)
For a light Z ′ (µ → 0), the Z ′ coupling to SM fermions f to first order in the small
parameter χ is given by
L ⊃ −(e qf cW )χfγµf Z ′µ , (5.2.16)
with qf the fermion electric charge.
The values of χ and λ are arbitrary and could be expected to be rather large. As such,
we treat them as free parameters within their allowed ranges. Here, we merely note that
with our current minimal matter content, χ and λ receive contributions at loop level from
the (Lα · H˜)N c and NνcDΦ terms, which are necessarily suppressed by neutrino mixing
(χ ∝ g′e|Uαh|2 and λ ∝ |Uαh|2). These values constitute a lower bound and larger values
should be expected in a complete model.
5.2.1 Neutrino Interactions in the Mass Basis
We now provide the neutrino interactions in the model in the mass basis. The interaction
Lagrangia reads
LI = + νiγµ
(
(CZ)ijPL − (CZ)∗ijPR
)
νjZµ + νiγµ
(
(CZ′)ijPL − (CZ′)∗ijPR
)
νjZ
′
µ, (5.2.17)
− νi
(
(∆h)ijPR + (∆h)∗ijPL
)
νjh− νi
[
i(∆h)∗ijPL − i(∆h)ijPR
]
νjGh, (5.2.18)
− νi
(
(∆ϕ)ijPR + (∆ϕ)∗ijPL
)
νjϕ− νi
[
i(∆ϕ)ijPR − i(∆ϕ)∗ijPL
]
νjGϕ. (5.2.19)
The new matrices of coefficients for the gauge bosons are given by
(CZ)ij =
mZ
2
[(
τ∑
α=e
U∗αiUαj
)
cω
v
− U∗DiUDj
sω
vϕ
]
, (5.2.20)
(CZ′)ij =
mZ′
2
[(
τ∑
α=e
U∗αiUαj
)
sω
v
+ U∗DiUDj
cω
vϕ
]
. (5.2.21)
The matrices for the scalar interactions are
(∆h)ij =
τ∑
α=e
yαν
2
√
2
(
U∗αiU
∗
Nj + U∗αjU∗Ni
)
, (5.2.22)
(∆ϕ)ij =
yϕ
2
√
2
(
U∗NiU
∗
Dj + U∗NjU∗Di
)
. (5.2.23)
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Two useful identities between the coupling constants which are used in the calculaton of
the radiative mass are
CZmˆC
T
Z = CZ′mˆCTZ′ = 0. (5.2.24)
A consequence of spontaneous symmetry breaking is the existence of relationships between
gauge bosons and scalar couplings,
∆h = cω
(
CZmˆ+ mˆCTZ
mZ
)
+ sω
(
CZ′mˆ+ mˆCTZ′
mZ′
)
,
∆ϕ = −sω
(
CZmˆ+ mˆCTZ
mZ
)
+ cω
(
CZ′mˆ+ mˆCTZ′
mZ′
)
. (5.2.25)
In the presence of scalar mixing (λ 6= 0 in the scalar potential), we must also relate these to
the physical coupling matrices of h′ and ϕ′. This takes the form of an additional rotation,
shifting ω → ω′ ≡ ω − θ,
∆′ = cω′
(
Cmˆ+ mˆCT
mZ
)
+ sω′
(
Dmˆ+ mˆDT
mZ′
)
,
Ω′ = −sω′
(
Cmˆ+ mˆCT
mZ
)
+ cω′
(
Dmˆ+ mˆDT
mZ′
)
, (5.2.26)
where
sω = −sβ mZ
′
cWMW
and cω = cβ
mZ
cWMW
, (5.2.27)
which satisfy the expected relation s2ω + c2ω = 1 and m0Z = gv/(2cW )
5.2.2 Portal Phenomenology
The interplay between portal couplings and the heavy neutrinos νh (h = 4, 5) leads to a
distinct, and possibly richer, phenomenology to what is commonly discussed in the presence
of a single portal. We present here some of the most relevant signatures, devolving a longer
study to future work.
Heavy neutrino searches The strongest bounds on heavy neutrinos in the MeV–GeV
mass range come from peak searches in meson decays [278–280] and beam dump exper-
iments [281–286] looking for visible νh decays. These, however, can be weakened if the
νh decays are sufficiently different from the case of “standard" sterile neutrinos with SM
interactions suppressed by neutrino mixing. We now discuss how this may happen, de-
pending on the mass hierarchy of the two heavy neutrinos and the values of neutrino
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and kinetic mixing. For concreteness, we focus on specific benchmark points (BP) that
illustrate the key features. In the ISS-like regime, we take m4/m5 = 99% and choose
m4 ' m5 = 100 MeV. If χ is negligible, we have that νh decays as in the standard sterile
case via SM interactions. This is because the ν5 → ν4ν¯ανα decay is phase-space suppressed
(Γν5→ν4νν ∝ µ′ 5), and because Z ′ mediated decays into three light neutrinos are negligible
for small mixing, as Γνh→ννν ∝ |Uαh|6m5h/m4Z′ . If χ is sizeable, on the other hand, new
visible decay channels dominate, specifically ν4 → ναe+e− for this BP. The corresponding
decay rate is given by
Γ(ν4 → ναe+e−) ≈ 12
e2χ2g′ 2|Uα4|2
192pi3
m54
m4Z′
. (5.2.28)
Depending on the value of χ and m′Z this decay can be much faster than in the SM,
implying stronger constraints on the neutrino mixing parameters as discussed in Ref. [287].
For heavier masses, additional decay channels, e.g. ν4 → ναµ+µ−, would open. A feature
of the model is that such channel would have the same BR as the electron one, albeit phase
space suppressed. No two-body decays into neutral pseudoscalars arise due to the vector
nature of the gauge coupling, unless mass mixing is introduced (see [288] for a thorough
discussion of the decay products of a dark photon). We consider also a BP in the ESS-like
regime. We take m4 = m5/10. In this case, ν5 decays into 3 ν4 states very rapidly. The
subsequent decays of ν4 would proceed as discussed above and would be much slower than
the ν5 one, given the hierarchy of masses and the further suppression due to neutrino
and/or kinetic mixing.
For large χ, peak searches and bounds on lepton number violation (LNV) from meson and
tau decays may be affected [289,290]. Despite simply relying on kinematics, we note that
in peak searches the strict requirement of a single charged track in the detector [279] would,
in fact, veto a large fraction of new physics events if νh decays promptly into ναe+e−, for
instance. In addition, LNV meson and tau decays would need to be reconsidered as the
intermediate on-shell νh could decay dominantly via the novel NC interactions and the `pi
and `K final states would be absent.
Dark photon searches Bounds on the vector portal come from several different pro-
cesses [158,291]. Electroweak precision data and measurements of the g − 2 of the muon
and electron constrain our model [292]. Major efforts at collider and beam dump experi-
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ments led to strong constraints on dark photons by searching for the production and decay
of these particles. Such bounds, however, depend on the lifetime of the Z ′ and on its
branching ratio (BR) into charged particles. In our model, the Z ′ decays invisibly into
heavy fermions if mZ′ > 2m4 and into light neutrinos otherwise. In the latter case, con-
straints would be much weaker than usually quoted with only mono-photon searches [223]
applying. In the former case, however, new signatures arise, where the subsequent decay
of νh leads to multi-lepton/multi-meson events, potentially with displaced vertices and
providing a very clean experimental signature. Notably, if the Z ′ decays into νh states that
subsequently decay sufficiently fast within the detector, even the “invisible decay" bounds
will be weakened.
Revisiting ∆aµ The above possibility opens the option to explain the discrepancy
between the theoretical prediction [230,231] and the experimental value [229] of the (g− 2)
of the muon via kinetic mixing. For instance, a 1 GeV Z ′ with χ = 2.2× 10−2 can explain
aµ. Taking ν4 around 400 MeV (800 MeV) and m5 > mZ′ , then the Z ′ would decay
into 2 ν4 (ν4να) immediately. For the quoted value of the kinetic mixing and the largest
neutrino mixing allowed, these heavy fermions would further decay into e+e− and µ+µ−
pairs plus missing energy with sub-meter decay lengths. This region of the χ parameter
space is constrained only by the BaBar e+e− collider searches for visible [222] and invisible
decays [223] of a standard dark photon. Both of these searches would veto the three-body
decays of ν4, opening up a large region of parameter space (see Ref. [293] for a similar
discussion in an inelatic DM model). Resonance searches still constrain the Z ′ BR into
e+e− and µ+µ− which are proportional to χ2, providing a weak upper bound. In order to
shorten the lifetime of ν4, we can increase mixing with the tau neutrino in order to avoid
constraints from neutrino scattering. A detailed analysis to identify the viable parameter
space is required and will be done elsewhere.
Fake rare meson decays The νh states can fake leptonic decays of charged mesons
M± and charged leptons `± through the decay chains M± → `±α (νh → ν `+β `−β ) and
`±α → `±β ν (νh → ν `+ `−). If the decays of νh are prompt, these could mimic rare
SM 5-body decays, setting stringent constraints on ΓM±→`±α νh ∝ |Uαh|2. Measurements
compatible with the SM prediction exist for pions [294,295] and kaons [296–298], where the
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BR are of the order of 10−8, and for muons [299] and taus [300], where the BR are around
10−5. This type of signature can also lead to displaced vertices and are complementary to
peak searches.
Neutrino scattering The presence of a light vector mediator and kinetic mixing can also
enhance neutrino scattering cross sections. For a hadronic target Z, the active neutrinos
may upscatter electromagnetically into νh, which subsequently decays into observable
particles (να Z → (νh → ν `+β `−β )Z). Beyond explaining MiniBooNE, see below, such
upscattering signatures can also produce exotic final states in neutrino detectors such as
µ+µ−, τ+τ− and multi-meson final states.
MiniBooNE low energy excess The above signatures with `± = e± have been invoked
as an explanation of the excess of electron-like low energy events at MiniBooNE in Ref. [149],
where a good fit to energy and angular data is achieved with a similar model containing a
single heavy neutrino with m4 = 140 MeV, mZ′ = 1 GeV and χ2 = 5× 10−6. There, the
prompt decays of ν4 were achieved by requiring large mixing with the tau flavour. In a
ESS-like limit of our current model, ν4 would be dominantly produced via upscattering,
decaying into ναe+e− inside the detector. A dedicated analysis to understand the resulting
energy and angular distribution is underway.
Dark scalar searches For the scalar portal, the coupling λ is rather weakly bound by
electroweak precision data and the measurement of the Higgs invisible decay at the level
of λ . 0.1 [301]. For processes involving λ, the physical observables are suppressed by
mass insertions due to the nature of the Higgs interaction. Nevertheless, if ϕ′ decays to
νh states, this scalar may also lead to multi-lepton signatures inherited from νh decays,
potentially also in the form of displaced vertices.
In the limiting case of a neutrinophilic model (χ = λ = 0), the vector and scalar particles
present a challenge for detection. Nonetheless, if light, they can be searched for in meson
decays [302,303] and at neutrino experiments [155].
Finally, the faster decays of νh and its self-interactions can help ameliorate tensions with
cosmological observations. We do not comment further on this, but note that great effort
has been put into accommodating eV scale sterile neutrinos charged under new forces
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with cosmological observables [140–143,146,257,304] (see also Ref. [178] for an interesting
discussion where the Z ′ decay to neutrinos leads to an altered expansions history of the
Universe). We note that an eV sterile neutrino with relatively large mixing could be
easily accommodated in our ESS framework. The eV neutrino would be mainly in the νD
direction and would have strong hidden gauge interactions.
5.2.3 Dark Matter
Given the presence of a dark sector, we can ask if the model can accommodate a DM
candidate. This can be achieved introducing new fermions that do not mix with the
neutrinos, in order to preserve their stability. A minimal solution would be to introduce
a fermionic field ψL which has U(1)′ charge 1/2. The different charges of ψ, νD and
N would forbid neutrino mixing. A Majorana mass term ψTLC†ψL would emerge after
hidden-symmetry breaking leading to a Majorana DM candidate.
Another minimal realisation has the advantage of being anomaly free. Following Ref. [275],
we introduce a pair of chiral fermion fields ψL and ψR, and charge only the latter under
the U(1)′ symmetry with the same charge as νD. This choice ensures anomaly cancellation,
and allows us to write yψψLψRΦ†, which after hidden-symmetry breaking yields a Dirac
mass mψ. In order to avoid ψR − νD and ψL−N mixing, an additional Z2 symmetry may
be imposed, under which all particles have charge +1, except for ψL and ψR, which have
charge −1. In general, this setup leads to the following mass matrix for the DM fermions
−LDM−mass = 12
(
ψcR ψL
) 0 mψD
mψD µψ
ψR
ψcL
+ h.c., (5.2.29)
where µψ is the arbitrary Majorana mass term for ψL and mψD = yψvϕ/
√
2 the Dirac mass
term. Two limiting cases then appear:
µψ  mψD This is nothing more than the Type-I Seesaw being realised in the DM sector.
In this case, mψ1 ≈ (mψD)2/µψ and mψ2 ≈ µψ. Since µψ is arbitrary, we can set it to be
much larger than mψD. In this case, ψ1 is our DM candidate, and it can be rather light.
For instance, for yψ = 1, vϕ = 4 GeV, we find
mψ1 ≈ 20 MeV
(
400 GeV
µψ
)
. (5.2.30)
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The mixing is tan 2θ = 2mψD/µψ, such that the physical states are ψ1 ≈ ψR − θψL and
ψ1 ≈ θψR + ψL. In this case, ψ1 interacts most strongly via the dark force, while the
interactions of ψ2 are suppressed by θ.
µψ  mψD In this case, we realise a pseudo-Dirac DM scenario. Now, mψ1 ≈ mψD−µψ/2
and mψ2 ≈ mψD + µψ/2. In this case, the mixing is tan 2θ = 2mψD/µψ is large, such that
θ → pi/2. Differently from inelastic DM models, both ψ1 and ψ2 feel the dark force with
the same strength. As an example, if the heavy neutrinos remain at the GeV scale, and we
ignore the scalar particle, we can reproduce the correct relic density with g′ = 4pi, mZ′ = 1
GeV, mψ ≈ 80 MeV and |Uµh| ≈ 10−2, remaining in allowed parameter space and within
reach of indirect detection searches that may be performed at DUNE [275].
If the scalar and vector portal couplings are small in such scenarios, DM interacts mainly
with neutrinos. Direct detection bounds are then evaded, since interactions with matter
are loop-suppressed. Indirect detection, on the other hand, is more promising as DM
annihilation into neutrinos would dominate. For instance, take the mass of ψ to be
smaller than the masses of the Z ′, ϕ′ and of both heavy neutrinos. In this case, the DM
annihilation is directly into light neutrinos via ψψ → νiνi. This yields a mono-energetic
neutrino line that can be looked for in large volume neutrino [305,306] or direct detection
experiments [256]. Alternatively, if mψ is larger than the mass of any of our new particles,
then the annihilation may be predominantly into such states via ψψ → XX, where X =
ϕ′, Z ′ or νh, which subsequently decay to light neutrinos. In this secluded realisation [307],
the search strategy for DM can be very different since the neutrino spectrum from such
annihilation is continuous [272]. Nevertheless, neutrino-DM interactions are expected to
be large and can be searched for in a variety of ways [274,308–311].
5.3 Neutrino Portal and Mass Generation
In this section, we discuss the generation of neutrino masses in our dark neutrino model.
Crucially, the new gauge symmetry forbids Majorana mass terms for the νD states and,
after symmetry breaking, leads to a mass matrix similar to the one in the so-called
minimal radiative ISS [276]. As such, this symmetry-enhanced seesaw predicts vanishing
light neutrino masses at tree-level. Here, we show that it induces their radiative generation
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Fig. 5.2. The three contributions to the neutrino self-energy arising from novel bosons in
the theory.
via one-loop diagrams involving the new scalar and vector particles [248,276,312]. After
identifying the range of heavy neutrino parameters required to explain the observed light
neutrino masses, we point out interesting phenomenological consequences.
Let us emphasize the fact that in Eq. (5.2.2), the zeros in the νD-νD and να-νD entries
are enforced by the U(1)′ symmetry, differently from LSS and ISS models, in which these
are generically assumed to be nonzero and small due to the quasi-preservation of lepton
number. Here, lepton number violation (LNV) may be large, as the µ′ term breaks it by 2
units. Alternatively, it can be small and technically natural, leading to quasi-degenerate
heavy neutrinos, see below. The specific form of the mass matrix in Eq. 5.2.2 implies
vanishing light neutrino masses at tree level, as its determinant is zero [72, 276]. This
feature holds to all orders in the seesaw expansion [72,313,314]. The light neutrino masses,
however, are not protected by any symmetry and arise from radiative corrections (for a
review of radiative neutrino mass models see, e.g., Ref. [315]).
5.3.1 Radiative Corrections
We now show that our model generically leads to the generation of light neutrino masses
at one loop. The calculation of the radiative mass term follows Refs. [316, 317] with the
addition of the loops with the new boson and scalar particles shown in Fig. 5.2. The
self-energy of the Majorana neutrino fields is given by
Σij(/q) = /qPLΣLij(/q) + /qPRΣL*ij (/q) + PLΣMij (q2) + PRΣM∗ij (q2).
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Using the on-shell renormalization scheme, the renormalized mass matrix for the light
neutrinos, massless at tree level, emerges at one-loop and is given by [317]
mone-loopij = Re
[
ΣMij (0)
]
, i, j < 4. (5.3.1)
The self energy can be decomposed as
ΣMij (0) = ΣZij(0) + Σhij(0) + Σ
Gh
ij (0) + ΣZ
′
ij (0) + Σ
ϕ′
ij (0) + Σ
Gϕ
ij (0), (5.3.2)
where ΣZ,h,Gh come from the SM particles, Z0, the Higgs and the associated Goldstone
boson, respectively, and ΣZ′,ϕ′,Gϕ are the new terms present in our model, mediated by the
new gauge boson and new scalar components. From it, we write the 3× 3 light neutrino
mass matrix
mij =
1
4pi2
5∑
k=4
[
CikCjk
m3k
m2Z
F (m2k,m2Z ,m2h) + DikDjk
m3k
m2Z′
F (m2k,m2Z′ ,m2ϕ′)
]
, (5.3.3)
where we defined coupling matrices corresponding to the SM and new physics interaction
terms assuming χ = λ = 0:
Cik ≡ g4cW
τ∑
α=e
U∗αiUαk and Dik ≡
g′
2 U
∗
DiUDk. (5.3.4)
Equivalent expressions can be found for non-vanishing portal couplings, but considering
experimental constraints we find that these do not play a role in the neutrino mass
generation. It is possible to show that in general ∑kmkCikCjk = 0 and ∑kmkDikDjk = 0
for any i, j. By virtue of the latter property, the loop function can be written as
F (a, b, c) ≡ 3 ln (a/b)
a/b− 1 +
ln (a/c)
a/c− 1 . (5.3.5)
Turning off the g′ gauge coupling, we recover the expression for the Type-I seesaw case [316]:
mij =
αW
16pi
τ∑
α,β=e
U∗αiU
∗
βjUα5Uβ5
m5
m2W
(
m25F (m25,m2Z ,m2h)−m24F (m24,m2Z ,m2h)
)
. (5.3.6)
These SM corrections to neutrino masses also arise in the Minimal ISS model [72, 276].
In the latter, however, no explanation is provided as to why they dominate neutrino
masses. Moreover, if we restrict the discussion to scales well below the electroweak one,
m5  10 GeV, bounds on the mixing angles severely constrain the parameter space viable
to generate the observed values of the masses.
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For a light Z ′, the second term in Eq. 5.3.3 dominates
mij ' g
′2
16pi2U
∗
DiU
∗
Dj U
2
D5
m5
m2Z′
(
m25F (m25,m2Z′ ,m2ϕ′)−m24F (m24,m2Z′ ,m2ϕ′)
)
. (5.3.7)
We notice that the resulting mass matrix has only one nonzero eigenvalue. This suggests
that a typical prediction of our model is a normal ordering mass spectrum, in which m3
is given by this radiative mechanism and m2 has another origin, for example the loops
mediated by the SM gauge bosons or by additional particle content. Our simplifying
assumption of one generation of hidden fermions is by no means necessary and more
generations of new fermions are possible, leading to a much richer structure for the light
neutrino mass matrix. The additional µ′ terms would not be constrained and could be
at different scales, while the Λ terms arise from the U(1)′ breaking and are therefore
constrained to be at/below vϕ. Therefore, the full model could present a combination of
relatively light Majorana νh, mainly in dark direction, some very heavy nearly-neutral
neutrinos and pseudo-Dirac pairs at intermediate scales. A discussion of this extension is
beyond our scope, but we note that it has interesting consequences for both the heavy and
light neutrino mass spectra and mixing structure.
Working in a single family case, we derive expressions for Eq. 5.3.7 in the seesaw limit for
both the ISS and ESS-like scenarios. In the ISS-like regime and assuming mZ′ ,mϕ′  Λ,
Eq. (5.3.7) simplifies to
m3 ' g
′2
8pi2
m2D
m2Z′
µ′
(
3 ln m
2
Z′
Λ2 + ln
m2ϕ′
Λ2 − 4
)
, (5.3.8)
while for mZ′ ,mϕ′  Λ it reduces to
m3 ' g
′2
16pi2
m2D
Λ2 µ
′
(
3 +
m2ϕ′
m2Z′
)
. (5.3.9)
As it can be expected, neutrino masses are controlled by the LNV parameter µ′ and are
enhanced with respect to the SM contribution by a factor of (mZ/mZ′)2 in the former, or
(mZ/Λ)2 in the latter case.
For the ESS-like regime, taking mZ′ ,mϕ′  µ′, the light neutrino mass is approximately
m3 ' g
′ 2
16pi2
m2D
Λ2 +m2D
Λ2
m2Z′
µ′
(
3 ln m
2
Z′
µ′2
+ ln
m2ϕ′
µ′2
)
, (5.3.10)
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Fig. 5.3. The region of interest for neutrino mass generation in our model in the parameter
space of the ν5 (left) and ν4 (right) mass states. We require m3 =
√
∆m2atm and vary
1% < m4/m5 < 99%. Our BPs are 4) m5 = 800 MeV, m4/m5 = 99%, ◦) m5 = 150
MeV, m4/m5 = 50% and ?) m5 = 150 MeV, m4/m5 = 12%. All bounds and projections
displayed assume χ = λ = 0. The dashed black line shows the equivalent Type-I seesaw
contribution to the light neutrino mass.
while for mZ′ ,mϕ′  µ′, it is
m3 ' g
′2
8pi2
m2D
Λ2 +m2D
Λ2
µ′
(
3 ln m
2
Z′
Λ2 + ln
m2ϕ′
Λ2 − 4
)
. (5.3.11)
In this case, the light neutrino masses are controlled mainly by ν5, and the intermediate
state ν4 can be much lighter.
5.3.2 Searching for the Mass Mechanism
In what follows, we discuss the experimental reach to the heavy neutrinos responsible for
neutrino mass generation in our model. Since the vector and scalar portals do not contribute
significantly to neutrino masses, we first restrict the study to the case χ = λ = 0. For the
sake of simplicity and concreteness, we work with a single generation of light neutrinos
and focus on the mixing with the muon neutrino. We emphasise that our model predicts
m4
m5
= −U
2
α5
U2α4
, (5.3.12)
implying that both heavy neutrinos should be searched for. For a real mixing matrix
one can write ∑3i U2Di ∼ U2µ4 and U2D5 ∼ 1 for small Uµ4. Using these relations and
Eq. (5.3.3), we plot the region of interest for neutrino mass generation in Fig. 5.3. We
require m3 =
√
∆m2atm ∼ 0.05 eV and vary m4/m5 from 1% (ESS-like) to 99% (ISS-like).
For the hidden sector parameters, we fix mZ′ = 1 GeV, mϕ′ = 2 GeV and g′ = 1. By
decreasing (increasing) the mass of the Z ′, it is possible to shift the band to smaller
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(larger) values of the mixing angles, although for values smaller than a few hundred MeV,
the neutrino masses have a very mild dependence onmZ′ (Eqs. 5.3.9 and 5.3.11). Increasing
m4/m5 to values closer to 100% (i.e. , decreasing µ′ below m5/100) shifts the top of the
band to larger values of mixing angle and asymptotically recovers lepton number as a
symmetry. Although this possibility appears excluded for mZ′ = 1 GeV, it can be achieved
by lowering the mass of the mediator particles. For instance, for mZ′ = mϕ′/2 = 100
MeV and m5 < 100 MeV, we find that values as small as µ′ & 10−3m5 are not covered
by the grey region in Fig. 5.3. Values of m4/m5 < 1% have no effect in the parameter
space of ν5, since in that limit the ν5 state (mostly in the N direction) dominates the loop
contribution.
The region labelled as excluded in Fig. 5.3 is composed of bounds from peak searches [278–
280], beam dump [281–286] and collider experiments [318–320]. Current and future neutrino
experiments can also cover a large region of parameter space withmh . 2 GeV. For instance,
we show the sensitivity of the Short-Baseline Neutrino program (SBN) [287] and of the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) near detector [321, 322] to heavy neutrinos
in decay-in-flight searches. We also show the reach of the NA62 Kaon factory operating
in beam dump mode [323], and the dedicated beam dump experiment Search for Hidden
Particles (SHiP) [324,325], which will cover a much larger region of parameter space from
400 MeV to . 6 GeV. All bounds and sensitivities shown do not take into account the new
invisible decays of the heavy neutrinos. Searches that rely on the visible decay products
of the heavy neutrinos need to be revisited if the νh can decay invisibly or if new channels
mediated by the vector (and/or scalar) portal dominate. In particular, faster decays of
νh can shift decay-in-flight bounds to lower values of mixing angles, as discussed in detail
in Ref. [287]. Peak searches apply as shown provided νh does not decay immediately via
neutral-current channels with visible charged particles.
Let us first consider the case of subdominant vector and scalar portals. Compared to
the “standard" sterile neutrino case, in which νh have only SM interactions suppressed
by neutrino mixing, the new neutral-current interaction can enhance the νh decays into
light and heavy neutrinos. A comprehensive analysis is beyond the scope of this article
and we focus on three benchmark points (BP) shown in Fig. 5.3 to exemplify the most
characteristic properties. The BP represented as a triangle (4) corresponds to m5 = 800
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MeV and m4/m5 = 99%. In this case, the two heavy states are very degenerate in mass
and decay like a “standard" sterile neutrino via |Uµ4|2-suppressed SM charge- and neutral-
current interactions. The channel ν5 → ν4νανα via the Z ′ is phase space suppressed and
becomes relevant only for larger mass splittings. The invisible ν4 decay mediated by the
Z ′ is subdominant as it scales as |Uµ4|6 and becomes important only for larger values of
the mixing angles.
For the next BPs we fix m5 = 150 MeV. If we take m4/m5 = 50%, as we do for the
BP represented by the circle (◦), ν5 will predominantly decay to ν4νανα due to the
Z ′ contribution (provided |Uµ5|2 & (mZ′/mZ)4). Consequently, the best candidate for
detection is the ν4 via the SM weak decays ν4 → ναe+e−. The values of the mixing angles
for this BP, |Uµ4|2 ∼ 3× 10−7 and |Uµ5|2 ∼ 10−7, are within reach of the SBN and DUNE
experiments. For a larger mass hierarchy, e.g. m4/m5 = 12%, see star BP (?), the Z ′
mediated decay ν5 → ν4ν4ν4 dominates, inducing a large ν4 population in addition to the
states already produced in the beam. The intermediate state ν4 can further decay as in the
previous case into ν4 → ναe+e−. For the mixing angles we are considering, |Uµ4|2 ∼ 10−6
and |Uµ5|2 ∼ 10−7, DUNE will be able to test this BP. Similar considerations apply to
the case where m5 > m4 + mZ′ , where now the Z ′ can be produced on-shell in the ν5
decay. The behaviour of ν4 is as discussed above. If mZ′ < m4, then both heavy neutrinos
predominantly decay into neutrinos and the Z ′, which presents a challenge for detection
as it produces mainly light neutrinos.
Experimental detection of the Z ′ and ϕ′ particles in the absence of kinetic and scalar
mixing is also daunting. Nevertheless, they can be searched for in the kinematics of
charged particles from meson decays [302, 303]. Another strategy is to search for the
neutrino byproducts of the decay of a Z ′ produced at accelerator neutrino facilities [155].
If the vector (and scalar) portals are non-negligible, the phenomenology could be signifi-
cantly richer. In particular, Z ′-mediated decays into ναe+e−, and ναµ+µ− if kinematically
allowed, could dominate even for tiny values of χ2. For instance, for the circle BP, χ2 as
low as 10−8 would make the above decays the main channels. Pseudo-scalar final states are
suppressed due to the vector nature of the Z ′. The scalar portal is expected to give sub-
dominant contributions due to the small Higgs-electron Yukawa coupling, although decay
chains with intermediate ν4 states may become relevant. Finally, cosmological bounds on
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heavy neutrino in the 10 MeV – GeV scale may be weakened as they would decay well before
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis [326] (see also the discussion in Refs. [140–143, 146, 257, 304])
The BR would have a very different structure compared to the standard neutrino and
vector portals. By looking for the decay channels, one would be able to, at least partially,
disentangle the neutrino, vector and scalar contributions.
We have focused on the mixing with muon neutrinos as these provide one of the most
sensitive avenue to test the model. In the electron sector, direct bounds on the active-heavy
mixing are similar, with peak searches from pi± decay being most relevant below ≈ 100
MeV. For cases with large LNV, heavy neutrinos can dominate neutrinoless double beta
decay [72], and this sets the strongest constraints in the parameter space. The tau sector
is relatively poorly constrained, so greater freedom exists if such entries are relevant for
neutrino mass generation.
Chapter 6
Testing Dark Neutrino
Explanations of MiniBooNE
Anomalies in short-baseline accelerator and reactor experiments [258, 259, 261, 327] are
yet to have satisfying explanations. Minimal extensions of the three-neutrino framework
to explain the anomalies introduce the so-called sterile neutrino states, which do not
participate in Standard Model (SM) interactions in order to agree with measurements
of the Z-boson invisible decay width [328]. Unfortunately, these minimal scenarios are
disfavoured as they fail to explain all data [329–331]. This has led the community to explore
non-minimal scenarios. Along this direction, we have already study a well-motivated
neutrino-mass model that can also explain the short-baseline anomalies in Chapter 5. In
this chapter, we will focus on the phenomenological realisations of dark neutrinos that
have been proposed as an explanation of the anomalous observation of νe-like events in
MiniBooNE [259].
MiniBooNE is a mineral oil Cherenkov detector located in the Booster Neutrino Beam
(BNB), at Fermilab [332,333]. From data collected between 2002 to 2017, the experiment
has observed an excess of νe-like events that is currently in tension with the standard three-
neutrino prediction at a level of 4.7σ [259]. While it is possible that the excess is fully or
partially due to systematic uncertainties or SM backgrounds (see, e.g., [334–336]), many
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) explanations have been put forth. These new physics
(NP) scenarios typically require the existence of new particles, which can: participate in
short-baseline oscillations [337–358], change the neutrino propagation in matter [359–362],
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be produced in the beam or in the detector and its surroundings [262–264, 363–367].
These models either increase the conversion of muon- to electron-neutrinos or produce
electron-neutrino-like signatures in the detector, where in the latter category one typically
exploits the fact that the LSND and MiniBooNE are Cherenkov detectors that cannot
distinguish between electrons and photons. Although it is possible to consider MiniBooNE
explanations that have little to no theoretical motivation, recent models [148, 149, 368]
are motivated by neutrino-mass generation via hidden interactions in the heavy neutrino
sector. In particular, the common feature of these models is the upscattering into a heavy
neutrino, usually with tens to hundreds of MeV in mass, which subsequently decays into a
pair of electrons. If collimated, this pair of electrons can fake a single-electron signature.
Our main contributin is introducing new techniques to probe models that rely on the
ambiguity between photons and electrons to explain the MiniBooNE observation, using
the dark neutrino model from [148,368] as a benchmark scenario. Our analysis relies on
neutrino-electron scattering measurements [160,215,217,219,221,369–373]. This process
is currently used to normalize the neutrino fluxes, due to its well-understood cross section,
and has been a fertile ground for light NP searches [162,374,375]. Here, however, we expand
the capability of these measurements to probe BSM-produced photon-like signatures, by
developing a new analysis using previously neglected sideband data. Our technique is
complementary to recent searches for coherent single-photon topologies [376]. Since the
upscattering process has a threshold of tens to hundreds of MeV, we focus on two high-
energy neutrino experiments: MINERνA [160, 215, 370, 371], a scintillator detector in
the Neutrinos at the Main Injector (NuMI) beamline at Fermilab, and CHARM-II [217,
372,373], a segmented calorimeter detector at CERN along the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) beamline. These experiments are complementary in the range of neutrino energies
they cover and have different background composition. In all cases a relevant sideband
measurement exists, allowing us to take advantage of the excellent particle reconstruction
capabilities of MINERνA and the precise measurements at CHARM-II to constrain NP.
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<latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit>
Z 0
⌫4
<latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9L sIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ 9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd 0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9G R5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6 V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qw hs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3U K43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9L sIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ 9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd 0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9G R5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6 V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qw hs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3U K43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9L sIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ 9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd 0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9G R5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6 V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qw hs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3U K43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9L sIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ 9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd 0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9G R5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6 V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qw hs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3U K43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</l atexit>
Z 0
e+
<latexit sha1_base64="T4LTlMviL/ldRE0FiF7cbXNQBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LLaCIJSkFz0WvXisYGqhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlk4yxdBniUhUO6QaBZfoG24EtlOFNA4FPoSjm5n/8IRK80Tem 3GKQUwHkkecUWMlv4qPF9VeueLW3DnIKvFyUoEczV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRVTDhMs0MSrZYF GWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qrXPLfm3dUrjes8jiKcwCmcgweX0IBbaIIPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fm/GN4A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4LTlMviL/ldRE0FiF7cbXNQBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LLaCIJSkFz0WvXisYGqhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlk4yxdBniUhUO6QaBZfoG24EtlOFNA4FPoSjm5n/8IRK80Tem 3GKQUwHkkecUWMlv4qPF9VeueLW3DnIKvFyUoEczV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRVTDhMs0MSrZYF GWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qrXPLfm3dUrjes8jiKcwCmcgweX0IBbaIIPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fm/GN4A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4LTlMviL/ldRE0FiF7cbXNQBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LLaCIJSkFz0WvXisYGqhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlk4yxdBniUhUO6QaBZfoG24EtlOFNA4FPoSjm5n/8IRK80Tem 3GKQUwHkkecUWMlv4qPF9VeueLW3DnIKvFyUoEczV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRVTDhMs0MSrZYF GWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qrXPLfm3dUrjes8jiKcwCmcgweX0IBbaIIPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fm/GN4A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4LTlMviL/ldRE0FiF7cbXNQBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LLaCIJSkFz0WvXisYGqhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlk4yxdBniUhUO6QaBZfoG24EtlOFNA4FPoSjm5n/8IRK80Tem 3GKQUwHkkecUWMlv4qPF9VeueLW3DnIKvFyUoEczV75q9tPWBajNExQrTuem5pgQpXhTOC01M00ppSN6AA7lkoaow4m82On5MwqfRIlypY0ZK7+npjQWOtxHNrOmJqhXvZm4n9eJzPRVTDhMs0MSrZYF GWCmITMPid9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HxKNgRv+eVV0qrXPLfm3dUrjes8jiKcwCmcgweX0IBbaIIPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fm/GN4A==</latexit>
e 
<latexit sha1_base64="/8pQvhuFSwwoIw+KJDz+P2POyRk=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1 NJmI5jYSO5otCTaWGLiIQmcZG+Zgw17e5fdPRNC+A02Fhpj6w+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6SRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41DgQzi6mfkPT6g0T+S9G acYxHQgecQZNVbyq/h4Ue2VK27NnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBRMu08ygZItFU SaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lrXrNc2veXb3SuM7jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBnvuN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/8pQvhuFSwwoIw+KJDz+P2POyRk=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1 NJmI5jYSO5otCTaWGLiIQmcZG+Zgw17e5fdPRNC+A02Fhpj6w+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6SRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41DgQzi6mfkPT6g0T+S9G acYxHQgecQZNVbyq/h4Ue2VK27NnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBRMu08ygZItFU SaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lrXrNc2veXb3SuM7jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBnvuN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/8pQvhuFSwwoIw+KJDz+P2POyRk=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1 NJmI5jYSO5otCTaWGLiIQmcZG+Zgw17e5fdPRNC+A02Fhpj6w+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6SRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41DgQzi6mfkPT6g0T+S9G acYxHQgecQZNVbyq/h4Ue2VK27NnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBRMu08ygZItFU SaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lrXrNc2veXb3SuM7jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBnvuN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/8pQvhuFSwwoIw+KJDz+P2POyRk=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1 NJmI5jYSO5otCTaWGLiIQmcZG+Zgw17e5fdPRNC+A02Fhpj6w+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6SRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41DgQzi6mfkPT6g0T+S9G acYxHQgecQZNVbyq/h4Ue2VK27NnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBRMu08ygZItFU SaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lrXrNc2veXb3SuM7jKMIJnMI5eHAJDbiFJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBnvuN4g==</latexit>
⌫4
<latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5onBd/9VBD9LsIhujsyWEWtEKqk=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJa PZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipU+3LdHBVHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJD Uq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddKu1zy35j3UK43bPI4inME5XIIH19CAe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFDgI7Y</latexit>
Z 0
m
Z 0 < m
4
<latexit sha1_base64="3j1rbvqrNAn471vQ2OEnaCdjXhc=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GWwFV yWpgi5cFN24rGAf2MYwmd62Q2eSMDMRaij+ihsXirj1P9z5N07bLLR64MLhnHu5954g5kxpx/mycguLS8sr+dXC2vrG5pa9vdNQUSIp1GnEI9kKiALOQqhrpjm0YglEBByawfBy4jfvQSoWhTd6FIMnSD9kPUaJNpJv75WEn97 edWLJBIzxORb+Scm3i07ZmQL/JW5GiihDzbc/O92IJgJCTTlRqu06sfZSIjWjHMaFTqIgJnRI+tA2NCQClJdOrx/jQ6N0cS+SpkKNp+rPiZQIpUYiMJ2C6IGa9ybif1470b0zL2VhnGgI6WxRL+FYR3gSBe4yCVTzkSGESmZux XRAJKHaBFYwIbjzL/8ljUrZPS4715Vi9SKLI4/20QE6Qi46RVV0hWqojih6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z1pzVjazi37B+vgG3NSULA==</latexit>
mZ
0 >
m4
<latexit sha1_base64="rwO3JsZfayfq9Wpve6xbH3qf3cI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GWwFVyWpg q6k6MZlBfvANobJ9LYdOpOEmYlQQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/cdpmodUDFw7n3Mu99wQxZ0o7zpeVW1hcWl7JrxbW1jc2t+ztnYaKEkmhTiMeyVZAFHAWQl0zzaEVSyAi4NAMhpcTv3kPUrEovNGjGDxB+iHrMUq0kXx7ryT89PauE0smYIzPs fBPSr5ddMrOFPgvcTNSRBlqvv3Z6UY0ERBqyolSbdeJtZcSqRnlMC50EgUxoUPSh7ahIRGgvHR6/RgfGqWLe5E0FWo8VX9OpEQoNRKB6RRED9S8NxH/89qJ7p15KQvjRENIZ4t6Ccc6wpMocJdJoJqPDCFUMnMrpgMiCdUmsIIJwZ1/+ S9pVMrucdm5rhSrF1kcebSPDtARctEpqqIrVEN1RNEDekIv6NV6tJ6tN+t91pqzspld9AvWxzff5pQu</latexit>
H
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Fig. 6.1. The dark neutrino signal at MiniBooNE. We show the two phenomenological
realisations of the dark neutrino model with a heavy (top) and light (bottom) mediator.
In the heavy case, large |Uτ4|2 is required to shorten the ν4 lifetime.
6.1 Dark Neutrinos at MiniBooNE
We limit our discussion to the minimal version of the model that could explain the Mini-
BooNE excess. This contains at least one Dirac heavy neutrino1, νD, charged under a new
U(1)′ gauge group, which is part of the particle content and gauge structure needed for
mass generation. The dark sector is connected to the SM in two ways: through kinetic
mixing between the new gauge boson and hypercharge, and through neutrino mass mixing.
We start by specifying the kinetic part of the NP Lagrangian
Lkin ⊃ 14 Zˆ
′
µνZˆ
′µν + sinχ2 Zˆ
′
µνBˆ
µν +
m2
Zˆ′
2 Zˆ
′µZˆ ′µ, (6.1.1)
where Zˆ ′µ stands for the new gauge boson field, Zˆ ′µν its field strength, and Bˆµν the
hypercharge field strength. After usual field redefinitions [379], we arrive at the physical
states of the theory. Working at leading order in χ and assuming m2Z′/m2Z to be small, we
can specify the relevant interaction Lagrangian as
Lint ⊃ gDνDγµνDZ ′µ + eεZ ′µJEMµ , (6.1.2)
where JEMµ is the SM electromagnetic current, gD is the U(1)′ gauge coupling assumed
to be O(1), and ε ≡ cwχ, with cw being the cosine of the weak angle. Additional terms
would be present at higher orders in χ and mass mixing with the SM Z is also possible,
1Models with the decay of Majorana particles will lead to greater tension with the angular distribution
at MiniBooNE due to their isotropic nature [377,378].
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though severely constrained. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the dark neutrino νD
is a superposition of neutrino mass states. The flavor and mass eigenstates are related via
να =
4∑
i=1
Uαiνi, (α = e, µ, τ,D), (6.1.3)
where U is a 4 × 4 unitary matrix. It is expected that |Uα4| is small for α = e, µ, τ , but
|UD4| can be of O(1) [329,380]. The choice of m4 and mZ′ has important consequences for
the allowed decays of the new particle content. We focus on the case in which m4 > mZ′ ,
where the two body ν4 → ναZ ′ decay is allowed. In addition, the mass of the new gauge
boson is kept below ∼ 100 MeV, making the decay into e+e− pairs the dominant channel.
Decay into a pair of neutrinos is possible, but is subdominant provided neutrino mixing is
small.
6.1.1 Signature and region of interest
The heavy neutrino is produced from an active flavour state upscattering on a nuclear
target A, ναA→ ν4A. The upscattering cross section is proportional to αDαqedε2|Uα4|2,
dominated by |Uµ4| since all current accelerator neutrino beams are composed mainly of
muon neutrinos. This production can happen off the whole nucleus in a coherent way or off
individual nucleons. For mZ′ . 100 MeV, the production will be mainly coherent, but for
heavier masses, such as the ones considered in [149], incoherent upscattering dominates. In
Fig. 6.2, we show the NP cross section at the benchmark point of [148] and compare it with
the quasi-elastic cross section. By superimposing the cross section on the neutrino fluxes
of MINERνA and MiniBooNE, we make it explicit that the larger energies at MINERνA
and CHARM-II are ideal to produce ν4. Once produced, ν4 predominantly decays into a
neutrino and a dielectron pair, ν4 → ναe+e−, either via an on-shell [148] or off-shell [149]
Z ′ depending on the choice of m4 and mZ′ . In this work, we restrict our discussion to the
m4 > mZ′ case, where the upscattering is mainly coherent and is followed by a chain of
prompt two body decays ν4 → να(Z ′ → e+e−). The on-shell Z ′ is required to decay into
an overlapping e+e− pair, setting a lower bound on its mass of a few MeV. Experimentally,
however, mZ′ > 10 MeV for e ∼ 10−4 to avoid beam dump constraints [158]. Increasing
mZ′ increases the ratio of incoherent to coherent events, and makes the electron pair less
overlapping. Even though we focus on overlapping e+e− pairs, we note that a significant
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fraction of events would appear as well-separated showers or as a pair of showers with large
energy asymmetry, similarly to neutral current (NC) pi0 events. The asymmetric events
also contribute to the MiniBooNE excess and offer a different target for searches in ν − e
scattering data.
A fit to the neutrino energy spectrum at MiniBooNE was performed in [148] and is
reproduced in Fig. 6.7. We have performed our own fit to the MiniBooNE energy spectrum
using the data release from [259], and our results agree with [148]. This fit leads to
preferred values of m4 close to 100 MeV and |Uµ4| ∼ 10−4. Unfortunately, this energy-only
fit neglects the distribution of the excess events as a function of their angle θ with respect
to the beam. This is important, as the total observed excess contains only ≈ 50% of
the events in the most forward bin (0.8 < cos θ < 1.0), with a statistical uncorrelated
uncertainty of 5% on this quantity.
As was recently pointed out in [381], few NP scenarios can reproduce the angular distribu-
tion of the MiniBooNE excess. Among these are models where new unstable particles are
produced in inelastic collisions in the detector, such as the present case. Here, large θ can
be achieved by tweaking the mass of the heavy neutrino; the signal becomes less forward as
ν4 becomes heavier. To show this, we use our dedicated Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to
asses the values of m4 preferred by MiniBooNE data 2. For mZ′ = 30 MeV and m4 = 100,
200, and 400 MeV, we find that 98%, 87%, and 70% of the NP events would lie in the
most forward bin, respectively. The latter, as expected, is close to the benchmark point
of [148]. Thus the relevant region for the MiniBooNE angular distribution is m4 & 400
MeV for mZ′ = 30 MeV.
6.2 Dark Neutrinos in Neutrino-Electron Scattering
Our goal is to develop new techniques to probe dark neutrino models in neutrino-electron
scattering measurements. Our analysis showcases a generic way to look for models that
rely on the ambiguity between photons and electrons to explain the MiniBooNE ob-
servation. Due to the electron-like nature of the excess, neutrino-electron scattering
measurements [160, 217, 219, 221, 369] provide the kind of signature one would look for.
2Since the released MiniBooNE data do not provide the correlation between angle and energy, and their
associated systematics, an energy-angle fit is not possible.
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Fig. 6.2. The quasi-elastic cross section on Carbon (6p+) is shown as a function of the
neutrino energy (solid black line). The coherent (solid blue) and incoherent (dashed blue)
scattering NP cross sections are also shown for the benchmark point of [148]. In the
background, we show the BNB flux of νµ at MiniBooNE (light gray), and the NuMI beam
neutrino flux at MINERνA for the LE (light golden) and ME (light blue) runs in neutrino
mode.
Although these measurements have been shown to provide powerful constraints on light
NP [162,374,375], the unique photon-like topology of the signatures we consider requires
us to go beyond the final processed sample quoted by the experiments and make use of
sideband measurements to constrain them. Since the typical heavy neutrino mass is in the
hundreds-of-MeV regime, we focus on two high-energy neutrino experiments: MINERνA
[160, 215, 371] and CHARM-II [217, 372, 373]. These experiments are complementary in
neutrino energy and background composition. In both cases we make use of sideband
measurements, taking advantage of the excellent particle reconstruction capabilities of
MINERνA and the precise measurements at CHARM-II to constrain NP. In Fig. 6.2, we
show the cross section at the benchmark point of [368] and compare it with the quasi-elastic
cross section. By superimposing the cross section on the neutrino fluxes of MINERνA and
MiniBooNE, we make it explicit that the larger energies at MINERνA and CHARM-II
are ideal to probe these models.
6.3 Simulation Details
We generate events distributed according to the upscattering cross section for the process
νµA→ ν4A, where A is a nuclear target. Here, we only discuss upscattering on nuclei, as
the number of elastic scattering on protons is much smaller at these Z ′ masses (see Fig. 6.2).
We then implement the chain of two-body decays: ν4 → νµZ ′ followed by Z ′ → e+e−. To go
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Fig. 6.3. A schematic representation of the relative number of events in sideband regions
of neutrino-electron scattering analyses.
from our MC output to the predicted experimental signature, we perform three procedures.
First, we smear the energy and angles of the e+ and e− originating from the decay of
the Z ′ according to detector dependent Gaussian energy and angular resolutions. Next,
we select all events with an overlapping e+e− pair, which is assumed to be reconstructed
as a single electromagnetic (EM) shower. This guarantees that the events behave like a
photon shower inside the detector 3. Finally, for MINERνA and CHARM-II, these samples
are subject to analysis-dependent kinematical cuts to determine if they contribute to the
ν − e scattering sample. Detector resolutions, requirements for the dielectron pair to be
overlapping, and analysis-dependent cuts are summarized in Table 6.1. We now list the
experimental parameters used in our simulations for each individual detector.
CHARM-II The CHARM-II experiment is simulated using the CERN West Area Neu-
trino Facility (WANF) wide band beam [382]. The total number of POT is 2.5 × 1019
for the ν and ν run combined. We assume glass to be the main detector material (SiO2),
such that we can treat neutrino scattering off an average target with 〈Z〉 = 11 and
〈A〉 = 20.7 [372,383]. The fiducial volume in our analysis is confined to a transverse area of
320cm2 (corresponding to a fiducial mass of 547t) and the detection efficiency is taken to
be 76% (efficiency for pi0 sample is quoted at 82% [384]). We reproduce the total number
of ν − e scattering events with 3 GeV < Evis < 24 GeV, namely 2677 + 2752, to within a
3For MiniBooNE, we also include events that are highly asymmetric in energy, i.e., E± > 30 MeV and
E∓ < 30 MeV, where the most energetic shower defines the angle with respect to the beam.)
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few percent level when setting the number of POTs in ν mode to be 1.69 of that in the ν
mode [385]. We assume a flux uncertainty of σα = 4.7% for neutrino, and σα = 5.2% for
antineutrino beam [384]. The background uncertainty is constrained to be σβ = 3% using
the data with Evisθ2 > 30 MeV, where the number of new physics events is negligible.
MINERνA For our MINERνA simulation, we use the LE and ME NuMI neutrino
fluxes [386]. The total number of POT is 3.43 × 1020 for LE data, and 11.6 × 1020 for
ME data. The detector is assumed to be made of CH, with a fiducial mass of 6.10t and
detection efficiencies of 73% [370,380]. We assume a flux uncertainty of σα = 10% for both
the LE and ME modes [91]. Due to the tuning performed in the sideband of interest, the
uncertainties on the background rate are much larger. For the LE, we take σβ = 30%, while
for the ME data σβ = 50%. Although tuning is significant for the coherent pi0 production
sample, the overall rate of backgrounds in the sideband with large dE/dx does not vary
by more than 20% (40%) in the LE (ME) tuning.
MiniBooNE To simulate MiniBooNE, we use the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) fluxes
from Ref. [332]. Here, we only discuss the neutrino run, although the predictions for the
antineutrino run are very similar. We assume a total of 12.84 × 1020 POT in neutrino
mode. The fiducial mass of the detector is taken as 450t of CH2. In order to apply detector
efficiencies, we compute the reconstructed neutrino energy under the assumption of CCQE
scattering
ECCQEν =
Evismp
mp − Evis(1− cos θ) , (6.3.1)
where Evis = Ee+ +Ee− is the total visible energy after smearing. Under this assumption,
we can apply the efficiencies provided by the MiniBooNE collaboration [335].
6.4 Kinematics of the Signal
As an important check of our calculation and of the explanation of the MiniBooNE excess
within the model of interest, we plot the MiniBooNE neutrino data from 2018 [259] against
our MC prediction in Fig. 6.4. We do this for three different new physics parameter choices.
We set mZ′ = 30 MeV, α2 = 2× 10−10 and αD = 1/4 for all points, but vary |Uµ4|2 and
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Experiment Detector Resolution Overlapping Analysis Cuts
MiniBooNE
σE/E = 12%
σθ = 4◦
E+ > 30 MeV
E− > 30 MeV
∆θ± < 13◦
N/A
MINERνA
σE/E = 6%/
√
Ee/GeV + 3.4%
σθ = 1◦
E+ > 30 MeV
E− > 30 MeV
∆θ± < 8◦
Evis > 0.8 GeV
Evisθ2 < 3.2 MeV
Q2rec < 0.02 GeV2
CHARM-II
σE/E = 9%/
√
E/GeV + 11%
σθ/mrad = 27(E/GeV)
2+14√
E/GeV
+ 1
E+ > 30 MeV
E− > 30 MeV
∆θ± < 4◦
Evis > 3 GeV
Evis < 24 GeV
Evisθ2 < 28 MeV
Tab. 6.1. Experimental resolution, condition for dielectrons to be reconstructed as
overlapping EM showers and analysis cuts for the detectors studied in this chapter.
m4 so that the final number of excess events predicted by the model at MiniBooNE equals
334. Then, we repeat this process fixing m4 = 100 and 420 MeV, varying mZ′ . This shows
that the impact of the Z ′ mass on the angular distribution is minimal.
To verify that the new physics signal is important in neutrino-electron studies, we also
plot kinematical distributions for the benchmark point (BP) for different detectors. This
corresponds to mZ′ = 30 MeV, α2 = 2×10−10, αD = 1/4, |Uµ4|2 = 9×10−7 and m4 = 420
MeV. The interesting variables are the energy asymmetry of the dielectron pair
|Easym| = |E+ − E−|
E+ + E−
, (6.4.1)
as well as the separation angle ∆θe+e− between the two electrons. These variables are
plotted in Fig. 6.5 at MC truth level, before any smearing or selection takes place. We
also plot the total reconstructed energy Evis = Ee+ + Ee− and the quantity Evisθ2, where
θ stands for the angle formed by the reconstructed EM shower and the neutrino beam.
Evis and θ are computed after smearing, but before the selection into overlapping pairs
takes place.
6.4.1 MINERνA and CHARM-II Analyses
Neutrino-electron scattering measurements predicate their cuts in the following core ideas:
no hadronic activity near the interaction vertex, small opening angle from the beam, Eeθ2 .
2me, and the requirement that the measured energy deposition, dE/dx, be consistent with
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Fig. 6.4. Data and new physics prediction for the reconstructed neutrino energy at
MiniBooNE under the assumption of CCQE scattering (left), and for the cosine of the
angle between the visible EM and the neutrino beam (right). We fix couplings so that
the total number of events at MiniBooNE equals 334.
that of a single electron. For the NP events, when the coherent process dominates and
the mass of the Z ′ is small, the first two conditions are often satisfied. However, the
requirement of a single-electron-like energy deposition removes a significant fraction of
the new-physics induced events. This presents a challenge, as the NP events are mostly
overlapping electron pairs and will potentially be removed by the dE/dx cut. In order
to circumvent this problem, we perform our analysis not at the final-cut level, but at an
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Fig. 6.5. Kinematical distributions for the new physics events at CHARM-II, MINERνA
LE and MiniBooNE for the BP. We show the energy asymmetry (top left), the electron
separation angles (top right), both at MC truth level. We also show reconstructed (after
smearing) total visible energy Evis (bottom left) and Evisθ2 (bottom right).
intermediate one. This is done differently for CHARM-II and MINERνA: the CHARM-II
experiment provides data as a function of Eeθ2 without the dE/dx cut, and MINERνA
provides data as a function of the measured dE/dx after analysis cuts on Eeθ2.
We have developed our own MC simulation for candidate electron pair events in MiniBooNE,
MINERνA and CHARM-II (see the Supplemental Material for more details on detector
resolutions, precise signal definition and resulting distributions). We only consider the
coherent part of the cross section to avoid hadronic-activity cuts, which is conservative. We
also select only events with small energy asymmetries and small opening electron angles.
When required, we assume the mean dE/dx in plastic scintillator to follow the same shape
as the NC pi0 prediction. Our prediction for new physics events for the BP point is show
in Fig. 6.6 on top of the MINERνA ME and CHARM-II data and MC prediction. This
includes all analysis cuts, which we describe below.
The CHARM-II analysis is mostly based on Fig. 1 of [217]. This sample is shown as
a function of Eθ2 and does not have any cuts on dE/dx. It contains all events with
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shower energies between 3 and 24 GeV, and our final cut on Eθ2 is fixed at 28 MeV. For
MINERνA , the event selection is identical for the LE and ME analyses [215, 370]. The
minimum shower energy required is 0.8 GeV in order to remove the pi0 background and
have reliable angular and energy reconstruction. Events are kept only when they meet
the following angular separation criterion: Eeθ2 < 3.2 × 10−3 GeV rad2. A final cut
is applied, ensuring dE/dx < 4.5 MeV/1.7 cm. The MINERνA analyses use the data
outside the previous dE/dx cut to constrain backgrounds. This sideband is defined by all
events with Eeθ2 > 5× 10−3 GeV rad2 and dE/dx < 20 MeV/1.7 cm. Using this sideband
measurement, the collaboration tunes their backgrounds by (0.76, 0.64, 1.0) for (νeCCQE,
νµNC, νµCCQE) processes in the LE mode. Our LE analysis uses the data shown in Fig.
3 of [215] where all the cuts are applied except for the final dE/dx cut. In our final event
selection, we require that the sum of the energy deposited be more than 4.5 MeV/1.7 cm,
compatible with an e+e− pair and yielding an efficiency of 90%.
The MINERνA ME data contains an excess in the region of large dE/dx [370], where the
NP events would lie. This excess is attributed to NC pi0 events, and grows with the shower
energy. With normalization factors as large as 1.7, the collaboration tunes primarily the
NC pi0 prediction in an energy dependent way. After tuning, the total NC pi0 sample
corresponds to 20% of the total number of events before the dE/dx cut.
To place our limits, we perform a rate-only analysis by means of a χ2 test statistic (detailed
in the Supplemental Material). We incorporate uncertainties in background size and flux
normalization as nuisance parameters with Gaussian constraint terms. For the neutrino-
electron scattering and BSM signal, we allow the normalization to scale proportionally
to the same flux uncertainty parameter. The background term also scales with the flux-
uncertainty parameter but has an additional nuisance parameter to account for its unknown
size. We obtain our constraint as a function of heavy neutrino mass m4, and mixing |Uµ4|
assuming a χ2 with two degrees of freedom [387].
In our nominal MINERνA LE (ME) analysis, we allow for 10% uncertainty on the flux [91],
and 30% (40%) uncertainty on the background motivated by the amount of tuning per-
formed on the original backgrounds. Note that the nominal background predictions in the
MINERνA LE (ME) analysis overpredicts (underpredicts) the data before tuning, and
that tuning parameters are measured at the 3% (5%) level [160,370]. We also perform a
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background-ignorant analysis in which we assume 100% uncertainty for the background
normalization, which changes our conclusions by only less than a factor of two. This
emphasizes the robustness of our MINERνA bound, since the NP typically overshoots the
low number of events in the sideband. For the benchmark point of [148], we predict a total
signal of 232 (4240) events for MINERνA LE (ME).
For CHARM-II, the NP signal lies mostly in a region with small Eθ2. Thus, we constrain
backgrounds using the data from 28 < Eθ2 < 60 MeV rad2. This sideband measurement
constrains the normalization of the backgrounds in the signal region at the level of 3%. The
extrapolation of the shape of the background to the signal region introduces the largest
uncertainty in our analysis. For this reason, we raise the uncertainty of the background
normalization from 3% to a conservative 10% when setting the limits. Flux uncertainties
are assumed to be 4.7% and 5.2% for neutrino and antineutrino mode [388], respectively,
and are applicable to the new-physics signal, ν − e scattering prediction, and backgrounds.
Uncertainties in the ν−e scattering cross sections are expected to be sub-dominant and are
neglected in the analysis [192]. For CHARM-II, the NP also yields too many events in the
signal region, namely ≈ 2.2× 105 events for the benchmark point of [148] in antineutrino
mode. If we lower |Uµ4| = 10−4 and m4 = 100 MeV, CHARM-II would still have ≈ 3× 103
new physics events.
We have performed our own fit to the MiniBooNE energy spectrum using the data release
from [259], and our results agree with [148]. The data release, however, only contains
information about the neutrino energy and baseline distance. Thus, the re-weighting
procedure for the model of interest can only be performed approximately. A proper
analysis can be performed only if true and reconstructed electron angles and energies per
simulated event are given.
6.5 Results and Prospects
The resulting limits on dark neutrinos in neutrino-electron scattering experiments are
shown in the |Uµ4| vs m4 plane at 90% confidence level (CL) in Fig. 6.7. The MiniBooNE
fit from [148] is shown, together with vertical lines indicating the percentage of events at
MiniBooNE that populate the most forward angular bin. We have chosen the same values
of ε, αD, and mZ′ as used in [148], and shown their benchmark point (m4 = 420 MeV and
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Fig. 6.6. Neutrino-electron scattering data in dE/dx at MINERνA (top) and in Eθ2 at
CHARM-II (bottom). Error bars are too small to be seen. For both experiments, we show
the ν − e signal and total background prediction quoted (after tuning at MINERνA), as
well as the NP prediction (divided by 10 at CHARM-II). The cuts in our analysis our
shown as vertical lines.
|Uµ4|2 = 9× 10−7) as a dotted circle. For these parameters, we can conclude that a good
angular distribution at MiniBooNE is in large tension with neutrino-electron scattering
data. We note that the MiniBooNE event rate scales identically to our signal rate in all
the couplings, and the dependence on mZ′ is subleading due to the typical momentum
transfer to the nucleus, provided mZ′ . 100 MeV . This implies that changing the values
of these parameters does not modify the overall conclusions of our work. In addition, for
this realization of the model, larger mZ′ implies larger values of m4, increasing the tension
between the MiniBooNE fit and our bounds. Our results from MINERνA and CHARM-II
are mutually reinforcing given that they impose similar constraints for m4 . 200 MeV.
For larger masses, the kinematics of the signal becomes less forward and the production
thresholds start being important. This explains the upturns visible in our bounds, where
we observe it first in MINERνA and later in CHARM-II as we increase m4, since CHARM-
II has higher beam energy. Finally, we emphasize that our analysis can be adapted to other
models, such as the dark neutrino realisation of [149] and scenarios with heavy neutrinos
with dipole interactions [367]. For the former, however, we do not expect our bounds to
constrain the region of parameter space where the MiniBooNE explanation is viable, since
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Fig. 6.7. The fit to the MiniBooNE energy distribution from [148] is shown as closed
yellow (orange) region for one (three) sigma C.L., together with the benchmark point ().
Our constraints are shown at 90% C.L. for MINERνA LE in blue (solid – 30% background
normalization uncertainty, dashed – conservative 100% case), for MINERνA ME in cyan
(solid – 40% background normalization uncertainty, dashed – conservative 100% case), and
for CHARM-II in red (solid – 3% background normalization from the sideband constraint,
dashed – conservative 10% case). Vertical lines show the percentage of excess events at
MiniBooNE that lie in the most forward angular bin. Exclusion from heavy neutrino
searches is shown as a hatched background. Other relevant assumed parameters are shown
above the plot; changing them does not alter our conclusion.
most of the signal at MiniBooNE contains hadronic activity which would be visible at
MINERνA and CHARM-II.
In the near future, our new analysis strategy could be used in the up-coming MINERνA
ME results on antineutrino-electron scattering. The NP cross section, being the same for
neutrino and antineutrinos, is thus more prominent on top of backgrounds. This class of
analyses will also greatly benefit from improved calculations and measurements of coherent
pi0 production and single-photon emitting processes. This is particularly important given
the excess seen in the MINERνA ME analysis. A complementary result can also be
obtained by neutrino-electron scattering measurements at NOνA, which will sample a
different kinematic regime as its off-axis beam peaks at lower energies and expects fewer
NC pi0 events per ton. Beyond neutrino-electron scattering, the BSM signatures we consider
could be lurking in current measurements of pi0 production, e.g., at MINOS [389] and
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MINERνA [390] 4, and in analyses like the single photon search performed by T2K [376]. To
summarize, a variety of measurements are underway to further lay siege to this explanation
of the MiniBooNE observation and, simultaneously, start probing testable neutrino mass
generation models, as well as other similar NP signatures. It is clear that understanding
neutrino cross sections will be crucial as we move forward.
4This νeCCQE measurement by MINERνA observes a significant excess of single photon-like showers
attributed to diffractive pi0 events. These are abundant in similar realizations of this NP model [149].
Chapter 7
Sterile Neutrinos and Stored
Muons
This chapter is dedicated to studying sterile neutrinos in short-baseline oscillations, and
discusses two well-known but distinct types of non-unitarity. As a novelty, we investigate
these effects with the experimental proposal of Neutrinos from STORed Muons (νSTORM).
νSTORM is a proposal for a non-conventional but well-understood neutrino beam from
the decay of stored muons. The energy range and the sub-percent uncertainties on the
neutrino flux make νSTORM a precision facility with GeV neutrinos. On top of its
importance as a first step towards large scale muon facilities (e.g., neutrino factories [391]
and muon colliders), the project is very timely as it would provides precise measurements of
neutrino-nucleus cross sections. This would serve as an input for long-baseline physic [392],
increasing the sensitivity of future experiments to CP violation and other oscillation
parameters. The key step ingredient for this project lies in the precise knowledge of the
flux, disentangling for the first time the knowledge of the flux from that of the cross
sections. In this way, νSTORM also provides a clean and intense environment to search
for new physics [135,393,394]. In this chapter, we will explore a νSTORM setup with two
iron-scintillator detectors, resembling the original proposal for siting at Fermilab, using 60
GeV protons [393] and 3.8 GeV stored muons. At the time of writing, the Fermilab design
is currently being reconsidered for siting at CERN instead. While the details of the new
proposal are uncertain, it is likely to incorporate larger muon energies (up to Eµ . 6 GeV)
and reviewed detector options [395].
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In this chapter we discuss sterile neutrinos in the most minimal extension of the SM by the
neutrino portal. Although the scale of the new state is arbitrary, we would like to focus
on light states which can be probed in laboratory. We adopt a pure phenomenological
approach, and refrain from connecting such steriles to neutrino mass generation. In
particular, we consider steriles from sub-eV masses to arbitrarily heavy states. The interest
in the eV scale arises from the series of experimental anomalies at short baselines (see
Refs. [396] and [331] for a review on this topic). For instance, the excess of νe-like events in a
beam of predominantly νµ states at the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) [261]
and at the MiniBooNE experiment [259]. Other short-baseline anomalies exist also in the
form of a deficit of νe and νe states in radioactive source experiments [397,398], as well as in
reactor experiments [399]. It is intriguing, however, that these results are in severe conflict
with null-results from νµ → νµ experiments, such as MINOS [400] and IceCUBE [401].
The tensions between datasets in an eV sterile neutrino interpretation of these anomalies
are large. For this reason, we also refrain from connecting our discussion to such anomalies.
Nevertheless, searching for steriles and non-unitarity of the PMNS matrix is a worthwhile
goal of next generation experiments. This topic may also receive high priority in case of
future positive results from the currently running µBooNE [402] experiment, as well as
from the full short-baseline program (SBN) currently under construction at Fermilab [403].
νSTORM would offer a robust and unique chance to study eV-scale sterile neutrinos
using νe → νµ appearance, rather than through νµ → νe appearance studied by all other
experiments.
7.1 Short-Baseline Oscillations
Standard Model neutrinos produced in charged current interactions are flavour eigenstates
να (α = e, µ or τ). The misalignment between the flavour eigenstates |να〉 and the
mass eigenstates |νi〉 in the presence of non-degenrate masses is responsible for neutrino
oscillations and mixing. The mixing is described by a matrix U , which in the case of 3
active neutrinos is given by the 3× 3 Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix.
In general, for 3 +N flavour and 3 +N mass eigenstates, we have
|να〉 =
3+N∑
i
U∗αi |νi〉 . (7.1.1)
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The invisible decay width of the Z boson as measured at LEP [404] indicates that there
are only 3 weakly interacting neutrino states. The N additional flavour eigenstates will be
referred to as sterile states, as these are singlets under all SM gauge groups. Similarly, the
N additional mass eigenstates are also typically called sterile, since that is their dominant
flavour composition.
In general, in a quantum mechanical treatment of neutrino oscillations, the oscillation
probability for a neutrino preoduced as a flavour α to be detected as a state β can be
written as a function of the baseline L and the neutrino energy E as
Pνα→νβ = δαβ−2
3+N∑
k>j
Re(U∗αkUβkUαjU∗βj) (1− Re [Ikj(L,E)])
−2
3+N∑
k>j
Im(U∗αkUβkUαjU∗βj) Im [Ikj(L,E)] , (7.1.2)
where the factor Ikj(L,E) satisfies Ikk = 1 and I∗kj = Ijk [405] and will contain any
information about the coherence of production, propagation and detection of neutrino
mass states. More commonly, under the plane-wave approximation and assuming ultra-
relativistic neutrinos with L = t, this factor is related to the time evolution of the mass
eigenstates and reads
Ikj(L,E) = exp
(
−i∆m
2
kjL
2E
)
. (7.1.3)
The plane-wave approximation, however, fails to properly accommodate effects due to the
finite size of the production or detection region, which might play an important role in
oscillations due to steriles with masses above a few eV. In section 7.1.1 we motivate and
lay out the necessary formalism developed in [405,406] for dealing with these issues.
Equation 7.1.1 implies that with the addition of N sterile neutrinos the mixing matrix is
enlarged to an N ×N matrix. At the short-baselines we are interested in, however, we can
safely ignore any terms in the oscillation probability which contain the active mass-squared
differences (∆m231 ≈ 7 × 10−5 eV2  ∆m221 ≈ 10−3 eV2  ∆m2SBL). All oscillations (as
a special case of flavour transitions) discussed in this paper will be due to active-sterile
mass-squared differences ∆m2SBL, which are taken to be in the range 10−1 – 103 eV2. In
particular, we will only consider the case where all sterile neutrinos are heavier than the
active ones.
In a 3+1 scenario under the short-baseline approximation, equation 7.1.2 gives the following
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oscillation probability
P 3+1να→νβ = 2|Uα4|2|Uβ4|2
(
1− Re(I41)
)
(7.1.4)
for appearance, and
P 3+1να→να = 1− 2|Uα4|2(1− |Uα4|2)
(
1− Re(I41)
)
, (7.1.5)
for disappearance. In the 3+1 case, it is customary to write the probabilities in terms of the
more phenomenological parameters sin2 2θαβ = 4|Uα4|2|Uβ4|2 and sin2 2θαα = 4|Uα4|2(1−
|Uα4|2), and we use these througout the paper.
In the presence of two sterile neutrinos at the eV scale, the oscillation is effectively a 3
neutrino case. This means that the probability formula picks up a complex phase, which
will be parametrized by η = arg (U∗α5Uβ5Uα4U∗β4). The short baseline approximation to
the probability reads
P 3+2να→νβ = 2 |Uα4|2 |Uβ4|2 (1− Re(I41)) + 2 |Uα5|2 |Uβ5|2 (1− Re(I51))
+2 |Uα4Uβ4Uα5Uβ5|Re
[
eiη (1− I∗41 − I51 + I54)
]
, (7.1.6)
for apperance, and
P 3+2να→να = 1−2(1− |Uα4|2 − |Uα5|2)×
[
|Uα4|2
(
1− Re(I41)) + |Uα5|2
(
1− Re(I51)
)]
−2|Uα4|2|Uα5|2 (1− Re(I54)) , (7.1.7)
for disappearance. Note how the CP complex phase only appears in the appearance
formulae since CPT invariance implies CP conservation for the disappearance channel.
Full expressions for the oscillation probability in the plane wave approximation can be
obtained by using Eq. (7.1.3), and for production decoherence assuming point-like parent
particles one can use the expressions for Ikj we discuss below.
7.1.1 Localization at Production
The presence of light sterile neutrinos with masses above the eV scale can realise the
interesting scenario where the localization at production might be broken. For a neutrino
to be created as a coherent superposition of different mass eigenstates we should not be able
to resolve what mass eigenstate was produced, i.e. σm2  ∆m2 for all the involved mass-
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splittings is a condition for production coherence [406]. Using the relativistic expression
for the neutrino energy, the condition for the uncertainty on the neutrino momentum σP
can be written as
σP  ∆m
2
2P . (7.1.8)
If we assume that σP is related to the uncertainty in the spatial coordinate of the neutrino
as σP ∼ min(1/σxS , 1/σxD), we arrive at the well known condition for neutrino oscillations
not to be washed-out [405]
σxS  Losc, σxD  Losc, (7.1.9)
where Losc = 4piP/∆m2 and factors of 2 and pi were ignored. This condition says that
the production or detection decoherence effects are equivalent to the averaging of the
oscillations due to finite size of sources and detectors.
The production region at νSTORM, for example, is given by the size of the decay pipeline
`p = 180 m. This is only an order of magnitude smaller than the far detector baseline
(≈ 2 km) and, more importantly for higher mass sterile searches, it is larger than the near
detector distance from the end of the decay pipeline. For instance, if a sterile neutrino with
a mass larger than 10 eV is present, the near detector would only see flavour transitions
constant in energy.
The probabilities derived in the previous section have been derived for a general fac-
tor Ikj , which under the plane-wave approximation is given by equation 7.1.3. In the
wavepacket treatment for neutrino oscillations, Ikj is corrected by production, detection
and propagation coherence factors [405]:
Ikj = exp
(
−i∆m
2
kjL
2P
)
Sprop(L/Lcohkj )SP/D(σx/Losckj ), (7.1.10)
where the S damping factors are due to propagation coherence, and localization at pro-
duction and detection. The quantity Lcohkj = 4
√
2E2σx/|∆m2kj | is the coherence lenght
of a pair of mass eigenstates, i.e. the lenght in which the two states continue to have a
significant overlap of their coordinate wave packets. The S factors are equal to unity for
zero arguments and quickly decrease for increasing arguments. In this study, we ignore
any propagation and detection effects and focus only on the production localization SP .
We choose to work with the formalism developed in references [406,407], where oscillation
probabilities were derived in the quantum mechanical wavepacket approach. This approach
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is in contrast with the incoherent summation of the probability along the production re-
gion, where the straight averaged neutrino flux is given by a convolution of the plane wave
probability formula and the neutrino flux at different points of the decay straight. The
equivalence of the two approaches is discussed in Ref. [406], and for all our purposes they
lead to the same results as long as the neutrino parent particles can be treated as pointlike,
i.e. have vanishingly small wavepacket spatial width. It should be emphasized, however,
that the wavepacket formalism is more general than the incoherent probability summation.
Moreover, the available neutrino fluxes for νSTORM already take the finite size of the pro-
duction region into account [408], and cannot be convolved with the oscillation probability
over the production region once more.
Finally, let us emphasize our results are robust against different estimates for the neutrino
wavepacket. If it turns out to be smaller than the production region, due to collisions of
the parent partcles with the residual gas in the decay pipe, for instance, then our results
remain unchanged. This is because even in this scenario, the production region is large, and
the classical avereging of the probability over it leads to the washing out of the oscillation.
This is, again, a reflection of the fact that our formalism is analogous to the incoherent
summation of the probability over the production region. If, instead, the wavepacket is
larger, due to large parent particle wavepacket size, for instance, then corrections to our
method are in place. In this case, additional averaging effects would be at play, suppressing
oscillations with large ∆m2.
Expressions for the SP factors as well as the full oscillation probabilities for some channels
are given below. For completeness, we show the Ikj factors that have been used in
our calculations, corresponding to the case of pointlike parent particles and pontlike
detection approximations derived in [405]. For clarity, we omit all k j mass subscripts in
our expression, leaving only indices corresponding to the neutrino parent particle X = µ, pi.
We write it in two forms: a compact formula, and one in which the real and imaginary
parts are explicitly separated:
Ikj =
1
1− e−∆p/ξX
1
1− iξX
[
1− e−∆p/ξXei∆p
]
e−i∆
= 1
1− e−∆p/ξX
1
1 + ξ2X
{
cos ∆ + ξX sin ∆− e−∆p/ξX
(
cos (∆−∆p) + ξX sin (∆−∆p)
)
+
i
[
ξX cos ∆− sin ∆− e−∆p/ξX
(
ξX cos (∆−∆p)− sin (∆−∆p)
)]}
. (7.1.11)
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In the expression above we denote the lenght of the decay pipeline by `p and use the
following definitions:
∆ =
∆m2kj
2P L, ∆p =
∆m2kj
2P `p, ξX = vX
∆m2kj
2P `decX , (7.1.12)
where the parent particle properties enter our probability formulas via ξX with the velocity
vX and the decay lenght `decX = 1/ΓX .
Using the definitions above and the Ikj factor in Eq. (7.1.11), we can write the probability
formulas for our 3+N models. As an example, we show the 3+1 apperance and disapperance
formulas of interest, choosing sin2 2θeµ = 4|Ueµ|2|Uµµ|2 and sin2 2θµµ = 4|Ueµ|2(1−|Uµµ|2).
For appearance, it reads
P 3+1νe→νµ = sin 2θeµ
{
1− 1
1− e−∆p/ξX
1
1 + ξ2X
[
cos ∆ + ξX sin ∆
− e−∆p/ξX( cos (∆−∆p) + ξX sin (∆−∆p))]}, (7.1.13)
while for disappearance,
P 3+1νµ→νµ = sin
4 θµµ + cos4 θµµ +
sin2 2θµµ
1− e−∆p/ξX
1
1 + ξ2X
[
cos ∆ + ξX sin ∆
− e−∆p/ξX( cos (∆−∆p) + ξX sin (∆−∆p))]. (7.1.14)
7.1.2 Non-Unitarity from Light and Heavy Sterile Neutrinos
The scale of the new sterile state is completely arbitrary from a theoretical point of view,
each one with its own distinct phenomenology. At most oscillation experiments, however,
any sterile neutrino with a mass above O(10) eV leads to what we call an effective zero-
distance effect, whether through its averaged-out oscillations or due to integrating out
the heavy states. In the following, we will have a glimpse these two regimes. In all our
discussion we will neglect the decay of the heavy states, although we note that extra
interactions of the new states trying to reconcile cosmology and sterile neutrinos might
decrease its lifetime [409–412].
It is instructive to divide the parameter space into three regions.
• The sterile neutrino is kinematically accessible and can be produced in muon or pion
decays, but its oscillation lenght is too small to be seen at any reasonable experiment.
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• The sterile mass is close to but still smaller than the parent particle mass and
impacts the neutrino production and detection rate due to kinematical factors. This
intermediate region is relevant for meson decay peak searches, but less important for
oscillation experiments.
• The sterile is much heavier than the parent particle and cannot be produced at the
oscillation experiments. This is effectively identical to integrating out the heavy
state.
There is no fundamental difference between the first two scenarios, except that in the first
one the effects due to the mass of the sterile are too small to be relevant. The third case
concerns masses above the electroweak scale, and is typically studied under the minimal
unitarity violation (MUV) formalism [413]. In an effective field theory, one can parametrize
the effects of these large mass steriles via the non-unitarity of the PMNS matrix. One
can show that this arises from the non-orthonormality of the low-scale flavour states at
oscillation experiments.
We will aim at connecting the high-scale non-unitarity and the averaged out oscillations
of light steriles. First, however, we will explore where the zero-distance effects are coming
from in the two cases. Later, by trying to be as general as possible in the derivation of
the event rates, we will attempt to develop a formalism that explicitly shows how these
effects change at different mass scales.
Averaged-Out Steriles
First, we will explore the phenomenology of sterile neutrinos above the eV scale but lighter
than their parent particles. Once the sterile mass is too large to allow for oscillation with
active neutrinos to happen (e.g., due to production localization effects) the sterile states
contribute to the oscillation probability only through a constant term. This contribution
stems from the fact that even in the absence of oscillations, flavour transitions are still
possible. This regimes comprises masses of 10 eV . m4 < mµ(mpi).
If we neglect any effects on the neutrino production due to the sterile mass, and take the
limit of L Losckj (or σx  Losckj ), we get
Pνα→νβ =
3+N∑
k
|Uαk|2|Uβk|2 + 2
3∑
k>j
Re
{(
U∗αkUαjUβkU
∗
βj
)}
,
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=
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
k
U∗αkUβk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
3+N∑
k=3+1
|Uαk|2|Uβk|2, (7.1.15)
where we averaged out active-sterile phases to zero and kept all active terms for which
L  Losckj = 4piE/∆m2kj . In a 3+1 model, for instance, one can reduce this expression
using the unitarity of the mixing matrix ∑3+1k UαkU∗βk = δαβ to
Pνα→νβ = 2|Uα4|2|Uβ4|2, Pνα→να = 1− 2|Uα4|2 + 2|Uα4|4, (7.1.16)
for appearance and disappearance, respectively. The interpretation of the appearance
formula is clear: the constant oscillation probability only provides the mixing factor
required to obtain the flux of sterile states from the flux of να at production and another
mixing factor to obtain the probability that such a state interacts as a neutrino of flavour
β. The zero-distance effects in this case is given by the possibility that the sterile state is
produced, propagates ballistically to the detector and scatters off a nuclei creating another
flavour lepton.
Integrated-Out Steriles
In this section we summarize the main results of Ref. [413]. The mixing amongst active
neutrinos is given by the sub-block N of the neutrino mixing matrix U , such that the
flavour neutrino fields are given by
να =
3∑
i
Nαi νi, where U =
N Θ
R S
 . (7.1.17)
Here, U is the full unitary mixing matrix of neutral leptons, and N the non-unitary PMNS
matrix describing the mixing of active-light states. R, S and Θ contain the mixing between
active-heavy, sterile-heavy and sterile-light states, respectively, and are also not unitary
in general. Note that the orthonormality of the neutrino mass states still holds, but the
quantum states associated to neutrinos of a specific flavour (like the state produced from
the decay of a pion or a muon) are no longer formed by a complete basis, and are no
longer orthonormal. The true flavour states are orthonormal, but they require the presence
of the heavy neutrino state, which is not produced in terrestrial oscillation experiments.
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Additional normalization factors are then necessary for the flavour state produced
|να〉 = 1√
(NN †)αα
3∑
i
N∗αi |νi〉 , (7.1.18)
where for a 3+1 model, for example, would yield (NN †)αα = 1−|Uα4|2. This normalization
factor appears in the calculation of the oscillation probability as
Pνα→νβ =
∣∣∣∑3i N∗αie−iPiLNβi∣∣∣2
(NN †)αα(NN †)ββ
, (7.1.19)
which at zero-distance (L = 0, before active oscillations take place) is
Pνα→νβ =
∣∣∣(NN †)βα∣∣∣2
(NN †)αα(NN †)ββ
. (7.1.20)
This is not the end of the story, however, as the neutrino production and detection also
receive corrections due to the non-unitarity of the mixing matrix. In particular, the
following relations are valid for charged current processes (CC) with a single neutrino
involved
σCCα = σCC (SM)α (NN †)αα,
dΦCCβ
dE
=
dΦCC (SM)β
dE
(NN †)ββ , (7.1.21)
whilst for CC processes with two neutrino flavours (e.g., muon decay) receive additional
corrections
σCCα = σCC (SM)α (NN †)αα(NN †)ββ ,
dΦCCβ
dE
=
dΦCC (SM)β
dE
(NN †)αα(NN †)ββ . (7.1.22)
Neutral current processes also receive corrections, but of the type |(NN †)ij |2. The previous
expressions hint at a cancellation between the normalization factors in the probability
and the corrections to the production and detection. This means that at an oscillation
experiment neutrinos from pion decay would not be affected by the normalization factors,
whilst neutrinos from muons could. In addition, the oscillation probability differs from the
averaged out one, even when the cancellations are in place. We can see that by comparing
the quartic term in the following 3+1 probability with the one in the previous section
(Eq. (7.1.16))
Pνα→νβ =
|δαβ − U∗α4Uβ4|2
(1− |Uα4|2)(1− |Uβ4|2) =
δαβ − 2δαβ|Uα4|2 + |Uα4|2|Uβ4|2
(1− |Uα4|2)(1− |Uβ4|2) . (7.1.23)
For completeness, we also show the parameterizations for the non-unitarity of the mixing
matrix N used in the literature. For instance, Ref. [139] chooses to use a lower triangular
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matrix α as in
N = (1−α)U, (7.1.24)
where U is the analogue of the PMNS matrix and unitary and
α =

αee 0 0
αµe αµµ 0
ατe ατµ αττ

,
with real diagonal entries. Using the previous parametrization one can then write the
quantity of interest NN † (omitting the tau entries) as
NN † = 1−α−α† +αα† =

1− 2αee + α2ee α∗µe(αee − 1) ∗
αµe(αee − 1) 1− 2αµµ + α2µµ + |αµe|2 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

. (7.1.25)
Alternatively, one can parametrize N as N = TU , where we use the matrix T from
Ref. [414], which is written as
T =

α11 0 0
α21 α22 0
α31 α32 α33

. (7.1.26)
In this parametrization, the quantity of interest NN † is slightly simpler
NN † =

α211 α11α
∗
21 ∗
α11α21 α222 + |α21|2 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

, (7.1.27)
and the relation between the two parametrizations is clear: ααβ → δij − αij , with e →
1, µ→ 2 and τ → 3. Bounds on the non-unitarity parameters can be derived from a variety
of processes and have been collected in Refs. [415], for instance.
Understanding the Gap
In this section we will connect the two regimes described above at the level of oscillation
probabilities. For the sake of our argument, a plane wave treatment is sufficient. We begin
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with a neutrino flavour state produced in the interaction PI → PF `+α να, written as
|να〉 = 1√∑
i |Aαi|2
3+N∑
k
Aαk |νk〉 , (7.1.28)
where the amplitude for producing a neutrino mass eigenstate is given by
Aαk =
〈
νk, `
+
α , PF
∣∣∣ Sˆ |PI〉 = U∗αkFkMα. (7.1.29)
Here we factorised the amplitude for neutrino production into a mixing matrix element
Uαk, a factor Fk containing all the dependence on the neutrino massmk, and the remaining
flavour-dependent factorMα. Just remains an assumption in what follows. More concretely,
the factor F can be thought of as a kinematical factor in the calculation of the neutrino
production and detection, and carries information about the heavy neutrino mass and its
ratio to the other scales involved. In writing the equation above, we are assuming that the
matrix element Mα has no dependence on the neutrino mass 1. Within our assumptions,
Fk = 1 when mk MP , where MP is the mass of the parent particle of the neutrino, and
Fk = 0 when mk > MP . The amplitude for the production of a neutrino of specific flavour
is then
|Aα|2 =
∑
k
|Uαk|2 |Fk|2 |Mα|2 . (7.1.30)
When only one heavy neutrino is present and all light states have Fk = 1 for k < 4, we
can write
|Aα|2 =
( 3∑
k
|Uαk|2 + |Uα4|2 |F4|2
)
|Mα|2 =
(
1 +
(
|F4|2 − 1
)
|Uα4|2
)
|Mα|2 (7.1.31)
reducing to
|Aα|2 = |Mα|2, (7.1.32)
for averaged-out steriles, and
|Aα|2 =
(
1− |Uα4|2
)
|Mα|2, (7.1.33)
for integrated-out steriles. The neutrino flux, which is proportional to |Aα|2, receives
similar corrections. A very similar discussion can be made for the amplitude of detection,
where we will now call FPk and FDk the kinematical factor for the production and detection
1While this is customary for FP , which can be thought of as a Shrock factor [416] in meson decay
processes, FD requires more care due to the more complex nature of the scattering process.
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state, respectively.
We will now calculate the flavour transition probability assuming that the fourth mass
eigenstate is heavy enough that it will not oscillate, allowing only for zero-distance effects.
We start by defining general flavour states as in Eq. (7.1.28) for production and detection,∣∣∣νPα 〉 and ∣∣∣νDβ 〉. Expanding the amplitude as in Eq. (7.1.29), we obtain the production
state
∣∣∣νPα 〉 = NPα MˆPα 3+N∑
i
U∗αiFPi |νi〉 , (7.1.34)
where MˆPα = MPα /|MPα | and
(
NPα
)−2
= ∑3+Ni ∣∣∣UαiFPi ∣∣∣2. An analogous expression is valid
for the detection state. When calculating the oscillation probability, we will need the
transition amplitude
Aα→β =
〈
νDβ
∣∣∣ e−iEˆT+ipˆL ∣∣∣νPα 〉 = NPα NDβ MˆPα MˆD∗β 3+N∑
k
U∗αkFPk UβkFD∗k e−iφkj . (7.1.35)
Squaring it, we get the oscillation probability
Pα→β =
(
NPα N
D
β
)2 3+N∑
k,j
U∗αkUαjUβkU
∗
βj FPk FP∗j FD∗k FDj e−iφkj . (7.1.36)
The oscillation phase φkj = (Ek − Ej)T − (pk − pj)L was obtained under the plane-
wave assumption, so only the oscillation term L/Losckj is relevant here. The following two
extreme cases are important: e−iφkj goes to one for undeveloped oscillations (L/Losckj → 0),
and e−iφkj gets averaged out to zero for oscillations developed too early compared to
the experimental baselines (L/Losckj → ∞). In the presence of N sterile neutrinos (with
Lkj  Ldetector, where k > 3 and j ≤ 3), we can write
Pα→β =
(
NPα N
D
β
)2 ∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
k
U∗αkUβkFPk FD∗k
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
3+N∑
k=3+1
|Uαk|2|Uβk|2|FPk |2|FDk |2
 . (7.1.37)
Using the unitarity of the whole mixing matrix and assuming Fi = 1 for i = 1, 2 and 3, we
can rewrite the previous expression more simply for a 3+1 model as
Pα→β =
(
1 + (|FP4 |2 − 1)|Uα4|2
)−1 (
1 + (|FD4 |2 − 1)|Uβ4|2
)−1
(7.1.38)
×
[
δαβ − 2δαβ|Uα4|2 + |Uα4|2|Uβ4|2
(
|FP4 |2|FD4 |2 + 1
)]
.
To check we recover the known expressions for an averaged-out sterile (|Fk| = 1) and an
integrated-out sterile (|Fk| = 0) in a 3+1 model, we rewrite the previous expression for
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Fig. 7.1. νSTORM in a diagram.
each case.
Averaged-out sterile: Pα→β = δαβ − 2δαβ|Uα4|2 + 2|Uα4|2|Uβ4|2. (7.1.39)
Integrated-out sterile: Pα→β =
δαβ − 2δαβ|Uα4|2 + |Uα4|2|Uβ4|2
(1− |Uα4|2) (1− |Uβ4|2) . (7.1.40)
We see that even with the two regimes being fundamentally different, one with a sterile
neutrino propagating from source to detector and the other with a completely decoupled
sterile, their effect on neutrino oscillation experiments is very similar. If we assume that
the two factors in the denominator of expression 7.1.40 cancel with the production and
detection factors discussed in the previous section, then the only difference between the
two regimes is a factor of 2 in the term of order O(|U |4). Finally, the wave packet version
of our argument is more involved, but one can show that the averaged out wave packet
probability is indentical to the averaged out plane-wave probability, making our result very
general in that sense.
7.2 νSTORM
The neutrino beam at νSTORM is derived from the decay of pions and stored muons.
νSTORM is an accelerator neutrino experiment, and so relies on meson production in the
usual way: high-energy protons colliding onto a solid target. A magnetic horn then collects
5.0± 0.5 GeV charged pions of the desired polarity, and inject them in the first straight
of a racetrack like storage ring, where 52% of the collected charged pions are expected to
decay before being stopped at the end of the straight. Muons with an energy of 3.8± 0.38
GeV are then collected and stored in the ring, where they are expected to circulate for
a mean number of 50 turns. The first straight section of the ring, the decay pipeline, is
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Fig. 7.2. The neutrino flux at the near (left) and far (right) detectors of νSTORM. Note
that the neutrinos from stored muons are separated from the ones generated in the pion
flash through timing.
estimated to be 180 m long [417], which will determine the size of the neutrino production
region. In this setup, one obtains a beam of νµ (νµ) from the decays of the injected pi+
(pi−) in what we call the pion flash. The useful decays of the stored µ+ (µ−) then yield
a beam of νµ (νµ) and νe (νe). The injection of pions into the ring is assumed to happen
at large enough time intervals to allow for a discrimination between the neutrinos coming
from the pion flash and the ones coming from the useful muon decays (a timing cut of
the order of 180/c = 600 ns or greater is needed to account for all pion decays before
the muon data collection [408]). This allows us, for example, to completely separate the
oscillations channels involving νe and νµ from the ones involving νµ as initial states, for
the pi+ polarity. It is clear, however, that a small contamination of muon decays happens
during the pion flash. This is a small number of the neutrinos produced, and is taken into
account by including 1% of the muon decay flux into the pion flash neutrino flux. Kaons
also contribute to the pion flash flux, albeit at larger energies. Fig. 7.2 shows the neutrino
flux at the near and far site, considered here.
For the remainder of this section we present the results of our sensitivity studies for
νSTORM. We used the GLoBES package [418], and implementing our own oscillation
engine as well as our own treatment of the systematics. We start by noting that in an
experiment like νSTORM, the charge identification of muons is extremely important to
separate neutrino and antineutrino events in the detectors. This is true independently
of whether we are interested in oscillation analyses or cross section measurements. For
instance, in an νe → νµ appearance experiment, the greatest source of background comes
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from the misidentified intrinsic antineutrinos in the νµ → νµ channel. This, however,
can be circumvented with large enough magnetic fields at the detectors and curvature
analyses of the muon tracks. In all our simulations we assume that both the near and
far detectors are magnetised. More specifically, we implement migration matrices for the
SuperBIND style iron-scintillator detector, which have kindly been provided to us by the
collaboration 2. The far detector is assumed to have a fiducial mass of 1.3 kt, while the
near detector is taken to be an identical but smaller version of the far detector with 0.2 kt
of fiducial mass.
Sample Channel Sensitivity
pi+ flash νµ → νµ sin
2 2θµµ
νµ → νe sin2 2θeµ
Stored µ+
νe → νe sin2 2θee
νµ → νµ sin2 2θµµ
νe → νµ sin2 2θeµ
Tab. 7.1. The oscillation channels at νSTORM, indicating to what phenomenological
parameter they are sensitive to.
We study various channels simultaneously at νSTORM, however, only νµ(νµ) disappear-
ance and νe → νµ appearance count with existing migration matrices. For illustration,
we also include oscillation channels involving electrons flavour in the final state. These
will, of course, be challenging for iron detectors, but can become an additional goal if the
detector are made of liquid Argon (LAr), for instance. For the current purposes, we take
the analogous migration matrix with a muon in the final state, reduce the signal efficiency
by a factor of 1/2 and increase backgrounds by a factor of 400. Table 7.1 contains a sum-
mary of the signal channels we consider, and to which of the following phenomenological
parameters they are sensitive to:
sin2 2θeµ = 4|Ue4|2|Uµ4|2,
sin2 2θee = 4|Ue4|2(1− |Ue4|2), sin2 2θµµ = 4|Uµ4|2(1− |Uµ4|2). (7.2.1)
2Ryan Bayes, private communication
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7.2.1 Treatment of Systematics
Here, we detail our methodology for dealing with systematics errors at νSTORM. We
choose to use the pull method, which adds penalties to the best-fit parameter when
deviating the parameters that control the systematics away from their central values. We
work with a χ2 test which can be written as
χ2TOT =
∑
D
∑
C
χ2D,C + χ2Pull. (7.2.2)
The χ2D,C for each detector D and channel C is a sum over the energy bins Ei and a
function of theoretical event rate T iD,C and the simulated observed rate OiD,C :
χ2D,C = 2
nbins∑
i
(
T iD,C −OiD,C +OiD,C ln
OiD,C
T iD,C
)
. (7.2.3)
The set of systematical errors for the signal and the background are represented by auxi-
aliary parameters α and β, respectively, and are to be profiled over when calculating the
theoretical event rates
T iD,C =(1 + αCFlux + αDDet + α
i,C
Xsec)S
i
D,C + (1 + βD,C)BiD,C , (7.2.4)
where SiD,C and BiD,C are the signal and background in the i-th energy bin, respectively.
The error αCFlux is the total flux normalization error, correlated between near and far detec-
tor, αDDet are the uncorrelated detector specific systematics and αiσC are the bin dependent
cross sections and efficiency errors, which take shape uncertainties into account. We em-
phasize that the total flux normalization for the channels of interest is only uncorrelated
between the two flux components. For examaple, for a pi+ polarity run, we have:
α
νe→νµ
Flux = α
νµ→νµ
Flux = α
µ+
Flux, α
νµ→νµ
Flux = αpi
+
Flux. (7.2.5)
The background systematics take into account an overall normalization factor uncorrelated
amongst all channels and detectors with βD,CBG and shape effects with βiBG, also uncorrelated
for all channels and detectors. Depending on what channel we are considering, there will
be cross section uncertainties in the charge misidentificiation component of the background,
which are taken into account in our analysis but not included in this discussion. In total,
for our 4 channels of interest, 16 energy bins and one beam polarity, we have 52 signal
systematic errors and 8 for the background.
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In all our results, except when explicitly stated otherwise, we include 0.5% flux normalisa-
tion uncertainties correlated between near and far detectors, and 0.5% for detector specific
uncertainties. Bin dependent cross section times efficiency uncertainties are taken to be
20% at the time of the measurement, and overall background normalisation uncertainties
35%. We also include an energy calibration error of 0.5%. Finally, we point out that the
χ2 analysis is done for the far and near detectors datasets separately, without resorting to
near to far ratios.
7.3 Sensitivity Results
In the following sections we present our results for the sensitivity of νSTORM to different
physical scenarios.
3+1 Oscillations
In a 3+1 model, it is customary to present results in terms of the phenomenological
parameters sin2 2θαβ = 4|Uα4|2|Uβ4|2 and sin2 2θαα = 4|Uα4|2(1− |Uα4|2). Fig. 7.3 shows
the sensitivity of νSTORM to the phenomenological parameters in the 3+1 model, where
the parametrization allows for a clear separation between appearance, νµ disappearance
and νe disappearance channels. We also show curves for single detector fits with and
without systematics. For the combinations of both near and far detectors, we show the
curve that would be obtained with a plane-wave treatment of oscillations, as well as the
full localized oscillation probabilities. The latter represent our final results.
The interplay between the near and far detectors in this study is pivotal and has been
discussed in the literature before in the context of the very low energy neutrino factory
(VLENF) [419]. For low ∆m241, the near detector is not affected by oscillations and can
safely measure cross sections and detector efficiencies, while the far detector measures the
oscillation parameters. The detector roles are swapped for larger ∆m241, however, where
oscillations now develop at the near detector and are washed out at the far detector. In
fact, due to localization effects, if ∆m241 & 10 eV2, the oscillations are typically washed out
at the near detector as well as at the far detector. In this case, the total effect is a constant
shift of normalisation common between the near and far sites. This effect is less dramatic
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Fig. 7.3. The 99% C.L. sensitivities of νSTORM to the phenomenological parameters
θeµ (top left), θµµ (top right), and θee (bottom). The orange (cyan) curves assume only
a single near (far) detector, respectively, and do not take localization into account. For
those, dashed lines are the statistical limit. The dashed purple curves assume the presence
of both detectors. Solid purple curves take localization into account.
for νµ disappearance as the pions are much shorter-lived. The production region, in this
case, is `decpi  `p = 180 m, and so oscillations are localized for larger values of ∆m241.
This effect is visible in Fig. 7.4, where we show the νµ disappearance sensitivity curves for
the muon sample separately from that of the full sample (using neutrinos from pions as
well as muon decays). Fig. 7.4 also shows the sensitivity obtained with our standard choice
for systematics (20% cross section × efficiencies, and 0.5% correlated and uncorrelated flux
uncertainties), as well as with a more pessimistic choice (35% cross section × efficiencies,
and 1% correlated and uncorrelated flux uncertainties).
In Fig. 7.5, we compare νSTORM sensitivity curves to expected sensitivities for the
SBN program [403], and overlay the existing bounds on the different active-heavy neutrino
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Fig. 7.4. Variations of the νµ disappearance sensitivity at 99% C.L.. In purple, we show
the main curve from Fig. 7.3 and in blue we increase all flux related systematic uncertainties
to 1% and cross sections × efficiencies uncertainties to 35%. With the standard systematics,
in orange we use only the events from stored muons (larger decay length).
mixing. When plotting our results, we disregard bounds coming from astrophysical and cos-
mological observations (although these can be severe, especially at larger masses [420,421]).
We also omit bounds from neutrinoless double-beta decay, which are model dependent and
apply only if neutrinos are Majorana particles. In short, we display the strongest direct
constraints on the existence of a fourth heavy neutrino from laboratory experiments.
While an experiment like νSTORM is to test lower mass regions, it does perform much
better than any other accelerator experiment for larger masses, where the measurement is
essentially one of the zero-distance flavour transitions. As well as bounds from oscillation
experiments, Fig. 7.5 also shows bounds coming from β-decay experiments. These are
obtained by searching for kinks in the kinematics of the outgoing electrons in beta decay.
The curves shown are from Ref. [422] and correspond to the following radioactive isotopes:
1 – 3H, 2 – 3H, 3 – 187Re, 4 – 3H, 5 – 3H, 6 – 63Ni, 7 – 63Ni, 8 – 35S, 9 – 64Cu, 10 – 20F.
The bound labelled 11 is from the Troitsk nu-mass experiment as reported in Ref. [423].
Bounds on |Uµ4|2 come mainy from searches at IceCube [401], MINOS and MINOS+ [400] 3.
For |Ue4||Uµ4|, we show bounds obtained from appearance experiments (electron-muon or
muon-electron channels), where the NOMAD and CCFR curves were taken from Ref. [425],
and the NuTEV and KARMEN ones from Ref. [426]. Another way to bound the product
of mixing elements is through the unitarity of the full mixing matrix. In fact, in any 3 +N
3This bound has generated debates in the literature and has been claimed to be too aggressive at large
masses [396,424]. In view of that, we hatch the relevant region in our plot.
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model, one can show that
Pα→β ≤ 12(1− Pα→α)(1− Pβ→β), (7.3.1)
or in terms of mixing matrix elements
(∑
k
4|Uαk|2|Uβk|2
)2
≤
∑
j
4|Uαj |2(1− |Uαj |2)
2(∑
i
4|Uβi|2(1− |Uβi|2)
)2
. (7.3.2)
This allows us to translate the bounds on |Ue4| and |Uµ4| into bounds on the product
|Ue4Uµ4|, as we do in the bottom axes of Fig. 7.5.
3+2 Oscillations
We now present our results for the 3+2 model. In this case, the ordering of the two sterile
neutrinos is not physical, hence ∆m254 > 0 without any loss of generality. Note that now
the presence of two oscillation frequencies complicates the interplay of the near and far
detectors. If ∆m241 is in the O(1) ev2 region and ∆m251 in the O(102) ev2 region, then
both the near and the far detectors are affected by flavour transitions and the systematics
cannot be disentangled from the new physics effects in all cases.
A selected number of sensitivity curves in the 3+2 model are shown in figure 7.6. We do
not marginalise over the parameters that do not compose the axes, but rather set them
to specific values. These are shown in the axes and were chosen based on the global-fit
of Ref. [427], where the best fit is given by ∆m241 = 0.47 eV2, |Ue4| = 0.13, |Ue5| = 0.14,
|Uµ4| = 0.15, |Uµ5| = 0.13 and η = −0.15pi.
Now, we assess the sensitivity of νSTORM to the effective short-baseline CP violation
phase η for a few choices of the 3+2 parameters. We repeat this study for different
combinations of injected pi+ (stored µ+) and pi− (stored µ−) modes, assuming the same
efficiencies and fluxes for the CP conjugated channels. Assuming a precision of 10% and
20% in the measurement of the 3+2 model parameters, we evaluate the sensitivity to η in
figure 7.7, showing that νSTORM could be sensitive to maximally CP violating phases at
the 3 and 4 σ level. This is to be contrasted with the study in Ref. [428], where the CP
violation arises from the interference between the ∆m231 and ∆m241 mass differences. Here,
CP violation arises exclusively due to the interference between the two large oscillation
frequencies.
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Fig. 7.6. The sensitivity of νSTORM to short-baseline oscillations in a 3+2 model at
99% C.L. Top left shows the result of an appearance experiment, top right of a muon-
disappearance experiment, and bottom of both channels combined.
Averaged-out steriles
Having discussed oscillations, we now focus on the flux normalization effects from averaged-
out sterile neutrinos. This regime is already visible at large sterile masses in Fig. 7.5.
Those bounds can be translated into model independent bounds on the sum of active-light
neutrino mixing, as we do in this section.
The zero-distance effects present in this averaged-out regime are hard to constrain in
disappearance channels given the large cross section uncertainties, assumed to be 20%
here 4. For the νe → νµ appearance channels, sensitivity is limited by backgrounds. These
are typically small at νSTORM , since the final states contain muons, much easier to
identify than electrons, and due to the presence a magnetic field to differentiate µ+ and
µ−.
The results shown in Fig. 7.8 for νSTORM are plotted compared with an existing study
for MiniBoone [429] and SBN. We also show the bounds from a global-fit to this type of
4Improvements may come from restricting the analysis to well-known cross sections, such as ν − e
scattering and neutrino-nucleus scattering with low ν = Eν − E` values.
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The other parameters in the 3+2 model are assumed to be ∆m241 = 0.47 eV2, |Ue4| = 0.13,
|Ue5| = 0.14, |Uµ4| = 0.15 and |Uµ5| = 0.13.
non-unitarity in neutrino oscillations [430].
Integrated-out steriles
Now we show results for the integrated-out sterile at νSTORM. For simplicity, we show our
results in terms of a 3+1 parametrization, but the constraints can easily be translated into
constraints on non-unitarity parameters (e.g., the α parameters). This is very similar to
the averaged-out regime, however, different normalization factors appear in the oscillation
probabilities depending on the production process of the intial neutrino. Let us emphasize
that in the integrated-out regime, the different oscillation channels are now dependent
on mixing matrix elements that may not even involve the neutrino (low energy) flavours.
In fact, the channels νµ → νµ and νµ → νµ depend on different mixings, since they
involve neutrinos with different parent particles. In our implementation, we define an
effective flavour transition probability Pˆ which absorbs any factors due to non-unitarity
at production and detection
Pˆνα→νβ =
σCCα
σ
CC (SM)
α
Pνα→νβ
dΦCCα /dE
dΦCC (SM)α /dE
, (7.3.3)
where Pνα→νβ is the standard probability. The explicit expressions we use in this analysis
are shown below for the different samples.
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Fig. 7.8. Bounds on the non-unitarity of the mixing matrix in the averaged-out sterile
case. Top left shows the two dimensional plane to which νµ disappearance and νe → νµ
apperance experiments are sensitive to. We then show the one-dimensional ∆χ2 profile
for appearance (top right), νµ disappearance (bottom left) and νe disappearance (bottom
right). All colorful dashed lines stand for the statistical limit at νSTORM.
• pi+(k+)→ µ+νµ:
Pˆνµ→νµ = 1− 2|Uµ4|2 + |Uµ4|4, (7.3.4)
Pˆνµ→νe = |Ue4|2|Uµ4|2. (7.3.5)
• µ+ → e+νeνµ:
Pˆνe→νe =
(
1− 2|Ue4|2 + |Ue4|4
) (
1− |Uµ4|2
)
, (7.3.6)
Pˆνµ→νµ =
(
1− 2|Uµ4|2 + |Uµ4|4
) (
1− |Ue4|2
)
, (7.3.7)
Pˆνe→νµ = |Ue4|2|Uµ4|2
(
1− |Uµ4|2
)
. (7.3.8)
The bounds that νSTORM could place on neutrino mixing in this regime are shown in
Fig. 7.9. Although νSTORM possesses the advantage of a precise flux, the bound in this
regime are much less competitive with bounds obtained from the charged-lepton sector.
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Fig. 7.9. Sensitivity to non-unitarity in the integrated-out sterile case. Dashed lines
stand for the statistical limit at νSTORM.
For instance, precision measurements in the charged-lepton and quark sectors yield a
bound on |Uµ4| < 0.021 at 2σ [415]. This is to be contrasted with the νSTORM sensitivity
to |Uµ4‘| > 0.19 at 2σ. The situation is much worse for the product |Ue4Uµ4|. There,
|Ue4Uµ4| < 2.4 × 10−5 due to lepton flavour violation bounds (dominated by µ → eγ
searches), while νSTORM is only sensitive to |Ue4Uµ4| > 6.4× 10−3.
7.4 Overview
The novel neutrino beam at νSTORM allows for interesting possibilities in the search for
short-baseline oscillations. Despite the precise flux, cross section and efficiency uncertainties
still greatly limit the power of any disappearance search, especially for constant flavour
transitions. The possibilities considered here, however, are not exhaustive. In view of
the redesign of the proposal for siting at CERN, this work can be adapted to higher
neutrino energies and different detector materials. In particular, opting for (magnetized)
LAr detectors, would allow to explore all oscillation channels available at νSTORM to
the fullest. Other great improvements on searching for new physics can be achieved by
combining well-known cross sections with the well-known flux at νSTORM. As a next step,
we envisage applying the same study to neutrino-electron scattering for different detector
choices. Measuring this process is currently a method to obtain information on the neutrino
flux at accelerator experiments, since its cross sections is well known. At νSTORM, it can
be used to constrain new physics since the cross section uncertainties would be reduced
from tens of a percent to the few percent level. Sterile neutrinos and non-unitarity need
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not be the only goal of such analyses. Precision measurements of electroweak parameters,
such as θw, can also be achieved through these methods. The limitation, however, lies
mainly on the statistics and detector performance.
Other avenues to precise GeV neutrino beams also exist. For instance, the enubet
proposal [431, 432], where a well-understood νe beam is obtained from decays of the
type K+ → pi0e+νe. In this way, the proposal aims to tag each neutrino interaction in
the detector with a particular daughter lepton at production, promising the first tagged
neutrino beam. At higher energies, above tens of GeV, the neutrino DIS cross sections
offer better precision and higher rates, although also relying on our ability to understand
the flux.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
Particle physics is at a very important moment of its history. The Standard Model (SM)
provides unprecedented accuracy when describing particle physics data, but it provides no
explanation for neutrino masses and the existence of dark matter (DM). It is tempting to
think that these phenomena are to the Standard Model what blackbody radiation was to
classical physics in the beginning of the 20th century, a scientific revolution on the wait.
While we cannot be sure, we continue to devise new theoretical explanations and new
methods to test them. In particular, the experimental efforts in neutrino physics open new
possibilities to test the connections between neutrinos and beyond the SM physics. New
detector technologies, such as liquid Argon (LAr), and more powerful neutrino beams, allow
us to study neutrino interactions in great detail and mimic conditions of high intensity
fixed-target and beam-dump facilities.
Rare and well-understood neutrino scattering processes offer a unique tool to test the
SM weak interactions. We have shown that measuring the neutrino trident production
(ν A → ν ` `A) cross section at GeV energies will be an attainable goal of near future ex-
periments such as the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). The backgrounds
in LAr are expected to be manageable within our assumptions for particle identification
capabilities. Our calculation for the cross section makes it explicit the poor performance
of the Equivalent Photon Approximation for this process, and provides an estimate for
trident rates at various current and future neutrino facilities. In Chapter 4, we assess the
sensitivity of DUNE to new anomaly-free leptophilic U(1)Lα−Lβ groups. The new Z ′ gauge
bosons can be searched for in leptonic and semi-leptonic neutrino scattering processes,
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such as neutrino trident and neutrino-electron scattering (ν e→ ν e). We showed that for
Le−Lµ, the new boson may be searched for in neutrino-electron scattering measurements,
provided the neutrino flux uncertainties are kept under control. For Lµ − Lτ , neutrino
trident production of dimuon pairs can set strong bounds on the coupling and masses of
the Z ′ boson, otherwise much harder to constrain since it does not couple to the first SM
generation of particles. We show that if the number of non-trident background events
exceeds that of the number of SM tridents, then DUNE starts to lose its ability to probe
the entire parameter space able to explain the muon (g − 2)µ.
A new set of models for low energy phenomenology in neutrino experiments has been
developed in Chapter 5. The model contains a new dark neutrino state νD, charged under
a hidden U(1)′ local gauge symmetry, which in turn is broken by the vev of a new scalar
Φ. The setup realises all three neutral and renormalizable portals to hidden sectors: the
scalar, vector and neutrino portals. With the presence of a completely neutral state N , this
closely resembles other low-scale seesaw models like the inverse and extended seesaw. We
show how the phenomenology is very different from having each portal taken individually,
opening up parameter space to explain experimental anomalies such as the muon (g − 2),
and the MiniBooNE low energy anomaly. As it turns out, the model also radiatively
generates light neutrino masses, while remaining testable at the MeV scale.
Phenomenological realizations of the dark neutrino model had already been put forward
as explanations of the excess of electron-like events at MiniBooNE. As shown in Chapter
6, light Z ′ scenarios are severely constrained by neutrino-electron scattering measurements
at accelerator neutrino experiments. We proposed a new technique to constrain these
models by investigating sideband data in the MINERνA low energy measurement, as
well as in the past measurements performed by CHARM-II. By using simplified rate
analysis in sideband regions of MINERνA and CHARM-II, as well as computing the
MiniBooNE angular spectrum, we showed that the region where both energy and angular
distributions at MiniBooNE can be explained in this model are in severe tension with
neutrino-electron scattering data. Although not all parameter space is excluded, our
work highlights the importance of the coherent photon-like sidebands in neutrino-electron
scattering measurements and paves the way for future analyses at MINERνA, NOνA, and
DUNE, eventually.
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Neutrino beams from stored muons can bring great improvements to laboratory neutrino
experiments. The νSTORM project is a first step towards neutrino factories and muon
colliders, and may provide a definite test of whether short-baseline oscillations due to
eV sterile neutrinos exist. Beyond testing existing anomalies, it could provide the most
stringent limits on non-unitarity of the PMNS matrix due to light sterile neutrinos. Our
analysis also highlighted the peculiarities of the beam, with implications for production
localisation, short-baseline CP violation, and displaying a variety of oscillation channels
in a single experiment.
Neutrino physics is a field full of exciting and unexpected results. Neutrino oscillations
have marked the beginning of our exploration of beyond the SM physics, but much more
is yet to be learned. Beyond studying the physics of neutrino flavour, neutrino oscillation
and scattering experiments are a unique tool to probe the weak interactions and to search
for new particles. The theoretical models, novel measurements, and analyses techniques we
have proposed in this thesis are intimately connected to the unique properties of neutrinos.
Whether neutrinos are indeed a gateway to dark sectors, or just what we need to rule this
possibility out, we are confident that the bright future of neutrino physics will shine light
on what lies beyond the SM.
Appendices
Appendix A
Phase Space
In this appendix we derive some key results for the phase space treatment we use in
calculating cross sections and decay rates. We begin with the factorization of N -final state
phase-space factors into N − 2 two-body ones. In general, the N -body phase space can be
written as
dΦN (P, {pi}) = (2pi)4δ4(P −
N∑
i
pi)
N∏
i
d3pi
(2pi)32Ei
, (A.0.1)
where {pi} = p1, . . . , pN . Focusing on the 1-2 subsystem with total momentum p12 = p1+p2,
we can write
dΦN (P, {pi}) =
∫
d4p12 δ4(p12 − p1 − p2) (2pi)4δ4(P −
N∑
i
pi)
N∏
i
d3pi
(2pi)32Ei
=
∫
d4p12 dΦ2(p12, p1, p2) (2pi)4δ4(P − p12 −
N∑
i=3
pi)
N∏
i=3
d3pi
(2pi)32Ei
=
∫
d4p12 dm212 δ(p212 −m212) dΦ2(p12, p1, p2)
× (2pi)4δ4(P − p12 −
N∑
i=3
pi)
N∏
i=3
d3pi
(2pi)32Ei
, (A.0.2)
which from
∫
d4p12 δ(p212 −m212) =
∫
d4p12
δ(E12 −
√
m212 + |~p12|2)
2
√
m212 + |~p12|2
=
∫ d3p12
2E12
,
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yields the final results
dΦN (P, p1, . . . , pN ) =
dm212
2pi dΦ2(p12, p1, p2)dΦN (P, p12, p3, . . . , pN ). (A.0.3)
This result not only lets us factorize any resonant features in phase space, but also provides
a recipe to tackle the kinematics of any process in terms of a series of 2-body problems,
which are much simpler. The 2-body phase-space factors and associated four-momenta in
the respective center-of-mass (CM) frame can always be written as
dΦ2(p12, p1, p2) =
λ1/2
(
1,m21/ECM 212 ,m22/ECM 212
)
32pi2 dΩ
CM,
p12 =
(
ECM12 ,~0
)
,
p1 =
(
ECM 212 +m21 −m22
2ECM 212
, |~p1| sin θ cosφ, |~p1| sin θ sinφ, |~p1| cos θ
)
,
p2 =
(
ECM 212 +m22 −m21
2ECM 212
,−~p1
)
, (A.0.4)
where λ(a, b, c) = (a− b− c)2 − 4bc is the Källén function. Now, the problem is reduced
to finding the CM frame of every pij subsystem, and the transformation between all such
frames, if necessary. Of course, the dependence of the matrix element on the kinematics
makes certain phase space parametrization better than others, making each problem unique.
Lab variables, for instance, are the standard parametrization for DIS scattering as they
preserve crucial physical intuition of the process at hand.
Neutrino trident production Now we derive a phase space parametrization for neu-
trino trident production in terms of the momentum transferK2 = 2p1·p2. This is important
if one wants to change variables to smooth out the integrand at low MZ′ masses. We
follow the calculation in [188] and [1], and proceed to define K2 as one of the integration
variables. The relevant Lorentz invariant phase space for the 2 → 3 leptonic part of the
cross section is given by
∫
d3ΠLIPS =
∫ d~p2
(2pi)32E2
d~p3
(2pi)32E3
d~p4
(2pi)32E4
(2pi)4δ(4)(p1 + q − p2 − p3 − p4). (A.0.5)
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Following [188] we start by working in the frame ~p1 + ~q − ~p3 = 0, putting ~p1 along the zˆ
direction instead. The delta function can be integrated with the ~p4 and |~p2| integrals, such
that ∫ d~p2
2E2
d~p4
2E4
δ(4)(p1 + q − p2 − p3 − p4) =
∫ |~p2|
4Wc
1
E1E2
dK2 dφ2, (A.0.6)
where we defined
|~p2| = (W 2c −m21)/2Wc,
Wc = q0 + E1 − E3,
K2 = 2E1E2(1− cos θ2). (A.0.7)
Since we conserve energy and momentum in this frame, we can take −1 ≤ cos θ2 ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 2pi. The remaining ~p3 integral can be performed with the variables defined
in [188] to yield ∫ d~p3
2E3
=
∫ 2pi
sˆ
dx5 dx3, (A.0.8)
where a trivial azimuthal angle was integrated over. Their limits are more easily found in
the frame ~p1 + ~q = 0, with ~q along the zˆ direction. Finally, our main result is given by∫
d3ΠLIPS =
1
(2pi)4
∫ |~p2|
4Wc
1
sˆ
1
E1E2
dx5 dx3 dK2 dφ2. (A.0.9)
There remains two non-trivial integrations to be performed to obtain the full 4-body phase
space cross section, namely the ones over q2 and sˆ. The substitutions suggested in [189]
for these two invariants are still convenient, and we make use of them in our numerical
integrations.
Appendix B
Form Factors
Electromagnetic form factors In the coherent regime, we use a Woods-Saxon (WS)
form factor due to its success in reproducing the experimental data [433, 434]. The WS
form factor is the Fourier transform of the nuclear charge distribution, defined as
ρ(r) = ρ0
1 + exp
(
r − r0
a
) , (B.0.1)
where we take r0 = 1.126A1/3 fm and a = 0.523 fm. One can then calculate the WS form
factor as
F (Q2) = 1∫
ρ(r) d3r
∫
ρ(r) exp (−i~q · ~r) d3r . (B.0.2)
Here we use an analytic expression for the symmetrized Fermi function [435,436] instead
of calculating the WS form factor numerically. This symmetrized form is found to agree
very well with the full calculation and reads
F (Q2) = 3pia
r20 + pi2a2
pia coth (piQa) sin (Qr0)− r0 cos (Qr0)
Qr0 sinh (piQa)
. (B.0.3)
In the incoherent regime, we work with the functions HN1 (Q2) and HN2 (Q2), which depend
on the Dirac and Pauli form factors of the nucleon N as follows
HN1 (Q2) = |FN1 (Q2)|2 − τ |FN2 (Q2)|2 , and HN2 (Q2) =
∣∣∣FN1 (Q2) + FN2 (Q2)∣∣∣2 , (B.0.4)
where τ = −Q2/4M2. The form factors FN1 (Q2) and FN2 (Q2) can be related to the
usual Sachs electric GE and magnetic GM form factors. These have a simple dipole
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parametrization
GNE(Q2) =FN1 (Q2) + τFN2 (Q2) =

0, if N = n,
GD(Q2), if N = p,
(B.0.5)
GNM (Q2) =FN1 (Q2) + FN2 (Q2) =

µnGD(Q2), if N = n,
µpGD(Q2), if N = p,
(B.0.6)
where µp,n is the nucleon magnetic moment in units of the nuclear magneton and GD(Q2) =
(1 +Q2/M2V )−2 is a simple dipole form factor with MV = 0.84 GeV.
Neutral current form factor Here we show our weak hadronic current used in the
dark-bremsstrahlung calculation. Similarly to the electromagnetic case, we write the weak
hadronic current for a spin-0 nucleus with Z protons and N neutrons as
HµW = 〈H(k3)| JµW(Q2) |H(kb)〉
= QW(kb + k3)µFW(Q2), (B.0.7)
% where QW = (1−4s2w)Z−N and FW(Q2) stands for the weak form factor of the nucleus.
We implement the Helm form factor as in [437], defined as
|F (Q2)|2 =
(3j1(QR)
QR
)2
e−Q
2s2 , (B.0.8)
where j1(x) stands for the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, s = 0.9 fm and
R = 3.9 fm for 40Ar.
Appendix C
Trident Distributions
In this appendix we explore the trident signal in more detail, showing some relevant
kinematical distributions for coherent and diffractive events. For concreteness, and due
to its large number of events, we choose to focus on the DUNE ND, only commenting
slightly on the signal at the lower energies of SBN and νSTORM. The observables we
calculate are the invariant mass of the charged leptons m2`+`− , their separation angle ∆θ
and their individual energies E±. The flux convolved distributions of these observables are
shown for the DUNE ND in neutrino mode in Fig. C.1. In these plots, we sum all trident
channels with a given undistinguishable final-state proportionally to their rates, although νµ
initiated processes always dominate. The coherent and diffractive contributions are shown
separately and on the same axes, but we do not worry about their relative normalization.
Other potentially interesting quantities are the angle between the cone formed by the two
charged leptons and the beam, αC , and the angle of each charged lepton with respect
to the beam direction, θ±. We also report the distributions of the momentum transfer
to the hadronic system, Q2. Although this is not a directly measurable quantity, it is a
strong discriminant between the coherent and diffractive processes. We do not present the
antineutrino distributions here, but they are qualitatively similar.
Perhaps one of the most valuable tools for background suppression in the measurement
of the µ+µ− trident signal at CHARM II, CCFR and NuTeV [107–109] was the smallness
of the invariant mass m2`+`− . This feature, shown here on the top row of Fig. C.1, is also
present at lower energies, where the distributions become even more peaked at lower values;
although, the diffractive events tend to be have a more uniform distribution in this variable.
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This is also true for the angular separation ∆θ, where coherent dimuon tridents tends to
be quite collimated, with 90% of events having ∆θ < 20◦, whilst diffractive ones are less
so, with only 47% of events surviving the cut. This difference is much less pronounced
for mixed and dielectron channels, where only half of our coherent events obey ∆θ < 20◦,
when 37% of diffractive events do so.
An interesting feature of same flavour tridents induced by a neutrino (antineutrino) is
that the negative (positive) charged lepton tends to be slightly more energetic than its
counterpart, whilst for mixed tridents muons tend to carry away most of the energy. These
considerations are also reflected in the angular distributions. The most energetic particle
is also the more forward one. For instance, in mixed neutrino induced tridents, ∼ 80% of
the µ− are expected to be within 10◦ of the beam direction, whilst only ∼ 35% of their e+
counterparts do so.
Finally, we mention that detection thresholds can also be important for trident channels
with electrons in the final-state. Assuming, for example, a detection threshold for muons
and electromagnetic (EM) showers of 30 MeV in LAr, we end up with efficiencies of (99%,
71%, 77%, 86%) for (µ+µ−, e+e−, e+µ−, e−µ+) coherent tridents. These efficiencies
become (96%, 91%, 93%, 96%) for incoherent tridents, dropping for µ+µ− and increasing
for all others. For comparison, at the lower neutrino energies of SBND and assuming the
same detection thresholds, the efficiencies for coherent and incoherent tridents are slightly
lower, (97%, 57%, 67%, 77%) and (90%, 81%, 85%, 90%) respectively.
While trident events are generally quite forward going, their angular behaviour is quite
interesting. We consider here the angle between the charged lepton cone and the neutrino
beam, αC , defined as
cosαC =
(~p3 + ~p4) · ~p1
|~p3 + ~p4||~p1| ,
and in the individual angle of the charged lepton to the neutrino beam, θ. For same flavour
tridents we define θ for each charge of the visible final-state, whilst for mixed tridents we
use their flavour. We also show the distribution in Q2 = −q2, where q = (P − P ′), which
is of particular interest when considering coherency and the impact of form factors.
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Fig. C.1. Flux convolved neutrino trident production distributions for DUNE ND in
neutrino mode. In purple we show the coherent contribution in 40Ar and in blue the inco-
herent contribution from protons as targets only (including Pauli blocking). The coherent
and incoherent distributions are normalized independently. The relative importance of
each contribution as a function of Eν can be seen in Fig. 3.6.
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Fig. C.2. Flux convolved neutrino trident production distributions for DUNE ND in
neutrino mode in additional variables. In purple we show the coherent contribution in
40Ar and in blue the incoherent contribution from protons as targets only (including Pauli
blocking). The coherent and incoherent distributions are normalized independently.
Appendix D
Dark Neutrino Self-Energies
In this appendix, we compute the one-loop corrections to the light neutrino masses in our
dark neutrino model, following Refs. [317,438,439].
We work with the on-shell (OS) renormalization scheme. This is ensured by requiring
that the off-diagonal elements of the self-energy be diagonal when the external particles
are on their mass shell, and that the residue of the renormalized propagator are equal to
one. Note this is only applicable to the off-diagonal entries that involve at least one heavy
neutrino, and that the light-light entries are all non-zero and finite at one-loop.
Assuming Majorana neutrino fields, one can write the self-energy tensor in its most general
form:
Σij(/q) = /qPLΣLij(q2) + /qPRΣRij(q2) + PLΣMij (q2) + PRΣM∗ij (q2), (D.0.1)
where by virtue of the Majorana nature the previous terms obey
ΣLij(q2) = ΣR∗ij (q2), ΣMij (q2) = ΣMji (q2).
The contribution from the scalar fields s = h0, ϕ0, the goldstones G = Gh, Gϕ and the
vector bosons V = Z,Z ′ are
−iΣsij(p2) = (−i)2 (∆sPR + ∆∗sPL)ik×∫
ddk
(2pi)d
i(/p+ /k +mk)
(p+ k)2 −m2k
i
k2 −m2s
(∆sPR + ∆∗sPL)kj ,
−iΣGsij (p2) = (−i)2 (i∆sPR − i∆∗sPL)ik×
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∫
ddk
(2pi)d
i(/p+ /k +mk)
(p+ k)2 −m2k
i
k2 − ξVm2V
(i∆sPR − i∆∗sPL)kj ,
−iΣVij(p2) = −(−i)2γµ
(
CV PL − CTV PR
)
ik
×∫
ddk
(2pi)d
i(/p+ /k +mk)
(p+ k)2 −m2k
iPµν
k2 −m2V
γν
(
CV PL − CTV PR
)
kj
,
with no index summation notation. In the latter term, we defined the vector boson
propagator numerator, which we rewrite as
γµPµνγ
ν = γµ
[
gµν − (1− ξV ) kµkν
k2 − ξVm2V
]
γν
= d− (1− ξV ) k
2 −m2k
k2 − ξVm2V
− m
2
k
m2V
(k2 − ξVm2V )− (k2 −m2V )
k2 − ξVm2V
.
This allows us to write the relevant part of the self-energy as functions of the scalar
two-point loop function
B0(l,m2a,m2c) = µ2
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 −m2a)((l + k)2 −m2c)
, (D.0.2)
such that
Σsij(0)PR =−
pi2
(2pi)4µ
d−4 [(∆s)ikmkB0(0,m2k,m2s)(∆s)kj] PR (D.0.3)
ΣGij(0)PR =
pi2
(2pi)4µ
d−4 [(∆G)ikmkB0(0,m2k, ξVm2V )(∆G)kj] PR (D.0.4)
ΣVij(0)PR =−
pi2
(2pi)4µ
d−4 [(CV )ikmk f(m2k,m2V , ξm2V )(C∗V )kj] PR, (D.0.5)
where the rearrangement of the boson propagator allowed us to write f(m2k,m2V , ξm2V ) as
f(m2k,m2V , ξm2V ) = dB0(0,m2k,m2V )− (1− ξV )B0(0,m2V , ξVm2V )+
m2k
m2V
B0(0,m2k, ξVm2V )−
m2k
m2V
B0(0,m2k,m2V ).
Finally, the scalar loop function is given by
B0(0,m2a,m2b) =
1

− γE + ln 4pi −
∫ 1
0
dx ln m
2
a − x(m2a −m2b)
µ2
= 1

− γE + ln 4pi − m
2
a
m2b −m2a
[
ln m
2
a
µ2
− 1
]
+ m
2
b
m2b −m2a
[
ln m
2
b
µ2
− 1
]
.
The finiteness of our final result and its gauge invariance are a consequence of the identities
in Eqs. 5.2.24 and 5.2.26. For light neutrinos (i, j = 1, 2, 3), the final result reads
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ΣijPR = − pi
2
(2pi)4CV mˆ
[
dB0(0, mˆ2,m2V ) +
mˆ2
m2V
(
B0(0, mˆ2,m2S)−B0(0, mˆ2,m2V )
)]
CTV PR.
(D.0.6)
After significant algebra, and checking the cancellation of divergencies, we arrive at
mij =
1
4pi2
5∑
k=4
[
(CZ)ik(CZ)jk
m3k
m2Z
F (m2k,m2Z ,m2h) + (CZ′)ik(CZ′)jk
m3k
m2Z′
F (m2k,m2Z′ ,m2ϕ′)
]
,
(D.0.7)
where
F (a, b, c) ≡ 3 ln (a/b)
a/b− 1 +
ln (a/c)
a/c− 1 . (D.0.8)
For the full expression, involving mixing, we find (B0(x2) ≡ B0(0, mˆ2, x2))
ΣM (0) = CZmˆ
{
4B0(m2Z)−
mˆ2
m2Z
[
B0(m2Z)− c2ω′B0(m2h′)− s2ω′B0(m2ϕ′)
]}
CTZ
+ CZ′mˆ
{
4B0(m2Z′)−
mˆ2
m2Z′
[
B0(m2Z′)− c2ω′B0(m2ϕ′)− s2ω′B0(m2h′)
]}
CTZ′
+ sω′cω′
{
CZmˆ
[
B0(m2h′)−B0(m2ϕ′)
]
CTZ′ + CZ′mˆ
[
B0(m2h′)−B0(m2ϕ′)
]
CTZ
}
.
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